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Summary
Establishing Faithful Simulation of Polar Surfaces in Contact
with the Aqueous Phase
Thomas Edward Sayer
Crystal surfaces which generate polar repeat units are fundamentally unstable on
electrostatic grounds. As such, they require a charge-compensation mechanism if
they are to exist at all. In vacuo, this usually presents as a self-ionisation (electronic
reconstruction), or a non-stoichiometric reconstruction of the surface region. When a
fluid is present, charge can also be provided externally by adsorbates. In this thesis, we
will use molecular dynamics (MD) simulation to investigate the potential of an aqueous
phase to stabilise several polar surfaces. Firstly, we address certain finite-size effects
by using finite field Hamiltonians developed by Stengel, Spaldin and Vanderbilt and
recently introduced to MD. We show that for the simple model of a sodium chloride
(111) slab, treated with a forcefield, an electrolyte can provide charge compensation.
Next, we compare our boundary conditions to those used in published work on polar
silver iodide in the context of ice nucleation. We demonstrate that standard ‘dipole-
correction’ methods fail to describe not only the crystal, but also the aqueous phase.
Moving forwards, we test the robustness of our method by performing ab initio MD
on our NaCl (111) slab. This highlights several technical nuances whilst also allowing
us to directly evaluate the role of the electronic degrees of freedom in the presence of
such polarising conditions. Passing these validating steps, we investigate magnesium
oxide in contact with the aqueous phase: firstly the non-polar (100) termination, which
exhibits complicated water dissociation at the interface; and secondly the polar (111)
termination, which forces us to evaluate our model in the face of some much more
aggressive chemistry. Finally, we reflect on all the accrued queries which remain to be
tackled by theory and simulation.
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1.1 Introduction
The most chemically interesting crystal surfaces are not the perfect ones. [1] Cleaving
a semi-infinite slabi from a crystal is likely, in vacuo, to reveal its high-coordination,
low-energy planes. Of course, by their very appearance we can expect them to be—
notwithstanding the effects of the presence of the surface on the electronic structure
relative the bulk—unreactive. It is for this reason that the field of surface science
concentrates so heavily on defective surfaces, where steps or vacancies represent higher-
energy loci which behave in a different manner to the inert surroundings. All this is
in contrast to polar surfaces, which are inherently reactive and indeed often of low
coordination. They derive their name from their bulk repeat units, which bear a net
dipole moment in the direction of stacking. The resulting extensive electric field this
generates renders them fundamentally unstable and therefore supremely reactive.
A good example of these features would be the zinc-blende crystal structure. Named for
the cubic phase of the mineral sphalerite, ZnS, it is a face-centered lattice of anions
with half the tetrahedral interstitials occupied by cations to produce universal four-
fold coordination, in the same way as diamond, see Fig. 1.1 (a). Cuts revealing the
{100} (b) or {111} (d) faces are polar with alternating layers of cations and anions,
while the dodecahedral crystal demonstrates that the non-polar {110} surface (c) is the
most stable termination. Of course, under non-standard conditions such as enriched
atmospheres the stability ordering may change. [2–5] Steps and kinks in the surface
(higher index planes) may also be important, and indeed can sometimes even be viewed
as the coexistence of different surfaces. [1,6]
iAny real object is obviously not infinite in extent, but is treated as such for the boundary conditions
needed to describe physics at the nanoscale.
Figure 1.1: Left (a): Projected unit cell of the zinc-blende crystal structure: anions in red and
cations in grey, dotted lines illustrate four-fold coordination. Right: Sets of two adjacent planes
along (b) 〈001〉, (c) 〈110〉, and (d) 〈111〉, where dotted lines show the region internal to the
unit cell (a). The polar directions, (b) and (d) have adjacent planes of opposite, finite charge; the
non-polar direction (c) has neutral ionic planes.
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Figure 1.2: Reprinted Figure 3 with permission from C. Noguera, Journal of Physics:
Condensed Matter 12, R367–R410 (2000), copyright 2020 IOP. Top views of three surface
configurations of a rock-salt (111) surface: (a) the stoichiometric unreconstructed surface; (b) a
(2× 1) reconstruction obtained by removing every other atom in the top layer; (c) the (2× 2)
octopolar reconstruction.
Yet, as the reader may be aware, [1] (100) zinc-blende surfaces are routinely employed
as the substrate in devices like III–V and II–IV junctions. These semiconductor
materials are able to provide charge-carriers which can sit at the interface with the
substrate, setting up an opposing electric field. By screening the otherwise catastrophic
polarity, these electrons and/or holes are said to compensate the system. This
compensation can also be provided by another, opposing polar crystal in an insulating
analogue of the heterojunction. Indeed, polar behaviour can also be exploited to promote
the adhesion of species that would otherwise be only poorly wetting. [7,8] In inorganic
chemistry, transition metals [9] or transition metal oxides [10–12] have been deposited onto
these surfaces in pursuit of enhanced catalytic properties.
Furthermore, the zinc-blende (111) surfaces can also exist as a stable termination,
appearing strongly distorted (towards a graphite-like structure of neutral planes) in
MgO (111) thin films. [13] Here, the finite thickness of the polar solid together with
its structural distortions are enough to keep the electric field within acceptable bounds.
Indeed, many polar surfaces can appear as films, displaying novel behaviours and
properties. [14]
A different sort of structural rearrangement that can be observed is the surface
reconstruction. Rather than receive electrons or holes from an adjacent phase, polar
surfaces can shed surface atoms to accomplish the same electrostatic result. The now
non-stoichiometric surface layers are themselves the source of the compensation. For
the rock salt (111) structure displayed in Fig. 1.2 (a), two possible compensating
terminations are: removing half the ions from the outer layer, a so-called (2× 1)
reconstruction (b); or removing three-quarters of the ions from the outer layer,
and one quarter from the sub-surface layer, a so-called (2 × 2) or ‘octopolar’
reconstruction (c). Pyramidal surface morphologies which are at least consistent with
the latter reconstruction have been identified on NiO and MgO (111) samples. [15,16]
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Rather than rearrange the nuclear degrees of freedom, redox-active materials can
undergo a charge-transfer via the electronic degrees of freedom. This self-ionisation
process is therefore termed an electronic reconstruction. For example, in Co3O4 the
(110) surface is made up from alternating [Co (III)2 O4]
2 – and [Co (III)2 Co
(II)
2 O4]
2+
layers. The reaction of the two terminating interfacial layers (i),
[Co (III)2 O4]
2−
(i) +[Co
(III)
2 Co
(II)
2 O4]
2+
(i) −−→ [Co(III)Co(IV)O4]−(i)+[Co(III)Co (II)3 O4]+(i),
(1.1)
compensates the polarity and causes metallic character at the surface, as well as
magnetic properties. [3] Such surface metallisations can also be described in non-
reducible oxides like MgO and Al2O3, though for the bare surfaces they are not
thought to be energetically viable given the alternatives. [6] Indeed, competition between
compensation mechanisms [17] constitutes an extremely difficult problem for theory, and
while we shall not seek to tackle it in this work, we will provide an outlook in the
concluding remarks.
The final mechanism to be discussed is that of charged adsorbates from a fluid phase.
We could imagine the chemisorption of gas molecules providing the electrons and
holes required by the polar structure, in the place of a solid semiconductor. For
example, the prospect of using controllable phase transitions between polar and non-
polar phases then directly suggests a catalytic cycle for the removal of small atmospheric
contaminants or perhaps even CO2.
[11,12] The most studied processes however are those
of heterolytic water dissociation producing OH– and H+ ions. Indeed, the NiO octopolar
reconstruction is healed in the presence of water, [18,19] and the MgO equivalent may
require some hydroxyl coverage [20] to appear at all. The role of aqueous phase ions
more generally in providing polarity compensation, and how it can be modelled by
simulation, will form the majority of the discussion in the following chapters.
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1.2 Theoretical Description
1.2.1 Tasker’s Classification
Given the plethora of examples discussed above, it would be sensible to develop a
theoretical framework with which to understand their behaviour and make predictions.
The fact that crystals composed of unit cells possessing a net dipole moment
perpendicular to the surface cut are unstable seems to have first been noticed by Bartaut
in the 1958 proceedings of the French Academy of Sciences. [21] Since then, the problem
of how to calculate the total energy of such model systems was first addressed as
a theoretical exercise in the summation of electrostatic interactions arising from an
array of point charges. [16,22–24] The seminal work is a monograph by Tasker, [24] which
boasts some 1734 citations at time of writing. In the paper, he divided ionic surfaces
constructed from frozen-bulk structures (without relaxation) into three categories based
upon their repeat units:
• Type-I: where there is neither net charge in the unit cell’s layers, nor a net dipole
moment within the cell.
• Type-II: one whose layers individually bear a net charge, but are arranged in such
a way within the cell that the net dipole moment is zero.
• Type-III: when both the charge of the layers and the dipole moment of the cell are
non-zero.
In Table 1.1 the categorisation of a selection of common structures are listed. Type-
III surfaces are always polar. The aforementioned rock salt (111) structure is the
canonical example and together with the (0001) cut in wurtzite shall be investigated
in this work. Type-II surfaces are formally not polar, but may be converted to a polar
surface by altering their termination. We shall discuss a Type-II surface of corundum
(cubic Al2O3) in Ch. 7. Finally, under this framework, Type-I surfaces are never polar.
However, when covalency becomes significant, atoms can alter their charge and if this is
not taken into account surfaces can be assigned an incorrect classification. Nevertheless,
the categorisation scheme is very useful, and we will refer to it throughout.
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Table 1.1: Reprinted Table 1 with permission from J. Goniakowski, F. Finocchi, C. Noguera,
Reports on Progress in Physics 71, 016501 (2008), copyright 2020 IOP. List of commonly
encountered crystal surfaces together with their (experimental) polarity and their Tasker
classification. Notice Type-II surfaces are considered either polar or non-polar depending on
their termination, and some Type-I surfaces also turn out to be polar (due to covalency as
mentioned in the text) such as BaTiO3 (100).
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1.2.2 Compensating Charge for Specific Structures
To provide a concrete example, we now consider the net dipole moment of a regular
[111] direction in rock salt. By identifying pairs of planes with the same charge,ii
within a setup where the deviations from the bulk charges occur at both ends of the
crystal symmetrically (equal up to a sign, see Fig. 1.3), the total dipole can be written as
the sum of parallel-plane contributions,
µ = (n+1)R
[ m
∑
j=1
(−1) j+1σ j +(−1)mσ02
]
−
R
[ m
∑
j=1
(2 j−1)(−1) j+1σ j +(−1)mmσ0
]
(1.2)
where σ j is the charge on the j’th plane of ions in the surface region (1 ≤ j ≤ m),
whereas σ0 is the value in the bulk; n+1 is the number of planes and R is the interlayer
spacing. [25] The dipole moment is related to the electrostatic potential, and so we can see
that in a macroscopic crystal (n→ ∞) the first term leads to an infinite energy. How this
term is cancelled by modification of the layers’ charge and spacing therefore determines
the structure, while the limit of low n explains the unique behaviour of thin films.
Reconstructions and adsorbates provide a compensating charge to the crystal surface
which cancels the first term in Eq. 1.2. In the case where only the first plane alters its
charge (m = 1), the compensation required to lift the instability is seen to be
σ1 =
σ0
2
. (1.3)
iiThe mathematics is simplified if, for the bulk planes with charge σ0, we take a multiple of single-layer
(R) terms.
Figure 1.3: Illustration of the system used to derive Eq. 1.2. For rock salt, all planes have a
separation R. The bulk crystal consists of ions (dark blue spheres) yielding charge densities±σ0
(dark blue plane). The surface planes [1,m] have a different charge density (strictly only plane m
must vary), which can arise from: an altered valency (orange), the stoichiometry being different
(light blue planes), or both (green).
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Indeed, the authors of Refs. 16, 22–24 (and some authors referenced therein) derived
equivalent, complementary results for their systems of interest: one half for rock salt
where the planes are equally spaced (in agreement with Eq. 1.3) and one quarter for
zinc-blende and wurtzite where they have an alternating separation.
However, Eq. 1.2 has more to tell us. We can see that for m = 2, the freedom to
choose σ1 and σ2 allows us to simultaneously cancel not only the first term but also
the second term, which accounts for the surface dipole. This would lead to an even
lower electrostatic energy. The values that accomplish this for rock salt? Three quarters
for the first layer and one quarter for the second: exactly those seen in the octopolar
reconstruction. This is an interesting difference between Type-II structures like the
(2× 2) rock salt reconstruction and the m = 1 compensated Type-III surfaces like the
(2×1). It is notable that the cancellation of the polar catastrophe does not place a strong
constraint on the surface dipole. Indeed, it shows that no matter how strong the surface
dipole is made, if the charge requirement is not met to cancel the bulk term, a polar
surface will result nevertheless.
1.2.3 Noguera’s Classification
To understand why the dipole moment of the surface region does not (explicitly) enter
into the stability criteria, and indeed why the Tasker scheme has these multiple classes,
we will reproduce the electrostatic arguments presented by Goniakowski, Finocchi, and
Noguera. [6] They ask us to consider a very general model of a crystal cleaved along
some plane. They divide space up into: the vacuum region where there is no material,
a bulk region which is described by a periodic repeat unit, and a surface region which
exists between the bulk and the interface. The system is overall neutral. Throughout,
we consider the 1D problem, where the crystal is infinite in two dimensions and we
can laterally average over them to describe the structure along the third ‘z’ direction. A
quantity such as E(z) therefore implies taking the average over the x and y directions.
We start by invoking basic relations from electrostatics. From the differential form of
Gauss’s law we have
dE(z)
dz
= 4piρ(z), (1.4)
where E is Maxwell’s electric field, and ρ is the (total) charge density. We assume these
equations hold for any microscopic position z.iii As we have a net neutral system under
no external field, the charge density ρ can entirely be assigned to the ‘bound charge’
density, ρb(z). The polarisation P is defined by this density through
dP(z)
dz
=−ρb(z), (1.5)
iiiWe work in Gaussian units where ε0 = 1/4pi . Energy has units of [charge]2[distance]−1.
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which means that
∴ E(z) =−4piP(z). (1.6)
Introducing the definition of the field as (minus) the gradient of the potential V , we
obtain the electrostatic Poisson equation
d2V (z)
dz2
=−4piρb(z). (1.7)
The potential is now related to the charge distribution through the polarisation, which is
the source of the instability as we understand it. To obtain an expression for the potential
difference across the crystal, we therefore need to find
〈P〉z = lim
w→∞
1
w
∫ w
0
dzP(z). (1.8)
Applying Eq. 1.5 and integrating by parts we obtain
〈P〉z = lim
w→∞
({
1
w
∫ w
0
dzzρb(z)
}
+
1
w
[
zP(z)
]w
0
)
= lim
w→∞
({
1
w
∫ zs
0
dzzρb(z)+
1
w
∫ w
zs
dzzρb(z)
}
+P(w)
)
, (1.9)
where we have used the fact that P(0) = 0 by construction. The integral has been split
into one over the surface region and one over the bulk region, divided at a coordinate zs.
Since in the thermodynamic limit of w → ∞ the volume of the surface region is
negligible, the first term vanishes.iv The integral over the bulk can be expressed in
terms of the repeat cell which defines it. Finally, the last term (known as the surface
or ‘boundary’ term) can be equated with the polarisation at the point zs, also by the
periodicity of the bulk. We can therefore write Eq. 1.9 more concisely as
〈P〉z = µB(zs)Vcell −
∫ zs
0
dzρb(z) (1.10)
with bulk repeat unit of dipole moment µB and volume Vcell, and the polarisation at zs
is expressed in terms of the charge contained in the surface region using Eq. 1.5. This
makes intuitive sense: the average polarisation of the system equal to that of the bulk
plus a term accounting for the surface region. Now the condition for stability: there can
exist no linear component of the electrostatic potential within the crystal, otherwise it
will diverge in the thermodynamic limit. From Eq. 1.6, this can only be true if Eq. 1.10
ivHere the variable w is used simply to define the average, but of course in simulation we will have
only finite simulation cells and w will become the width of the slab that mimics the crystal.
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is set to zero,
µB(zs)
Vcell
=
∫ zs
0
dzρb(z). (1.11)
The place where the surface becomes the bulk in this model, the parameter zs, is our
choice. We could place it between two crystal planes; we could place it on top of a
plane such as to divide it between surface and bulk. Its exact position will define the
identity of the repeat unit. In order to have a canonical choice for every system, Noguera
recommends a zs such that µB is set to zero. It turns out that such a choice always exists,
and we shall prove this. For a repeat unit characterised by an extent in z equal to a, the
dipole moment can be integrated by parts as
µB(ζ )≡
∫ ζ+ a2
ζ− a2
dzzρb(z)
=
[
z
∫ z
0
dz′ρb(z′)
]ζ+ a2
ζ− a2
−
∫ ζ+ a2
ζ− a2
dz
∫ z
0
dz′ρb(z′)
=
[
zΣ(z)
]ζ+ a2
ζ− a2 −
∫ ζ+ a2
ζ− a2
dzΣ(z) (1.12)
for a cell centred on ζ , and Σ(z) as the cumulative charge contained between the origin
and z. By net neutrality of the repeat unit, Σ(z) is periodic and therefore we can write
that
µB(ζ ) = a
(
Σ(ζ ± a
2
)−〈Σ〉z
)
. (1.13)
To set µB to zero it is sufficient to place the cell such that the value defined by the
boundary, Σ(ζ ± a2), is equal to the average value. Since in any physical situation Σ(z)
is continuous (though not smooth), it follows that there exists a zs in the crystal where
Σ is equal to its average. That is to say, it is always possible to construct a repeat unit
which has zero dipole. The classification of surfaces follows readily from this, since we
can divide crystals into two classes: those for which ζ ± a/2 falls at an atomic plane
(because encountering the plane of ions switches the sign of Σ), and those where it falls
between planes (because there is a natural symmetry to the charge density within the
cell). These are the polar and non-polar surfaces, respectively. This is because when
µB = 0 in this way, Eq. 1.11 reduces to
−
∫ zs
0
dzρb(z)≡−Σ(zs) = 0, (1.14)
which, due to the electroneutrality of the total system, means that the condition is
fulfilled in the latter case, but not in the former. This is because the fact that the
repeat unit has its boundary intersecting an atomic plane means that the surface region
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contains a net charge, Σ(zs) 6= 0.v A contradiction here implies that there exists a linear
component of the field inside the crystal, and therefore that the system is polar, as was
to be demonstrated.
To elaborate, consider the derivation alongside the specific case of a (111) rock salt
crystal. The important features are sketched in Fig. 1.4 as to imitate Fig. 5.9, which
has details of the electronic structure. One could equally consider a simpler profile,
such as that generated by point charges (see Fig. 3.3–right–(a)). In either case, this
is a polar crystal. The bulk unit cell which makes µB = 0 must be a symmetrical
one, and therefore intersects an atomic layer, as in (a). We can see for this particular
descriptionvi that the surface region must have non-zero charge: consistent with the
expected violation of Eq. 1.14. A more natural choice of unit cell, (b), obviously does
not fulfil this condition. Indeed, we can now see that Eq. 1.3 is simply Eq. 1.11 where
µB/Vcell takes the cell parameters of the stoichiometric crystal (b) given by Rσ0/2R.
This ratio of separation which multiplies into the charge density is often denoted R.
For the 1 : 3 spacing appropriate to zinc-blende and wurtsite, the condition Σ(zs) = 0
immediately yields the factor R = 1/4 referenced at the end of the previous section,
without having to reformulate Eq. 1.2.
vIt could be that the surface region at one end contains a charge equal and opposite to one half a plane
and is neutral. The net charge is then located at the opposite face, since it must have been oppositely
charged (but the half-plane will bear the same charge).
viThe first ion has less charge in the nucleus than the electron cloud, whose extent in z is demarcated
by the first and third cusps—the locations of the lone pairs. The second cusp is the point nucleus, which
is positively charged for both cations and anions in this particular model.
Figure 1.4: Sketch of the potential profile perpendicular to the surface associated with a (111)
cut of rock salt, that is: planes of alternating equal but opposite charge separated by a single
distance parameter R. This polar cut has a non-zero average polarisation, leading to a linear
component of the bulk field shown as the red dashed line. (a): A 2R repeat unit which has zero
dipole moment by symmetry, but which cuts the ionic planes. (b): The natural choice of unit
cell, which keeps the ions whole but has non-zero dipole moment.
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1.3 Thesis
In this short, introductory chapter we have defined what it means for a surface to be
polar, which was expounded mathematically in the preceding section. We saw that it
has long been appreciated that such surfaces are not physically realisable, at least in
a sample of macroscopic thickness, but that charge-compensated analogues can and
do exist experimentally. The mechanisms required to attain charge compensation that
we discussed were: solid junctions with semiconductors or other polar surfaces, non-
stoichiometric reconstruction of the surface region, electronic reconstruction of the
surface region by a self-ionisation, and the adsorption of foreign species either from
gas or liquid phase.
From this description, it follows that we should expect polar surfaces to at least be
feasible structures when adjacent to an aqueous phase. Any ions in the solution ought to
be able – at least in principle – to provide the compensating charge in a manner that is
(electrostatically) isostructural with a (2×1) reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 1.5. With
respect to a single pair of charged surfaces, the formation of an electrochemical double-
layer is exactly this: ions under a field flow to reach a state of equilibrium described by
a Poisson-Boltzmann equation, or some more sophisticated descendent thereof. [26] We
should be able to perform simulations on such systems to verify this and investigate the
details of the mechanism.
Figure 1.5: Illustration of how the polar NaCl (111) surface (centre) may reconstruct either
non-stoichiometrically by shedding half of the surface layer (right) or by partially dissolving the
surface layer into an electrolyte solution (left). Note that in what follows we always consider
solid NaCl to be in contact with NaCl solution, so the snapshot shown on the left is in fact
three layers of frozen crystal with charge coming from the solution. For the purpose of the
investigation that follows, the distinction between these two cases is unimportant. Note that in
Ch. 4 we consider a freely moving AgI crystal in contact with NaCl solution, and so there we
can specify that we are treating an adsorption of foreign species onto the crystal surface, rather
than a partial dissolution. We have more to say on this distinction in Ch. 8.
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Unlike the reconstructions which occur in the absence of a fluid, which can be subject to
the techniques of surface science that are now routinely performed, it is difficult to probe
aqueous reconstructions experimentally. Surface sensitive techniques such as non-linear
spectroscopy may be appropriate, but are in an early phase of adoption (indeed much
theoretical work still needs to be done in this area) [27] and the experimental data of
relevance has – to our knowledge – not yet been produced. The role of theoretical
methods and computer simulation in studying interfaces is well established in this
regard. Molecular dynamics simulations will therefore be the tool with which we
probe our understanding of these systems, and a full elaboration of all the technical
background is provided in the next chapter.
As a foreword, it transpires that the simulation of such polar systems is of some
not inconsiderable complexity. Common evaluations of the electrostatics give rise to
pathological finite size effects that cannot be satisfactorily overcome by simple brute
force. Moreover, we have just discussed how the instability at the heart of polar
surface behaviour is directly related to arguments about the size-extensivity of fields and
electrostatic potentials. On a computer, the size of our models are necessarily limited,
and so further finite size effects are introduced in simulation. The methods we will use
to treat these inconsistencies with our theoretical models are introduced in Sec. 2.3, and
tested in Ch. 3. At the end of that chapter, we propose directions for project work that
are then addressed sequentially.
While this work will prove quite wide-ranging, there will be many questions we are
not able to touch on in these pages. It is our hope that those reading this document
might find a sense of interest and curiosity in this topic, enough to continue the work of
building this bridge between surface science and solution-phase chemistry.
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2.1 Statistical Mechanics
It is intended that this chapter catalogues the technical detail relevant to developing a
reasonable understanding of all the methods used throughout this document. Likely,
expert readers might find it advisable to skip to Sec. 2.3, or – if this too is familiar – to
Ch. 3.
2.1.1 Microscopic Entropy
The molecular quantum mechanics particular to undergraduate chemistry concerns itself
with the description of a small bundle of nuclei and electrons minding their own
business. Whilst even systems such as this resist a complete description, [1, p. 170] we
would like to be more ambitious. As such, we must be ready to tackle macroscopic
numbers of such molecules, all interacting with each other. However, we are not in the
business of telling molecules what they can and cannot interact with. We necessarily
carve our systems out of nothing less than the rest of the universe; the coupling between
them can be anything from molecule and vacuum, to Erlenmeyer flask and fume hood.
Indeed, just as an experimentalist immerses their flask in a bucket of ice-water, we refer
to the vestigial universe in which our system is immersed as a bath. Approaching this
rather grand problem is a daunting prospect. Still, whatever complications might arise
from the drawing of these imagined boundaries, we can begin by writing down a simple
equality. [2, pp. 10–12] The energy of the universe either belongs to our system, or it does
not,
Esys+Ebath = E. (2.1)
For each possible division, there is an associated number of ways the system and the bath
can, internal to themselves, allocate their energy. These are the microscopic states of a
given energy, or degeneracy, Ω(E). For the molecular quantum mechanic, these come
from the ladder of electro-nuclear-ro-vibrational states of their stationary molecule.
For us, they grow in size and complexity as a quickly-incalculable combinatorial
mess. Nevertheless the fact remains that, whatever the form of Ωsys, for a given Esys
(and therefore Ebath = E − Esys) the total ways of organising the universe is merely
the product of the ways of organising the individual partitions, which is to say that
Ω(Esys) =Ωsys(Esys)Ωbath(E−Esys).
To make progress, we postulate that the probability of being in a given state is the
same as being in any other. This statistical caeteris parabus assumes the universe is
indifferent to its particular state, which seems reasonable. [3, pp. 61–62] Now, if we for the
moment hold the other possible variables of volume V , particle number N, and so forth
as constant, then we can ask ourselves how a system which is free to exchange energy
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between itself and its bath will behave. If we allow Esys to be a variable quantity, then it
follows that the most probable situation is that which maximises Ω(Esys) by fulfilling
∂Ω(Esys)
∂Esys
∣∣∣∣
N,V
≡Ω(Esys)∂ lnΩ(Esys)∂Esys = 0
Ω(Esys)
∂
∂Esys
(
lnΩsys(Esys)+ lnΩbath(E−Esys)
)
= 0
∴ ∂ lnΩsys(Esys)
∂Esys
=
∂ lnΩbath(E−Esys)
∂ (E−Esys) . (2.2)
So we see that for this case where energy is free to be exchanged, this quantity ∂ lnΩ/∂E
comes to be equal in the system and the bath. What we are describing here is thermal
equilibrium, so Eq. 2.2 must somehow be reporting on the equalisation of temperature.
To see how, we recall from the first law of thermodynamics, dE =−PdV +TdS +µdN ,
that
∂S
∂E
∣∣∣∣
N,V
=
1
T
, (2.3)
where S is the entropy and T is the temperature, P is the pressure and µ is the
chemical potential. It follows that we can identify the entropy with the logarithm of
the degeneracy. Indeed, the logarithm has to enter here because, as we noted offhand
not a moment ago, the degeneracy grows combinatorially with system size, while
thermodynamic state functions like the entropy are size extensive. We can therefore
write down that
S(N,V,E) = kB lnΩ(N,V,E), (2.4)
where the terms in the parentheses remind us which quantities we have specified as
constants of the state, and kB is a yet undetermined multiplicative constant which
converts to experimental units. This expression, Eq. 2.4, is Boltzmann’s equation for
the entropy. From our postulate of equal probabilities which led us to calculate the most
degenerate state, this is just the second law of thermodynamics: at thermal equilibrium
the entropy is maximised. Indeed, the sometimes-seen wording that ‘the entropy cannot
decrease’ is actually an empirical comment. What is more rigorous to say is that
(because kB has to be so small compared to S) this particular degeneracy is so large
that it is the only one that matters.
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2.1.2 Canonical Ensemble
We have now derived an expression for the (macroscopic) entropy that relies only on
the microscopic details of the system. We have also seen that the most likely energy
for the system to acquire is that which maximises this entropy; but of course, for each
energy many microstates are available. By normalising the degeneracy, we can give the
probability of a microstate i as
p(Esys = εi) =
1
Ωsys(εi)
Ω(εi)
∑ jΩ(ε j)
p(εi) =
Ωbath(E− εi)
∑ jΩ(ε j)
. (2.5)
Since the energy of the system will be small compared with the rest of the universe, we
can expand Ωbath around εi = 0 such that
Ωbath(E− εi) =Ωbath(E)− εi ∂Ωbath∂Ebath
∣∣∣∣
E
+O
(
1
E
)
, (2.6)
which from the definitions of Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 means that the derivative evaluates as,
Ωbath(E− εi)'Ωbath(E)
(
1− εi 1kBT
)
,
'Ωbath(E)e−
εi
kBT . (2.7)
where the second line follows from εi being small. Now we can obtain the normalisation
from the sum over the numerators. Since the prefactor of Ωbath(E) cancels top and
bottom, all reference to the bath vanishes! In other words,
p(εi) =
exp(−εi/kBT )
∑ j exp(−ε j/kBT )
. (2.8)
The denominator is known as Q, the canonical partition function. It is a measure of
the number of microstates accessible at a given temperature, and it directly informs on
the thermodynamic properties of the system. For example, if we were to ask what the
average energy of the system was, we would write
〈
Esys
〉
=∑
i
εi p(εi)≡ 1Q∑i
εi exp(−εi/kBT )
=−∂ ln [∑i exp(−εi/kBT )]
∂ (1/kBT )
≡− ∂ lnQ
∂ (1/kBT )
. (2.9)
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This average over the ensemble of states of fixed N,V,T is known as a canonical
ensemble average. A thermodynamic potential which has these features is the Helmholtz
free energy, which is defined as the temperature-entropy Legendre transform of the
internal energy (whose total differential, the first law, we used to obtain Eq. 2.3).
Explicitly, if we define A = E−T S then
E =
∂ (A/T )
∂ (1/T )
, (2.10)
which means that the comparison of the two equations, known as the bridge relation,
identifies
A =−kBT lnQ. (2.11)
Whence other quantities can be obtained as partial differentials, such as the entropy,
pressure, and chemical potential.
2.1.3 Molecular Dynamics
While we have obtained an expression for macroscopic thermodynamic quantities from
the microscopic detail of a system immersed in a bath, actually evaluating this sum
over all states seems an insurmountable task. Fortunately, what we can see is that the
function which is important, the probability of a given microstate, goes as an exponential
with respect to the energy. As a result, most states will not contribute the system’s
properties; in practice we do not need to enumerate the entire set of states. What is more,
because the quantity of interest is a probability, we can get away with merely sampling
those lower energy states that do turn out to matter. This is known as importance
sampling. [2, p. 24] The technique we will use throughout this thesis to calculate these
ensemble averaged properties is molecular dynamics (MD).
In MD we prepare (a model of) the system in a given microstate. We then allow the
system to evolve in time by integrating the equations of motion: calculating the forces
acting on each particle and updating the velocities and positions at each timestep. As the
system moves in this phase space, it samples the system’s observable properties {Oi}
over a time τ as
〈Oi〉= 1τ
∫ τ
0
dt Oi(t). (2.12)
For this to be formally equal to the ensemble average of the property, two important
conditions must be satisfied. [2, ch. 4]
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Numerical Integrator
Firstly, the algorithm must be sufficiently robust: time-reversible and symplectic so that
it adequately mirrors the true Hamiltonian mechanics, while preventing significant drifts
in energy and/or altering the probability (phase space volume) assigned to a given state.
For example, considering just the positions for the moment, the most obvious thing to
do would be to Taylor-expand the i’th particle’s position in time as
ri(t+∆t) = ri(t)+ vi(t)∆t+
fi(t)
2m
(∆t)2+ . . . . (2.13)
This is known as the Euler method, and it turns out to be completely naff, “failing
miserably” to conserve the energy. [4] Since ∆t enters in odd powers, the method is not
time-reversible. Worse, it is also not symplectic. These problems can be solved by
taking the sum of both positive and negative timesteps
ri(t+∆t)+ ri(t−∆t) = 2ri(t)+ fi(t)m ∆t
2+O(∆t4)
ri(t+∆t)' 2ri(t)− ri(t−∆t)+ fi(t)m ∆t
2, (2.14)
which eliminates the dependence on the velocity, at the cost of requiring the memory to
access the position at the previous timestep. All the simulations that follow use some
variant of this, which goes by the name of the Sto¨rmer-Verlet scheme.
Ergodic Hypothesis
Secondly, the time average must be a representative sample of the phase space. If the
simulation time τ allows the system to ‘visit’ the entire space then this is satisfied.
Formally this can only occur at infinite times such that [5, p. 447]
lim
τ→∞
1
τ
∫ τ
0
dt Oi(t) =
1
Q∑j
Oi exp(−ε j/kBT ). (2.15)
We have noted that in practice, high energy states will not meaningfully contribute to the
average and so τ can be finite. However, systems can exhibit frustrated phase spaces,
where important low-energy regions are connected by high-energy barriers that are not
crossed during the simulation. In reality, the system need not be at all pathological
to cause us problems. The length of our simulations will often prove to be limited
by our computational resources. We must therefore be careful about extrapolating our
measurements outside of the window of time we have explicitly simulated for. Even
though we can produce estimates of the error of our estimate from the fluctuation in the
data over which we are averaging, long-time variance may not be observable.
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2.1.4 Thermostating
Even with an energy-conserving and ergodic simulation of Newton’s equations of
motion, we would not yet be properly sampling the canonical ensemble. There, we
saw that T was the conserved quantity, not E as it is in Verlet’s algorithm. [2, ch. 6]
Microscopically, the temperature is often defined from equipartition as
mkBT = 〈p2〉. (2.16)
However, it is not so simple to transform between constant E and constant T . An
obvious thing to do would be to force the kinetic energy of each particle to be equal
to its average (if the simulation is ergodic, the time and ensemble averages of this are
the same). Unfortunately, this ‘instantaneous’ temperature Tk fluctuates in the canonical
ensemble, since the probability of having a given velocity is given by
p(p) =
1
Qvel
e−
p2
2mkBT , (2.17)
which when you treat the velocity continuously allows the (Riemann) sum over states to
give Qvel = (m/2pikBT )3/2. This clearly leads to non-zero higher-order moments, and
so a finite variance in the kinetic energy per particle. Formally the relative fluctuations
in Tk are given as
σ2
〈T 2k 〉
=
〈T 2k 〉−〈Tk〉2
〈T 2k 〉
=
N〈p4〉+N(N−1)〈p2〉〈p2〉−N2〈p2〉2
N2〈p2〉2
=
1
N
〈p4〉−〈p2〉2
〈p2〉2 =
2
3N
. (2.18)
Therefore, in any finite sized simulation, constraining velocities will not correctly
sample the canonical distribution. Other possible procedures include: continuously
rescaling all the velocities to the target temperature, or forcing them to relax towards
it in some time-dependent way; [6] adding stochastic forces to all particles; [7] and
introducing additional virtual degrees of freedom into the Hamiltonian. [8,9] These have
their advantages and disadvantages. In our GROMACS simulations we employ a Nose´-
Hoover thermostat of the latter type, [10] but in all our other simulations we have used
the CSVR thermostat. [11] This thermostat of 2006 has acquired some not inconsiderable
popularity recently, with the paper receiving over 1000 citations in the past year. By
combining all the above approaches, Bussi et al. obtain the following algorithm:
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1. Evolve the system for a single timestep using Verlet
2. Calculate the kinetic energy
3. Evolve the kinetic energy for a timestep according to a stochastic dynamics which
relaxes toward the target temperature
4. Rescale the velocities of all the particles to give this new kinetic energy.
If the stochastic dynamics is ultra-fast, then this simplifies to (stochastic) velocity
rescaling. Removing the stochastic element reproduces Berendsen’s thermostat. What is
more, the nature of the stochastic parameters is directly paralleled in Nose´ and Hoover’s
scheme, over which this method represents an improvement in the ergodicity. Since it is
analytically guaranteed to sample the canonical distribution, this would seem to be the
go-to thermostat going forwards.
2.1.5 Periodic Boundaries
While our system of interest is, mercifully, always going to be considerably smaller
than the universe, it will still be too large to explicitly simulate on a computer. Indeed,
with the MD that we will be using, only O(103) particles will prove feasible in the
fight for reasonable ergodicity. In comparison, systems will contain a macroscopic
number of particles, i.e. molar quantities O(1023) and above. To tackle this, we utilise
periodic boundary conditions: we assume that our O(103) particles are sufficiently
representative, and prevent edge effects (like unwanted interfaces with vacuum) by
filling the space outside our explicitly simulated region with its identical, translated
copies.
Formally, we define a supercell region h= [a1,a2,a3] whose volume is therefore deth.
Then, any value of r ∈ R3 can be mapped onto its equivalent point in the supercell by
rPBC = r−h
[
h−1r
]
→Z (2.19)
where the subscript denotes rounding to the nearest integer.i For example, consider
increasing some value x such that we increase r→ r+ xe1 for some r which is located
inside the supercell. This action corresponds to moving through the cell along the first
axis direction, until r+ xe1 = a1, at which point we wrap back around to the other side
of the cell along that e1 direction; when x = |a1| we arrive back to where we started.
On the one hand, this imposes unphysical symmetry restraints on the total system, since
the structure (and so all microscopic quantities) are forced to be periodic over the length
iI saw this notation in a lecture by Ju¨rg Hutter, but have not seen it elsewhere.
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of the supercell which is explicitly described. On the other hand, in the fluid phase
we shall be studying, short-ranged forces are quickly averaged-out by the lack of long-
range order/homogeneity [12] and we will not see the finite size of the system manifest
in a meaningful way. However, there also exist long-ranged forces. By definition,
these cannot be simplified to an evaluation of a single supercell (and its neighbours).ii
We might expect them to be computationally expensive, and furthermore the lack
of explicit boundaries may cause their evaluation to become somewhat pathological.
The key example of a long-ranged force—the one which dominates this work—is the
electrostatic interaction, and that pathology turns out to be of central importance for the
treatment of polar surfaces.
Ewald Summation
In a periodic system, the energyiii of N particles with positions {ri} and charges {qi},
is written
E =
1
2∑δ
N
∑
i, j=1
∗ qiq j
|ri− (r j +δ)| (2.20)
for supercell replicas centred on δ. The ∗ indicates that the i = j term is omitted when
δ = 0. Since this sum contains the description of the 1/r3 dipolar contributions between
distant cells, it is conditionally convergent.iv Whilst there are many different approaches
to solving such a problem, we would be particularly interested in a method that gave
some physical insight. Here we shall describe the approach due to Ballenegger. [13]
The first issue is that the intrinsic energy is strongly varying at small separations
(Coulomb behaviour), while being fairly flat in the limit. As a result it is very expensive
to perform uniformly spaced quadrature that adequately describes the total interaction.
In the method due to Ewald, this is overcome by splitting the potential into short-range
and long-range parts, and then computing the long-range sum in Fourier space.
1
|r| =
1
|r| −φ(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸ + φ(r)
= ψ(r) + φ(r)
iiIn terms of electrostatics, there exist so-called ‘cavity field’ methods which treat contributions outside
of the minimal representation as an external field. There is some considerable discussion on this that we
will not engage with here.
iiiThe following approach has been generalised for inverse-scaling interactions of arbitrary power, such
as the dispersion.
ivThe number of such terms grows with the area element r2dr , and so the total contribution goes like
1/r which is of course conditionally convergent.
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such that the energy can be written
E = ESR+ELR (2.21)
ESR =
1
2 ∑
δ∈R3
∑
i, j
∗qiq jψ(ri−r j−δ), (2.22)
ELR =
1
2
lim
V→R3 ∑δ∈V∑i, j
∗qiq jφ(ri−r j−δ), (2.23)
where the limit is used to acknowledge the conditional convergence (from the Coulomb
interaction at large r) by restricting the summation to some finite number of supercells
with volume V. The trick is to add and subtract a second sum in such a way that we
can rearrange into an absolutely and a conditionally convergent part. The first sum is
called the “intrinsic” energy, and the second is called the “shape-dependent” energy or
“surface term”. It turns out that this second sum takes the form of long-range dipole-
dipole interactions, and hence can be computed from macroscopic electrostatics. Before
that, we must remove the ∗ by adding in the terms from δ = 0. If we define this new
quantity as
ELR = E
′
LR−Eself, (2.24)
then E
′
LR is now able to be Fourier transformed. To isolate the conditionally convergent
part of the sum, we note that ∑i qi = 0 and so the Taylor expansion at large |r−R| gives
us
∑
j
q jφ(r−r j−δ)∼−(M ·∇) 1|r−δ| + ... (2.25)
whereM is the total dipole moment of the supercell, whose volume is V . It happens that
if we replace our discrete distribution of charges with a uniform density with moment
M/V , this leads to an expression equivalent to Eq. 2.25. Deviations only start at the
quadrupole level, and are therefore vanishingly small in the long-range limit (the terms
marked ‘...’). We can therefore write:
E
′
LR = E
′′
LR+Esurf, (2.26)
E
′′
LR =
1
2
lim
V→R3 ∑δ∈V∑i
qi
[
∑
j
q jφ(ri−r j−δ)
+
1
V
(M ·∇i)
∫
V
dx
|ri−δ−x|
]
,
(2.27)
Esurf =− 12V limV→R3 ∑δ∈V∑i
qi(M ·∇i)
∫
V
dx
|ri−δ−x| . (2.28)
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Since E
′′
LR is now absolutely convergent we can replace ∑δ∈V with ∑δ∈R3 and
finally make the step into Fourier space with the Poisson-Jacobi formula (the
relation ∑∞δ=−∞ f (r− δ ) = ∑∞n=−∞ f˜ (n)e−i2pinr obtained from exchanging the order of
summation over the periodic variable and a Fourier transform of the function) yielding
E
′′
LR =
1
2V ∑i
qi∑
k
eik·ri
(
∑
j
q je−ik·r j φ˜(k)
+(M · ik)4pi
k2
1
V
∫
V
e−ik·xdx
)
.
(2.29)
Ballenegger makes several observations. Firstly, the integral over V vanishes for all
values apart from k= 0, where it simply gives V . The convergence problem is therefore
confined to the zero mode. Secondly, φ˜(k) behaves as 4pi/k2 in the k → 0 limit.
Therefore, by expanding e−ik·r j to cancel the second term, the k = 0 contribution
vanishes by electroneutrality. The remaining k 6= 0 terms give
E
′′
LR =
1
2V ∑k 6=0
|ρ˜(k)|2φ˜(k), (2.30)
where we have identified ρ˜(k) = ∑Ni=1 qiexp(−ik·ri) as the Fourier transform of the
charge density. This is the familiar form of the result. [2, p. 298] However, we have yet to
compute the surface term in the V→R3 limit. Noting the relation between the limits of
the first sum and the integral of Eq. 2.28, we can write
Esurf =− 12V ∑i
qi(M ·∇i)
∫
R3
dx
|ri−x| , (2.31)
which, when considered alongside Eq. 2.25, is just the energy of a set of charges in a
medium uniformly polarised by some dipolar density P =M/V . If we swap the order
of the vector operators and the integration, then Gauss’s law gives
Esurf =−12∑i
qi
∫
S
1
|ri−x|P ·dS. (2.32)
Now we see why this contribution is referred to as the surface term, indeed the
mathematics is equivalent to the working of the previous chapter’s Sec. 1.2.3. The
shape-dependence is the result of an integral over the system’s boundary. If our system
were spherical, this would evaluate to 2pi(R2− r2/3), and so
Espheresurf =
2pi
3V
M 2. (2.33)
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Since the charge giving rise to this depolarising field is infinitely far away from our
cell of interest, the field is uniform. To move this into a form more in-keeping with
the literature, we introduce dielectric constants for inside and outside the system;
comparison to the traditional ‘cavity field’ from dielectric theory suggests the form
Espheresurf =
2pi
(2ε+1)V
M 2. (2.34)
So-called ‘tin-foil’ boundary conditions correspond to setting the external medium as a
conductor (ε =∞) and hence causing the surface term to vanish. This corresponds to an
average field of zero. We shall consider the pathological consequences of not doing this
(or not being able to) for polar surface systems in Sec. 2.3.2.
Several general expressions are often encountered. These are listed for reference:
Esurf = −12M ·Edep (2.35)
where Edep = −
∫
S
(
∇
1
|x|
)
P ·dS (2.36)
or Edep = −J ·P where J =
∫
V
∇∇
1
|x|dx . (2.37)
Clearly, the depolarisation tensor, J , depends only on the shape of the volume. Finally
then, we collect all the terms to write
E = ESR+E
′′
LR−Eself+Esurf
=
1
2 ∑
δ∈R3
∑
i, j
∗qiq jψ(ri−r j−R)+ 12V ∑k 6=0
|ρ˜(k)|2φ˜(k)
− 1
2∑i
q2i φ(0)+
1
2V
M ·J ·M .
(2.38)
The choice of φ and ψ is usually done such that φ arises from a Gaussian charge
distribution of width α , meaning that the Fourier transform is the fast-decaying
φ˜(k) =
4pi
k2
ρ˜1(k) =
4pi
k2
e−k
2/4α2 (2.39)
and the complementary ψ is erfc(αr)/r, which is fast-decaying in real space. In other
words, α controls how much of the sum is performed in reciprocal space. This is
therefore order N2 scaling. A slightly more devious choice of α can reduce this to
N
3
2 . [14] In fact, using a cutoff in real space, but an interpolation method in Fourier space
– the “particle-mesh” Ewald method (PME) [15] – scales as N lnN. [16] This does reduce
the accuracy, but is generally considered a desirable trade-off.
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2.2 Density Functional Theory
2.2.1 Treatment of the Electronic Degrees of Freedom
Up to this point we have discussed the statistical mechanics of a system of ‘particles’.
Of course, the systems we are thinking about have two very different kinds of particles
in them: nuclei and electrons. Our classical molecular dynamics simulations integrate
Newton’s equations for the nuclei, that is to say they are not treated as quantum particles.
Electrons, on the other hand, are undeniably quantum. The correct treatment, at a given
point in time, would be to use the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
HˆΨ= EΨ, (2.40)
for Hamiltonian H and wavefunction Ψ. For example, it was sleight-of-hand to omit the
overlap integral 〈εi〉 in Eq. 2.9, doing so amounts to making a classical approximation
of the sort h¯→ 0. [2, pp. 13–15] However, even if we were to use the correct equations for
their motion, it would still not be possible to treat both nuclei and electrons on an equal
footing: because the masses of the two particles are so different,v the timesteps ∆t to be
used in propagating the dynamics are necessarily also completely different. If we were
to use a timestep fine enough to sample the electronic motion, the nuclei would remain
effectively stationary over the course of any reasonable simulation. [5, p. 8]
To get around this problem we use this separation of timescales in order to make the
Born-Oppenheim Approximation. [1, pp. 258–259] We assume that the nuclei interact with
the electrons in their mean field density, and that the response of the electrons to changes
in the nuclear motion is instantaneous. Formally, we split the wavefunction into a
product of M nuclear degrees of freedom {Ri}, and N electronic degrees of freedom
{r j} such that
Ψ=Ψn(R)Ψe(r), (2.41)
and discard any terms in Eq. 2.40 which couple Ψe to ∇Ψn or ∇R. We can therefore
solve the separated electronic equation, which in the absence of external fields looks
like [
−
N
∑
i
1
2
∇2i +
N
∑
i< j
1
ri j
−
M
∑
A
N
∑
i
ZA
riA
+VN(R)
]
Ψe = Ee(R)Ψe. (2.42)
Derivatives of this with respect to the nuclear coordinates can then be straightforwardly
appended to the classical equations of motion for the nuclei. This explicit treatment
of the electrons from the fundamental equations then produces what is known as
an Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics (AIMD). Note that in both cases the nuclei are
vA proton is around 1800 times heavier than an electron.
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treated as classical particles: a quantum description would require a treatment of the
time-dependent equation. While the hydrogen nuclei of water are indeed light, the
formulation of something like path integral molecular dynamics is not even settled, [17]
let alone computationally feasible with AIMD.
Unfortunately, AIMD suffers from a major drawback, as Eq. 2.42 is of exponential
complexity and cannot be routinely solved. Mean-field solutions, known as Hartree-
Fock states, are not considered sufficiently accurate for most applications, and
furthermore have pathological behaviour in situations of chemical reactivity. [18]
Attempts to fix these issues are prohibitively expensive for molecular dynamics,
formally scaling as N5 and above with the number of electrons. [19] In comparison, our
MD force evaluation formally scales as N2 in the number of atoms.
One solution to this problem is to treat the behaviour of the electrons using some
predetermined functions in a ForceField Molecular Dynamics (FFMD). For example,
some of the functions employed in this thesis are:
• for chemical bonding between atoms i and j in some molecule we use a spring
potential (n.b. constraints, as in SPC/E, are not the same as an infinitely stiff
spring) [2, pp. 415–421]
Ebond ∼ 12k(Ri−R j)
2 (2.43)
• for atoms in the same molecule that are not directly bonded we use angular
constraints to maintain structure, and these are also harmonic,
• for dispersion between atoms in different molecules we use a −1/r6 long-range
interaction,
• for Pauli exclusion between atoms we use a steep 1/r12 form.
This has the advantage of requiring far less computation, and therefore allowing much
longer simulations (and therefore possibly more accurate simulations through enhanced
sampling, even though the underlying numbers are ultimately worse). This is very
important in determining the likely ergodicity of an equivalent AIMD simulation. On
the other hand, it can only give faithful results in the region of phase space and under
the ensembles which it has been parametrised to accurately reproduce. For that reason,
AIMD serves as both a check and an investigative tool in pushing pre-parametrised
forcefields into new situations. We shall use both kinds of MD in this thesis.
Another approach is to give up on solving Eq. 2.42 altogether. Instead, we can consider
working with the electrons’ energy as a functional of the spatial charge density they
generate, ρ(r). This goes by the name of Density Functional Theory (DFT).
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2.2.2 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems
To most of us, it is probably not obvious that recasting the Schro¨dinger equation in
terms of the electron density is a legitimate thing to do. A nice, intuitive explanation
was however provided by E. Bright Wilson, apparently moments after hearing the
proposition at a meeting in 1965!vi He reasoned that, since the electron density has
cusps at the positions of nuclei,vii and that the gradient of the density around these cusps
must be proportional to the nuclear charge causing the divergence, both the positions
of the nuclei and their charges can be inferred from knowledge of the electron density.
Since the Schro¨dinger equation is uniquely defined by the atomic positions and their
charges, the transformation ought to be possible. These statements are formalised in the
two Hohenberg-Kohn theorems: [20]
1. The electron density determines the external (e.g. nuclear) potential.
2. The electron density (of the ground state) leads to a lower bound on the energy.
The first theorem can be proved straightforwardly by contradiction. If we were to
consider two external potentials ν1(r) and ν2(r) with the same density ρ(r), then by
the variational principle,
E01 < 〈Ψ2| Hˆ1 |Ψ2〉= 〈Ψ2| Hˆ2 |Ψ2〉+ 〈Ψ2| Hˆ1− Hˆ2 |Ψ2〉
= E02 +
∫
drρ(r)[ν1(r)−ν2(r)]. (2.44)
However, an equivalent inequality can be generated for the other ground state, E02 . If the
equations are added together, we obtain E01 +E
0
2 < E
0
1 +E
0
2 , which is a contradiction.
Hence there can only be one, unique external potential for ρ(r). The second theorem
follows as a corollary: since the density determines the external potential, it also defines
the wavefunction (at least in the ground state); there exists a variational principle for
the energy in terms of the wavefunction; therefore any other density than that of the
ground state produces a wavefunction which yields a higher energy. This means for the
electronic terms of Eq. 2.42 one can perform a constrained search over densities, [21]
E[ρ] = min
ρ
(
min
Ψ→ρ
〈Ψ| Tˆ +Vˆee+ν(r) |Ψ〉
)
= T [ρ]+Vee[ρ]+Vne[ρ]. (2.45)
viOften quoted by Handy, e.g. this 1997 footnote, “We are told by R.G. Parr that E. Bright Wilson
made his observation after hearing the Hohenberg-Kohn presentation. The only reference we know of is
Structural chemistry and molecular biology, eds. A. Rich, N. Davidson (W.H. Freeman, San Francisco,
1968) pp. 753–760.”
viiAs is required to remove the Coulomb divergence as 1/r→ 0, c.f. the hydrogenic 1s orbital.
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2.2.3 Kohn-Sham Approximation
Unfortunately, there is not a lot of additional insight to be gleaned about the form of
the functional which maps the density to the energy. To make progress, Kohn and
Sham considered splitting the problem into a ‘non-interacting’ part and an exchange-
correlation (xc) part, much like the Hartree-Fock problem. [22] From that literature, the
non-interacting energy is known exactly from the equation defining the orbitals as(
−1
2
∇2i +ν(r)
)
ψi = εiψi, (2.46)
where {ψi} are the orbitals whose energies are {εi}. Here, ν(r) = νN(r) + νJ(r)
contains the sum of the electron-nuclear interaction and the electron-electron interaction
(ee) taken in the mean-field (with Coulomb part denoted J). If we assume that this set
of orbitals has the same density as the true system, that is to say
ρ(r) =
N
∑
i
ψi(r)∗ψi(r), (2.47)
then we can perform the formal partitioning of the energy functional as
E[ρ] = T [ρ]+Vν [ρ]+Vee[ρ]
= Tψ [ρ]+VN[ρ]+ J[ρ]+ [(T [ρ]−Tφ [ρ])+(Vee[ρ]− J[ρ])]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Exc[ρ]
. (2.48)
Applying the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, we obtain the Kohn-Sham orbital
equations (
−1
2
∇2i +νN(r)+νJ(r)+νxc(r)
)
ψi = εiψi. (2.49)
Now the problem has been isolated to this νxc(r) term, which is the functional derivative
of Exc[ρ] with respect to the density. It does, however, remain unknown.
Generalised Gradient Approximation
The approximation of Exc[ρ] used in this work is due to Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof
(PBE). [23] It is considered at the limit of computational cost of simulations of this scale,
therefore providing the optimum trade-off in terms of cost and accuracy. Formally it
scales like vanilla HF, as N3. Happily, by predetermining which basis functions will
have large contributions at which grid points, the algorithm can be shown to scale
linearly (though in practice the implementation is often somewhere in between). [24] PBE
is an example of a Generalised Gradient Approximation (GGA) to the functional. This
family of approximations start with the form of Exc[ρ] obtained for the uniform electron
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gas. In this system the external potential exactly cancels the Coulomb terms due to net
neutrality. The exact quantum exchange 〈i j|i j〉 can be shown to obey a scaling relation,
which fixes the function to be integrated over as ρ4/3. Since the kinetic energy is also
known, simulations of the electron dynamics which yield the total energy [25] allow the
deduction of what remains: the correlation functional. These methods therefore consider
two functionals which obey Exc[ρ] = Ex[ρ]+Ec[ρ]. While elegant, this Local Density
Approximation (LDA) is only relevant for systems of constant density (i.e. solids,
and realistically only certain metals) and therefore no good for molecular dynamics
containing molecules. [26]viii
To get around this, the GGA introduces additional ‘reduced gradients’ terms to the
exchange and correlation functionals, respectively
x =
|∇ρ|
ρ4/3
, (2.50)
t =
|∇ρ|
2ksρ
, (2.51)
and where ks is the Thomas-Fermi screening length 2(3ρ/pia0)1/6. For Ex[ρ], to avoid x
becoming singular in regions of empty space, it is filtered through a switching function.
The choice of this function leads to a ‘zoo’ of choices: Becke88, [28] PBE, OPTX, [29]
and so forth. For us
EPBEx [ρ] =−
3
4
(
6
pi
) 1
3 ∫
drρ(r)
4
3
1−κ
1− 1
1+ µx
2
4κ(3pi2)2/3
 , (2.52)
where κ = 0.804 and µ = 0.21951, which is the same form as Becke but with parameters
chosen to obtain agreement to LDA and something called the ‘Lieb-Oxford bound’ix in
the relevant limits. For Ec[ρ] there are also constraints that suggest
EPBEc [ρ] = γ ln
{
1+
β
γ
[
1+At2
1+At2+A2t4
]}
, (2.53)
where: A = (β/γ)/[exp(−νLDAc /γ)− 1] with νLDAc being the function that the density
multiplies into to give the integrand of LDA under the high t limit; β = 0.066725 is
a constant already derived by Perdew [30] to give agreement in the low t limit; and
γ = (1− ln2)/pi2 describes the singular behaviour of εLDSc as can be shown from a
scaling relation similar to that used in the derivation of ELDAx [ρ].
viiiThough we emphasise our GGA still finds processes like bond breaking problematic. [27]
ixThat the exchange functional gives a value greater than or equal to the exchange-correlation
functional in aggregate.
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2.2.4 Plane Wave Implementation
Now that we have fully defined our equation for the energy, we can think about how we
are to go about implementing it in a system under periodic boundary conditions. As in
Sec. 2.1.5, we will move into Fourier space to define our periodic functions
ρ(r) = ρ(r+δ) =
1√
V ∑G
ρ˜(G)eiG·r, (2.54)
where G = 2pi(ht)−1g are the reciprocal cell vectors, defined as the (normalised)
projection of the inverse of the cell-vector matrix h onto the 3×1 vector of integers g.
The Fourier transform ρ˜ is in terms of these vectorsG. In other words, the plane waves
1√
V
eiG·r (2.55)
form an orthonormal and complete basis in this reciprocal space. Algorithmically we
shall be working with the Kohn-Sham orbitals, so it is traditional to transform the
Hamiltonian itself into the Bloch form. This approaches the problem from first principles
treatment of the translational symmetry. If the wavefunction is translationally invariant
along the supercell vectors then it follows that it has the form
ψi,k(r) = eik·rui,k(r), (2.56)
where ui,k(r) is an undetermined function that is also periodic. We define k =
2pi(ht)−1g′ in a similar way to G, where g′ now has entries less than 1, such that this
describes any vector in the first reciprocal unit cell, known as the Brillouin Zone. The
identity follows from this definition because since 2pik is orthogonal to h, increasing
r→ r+gth picks up a multiple of 2pi in the exponential which can be factorised out as a
root of unity, which is the condition for being an eigenvector of the translation operator.
The function ui,k(r) can then be determined by substitution into the Hamiltonian.
Notice that the momentum operator specifically acts on the exponential such that
pˆeik·rui,k(r) = eik·r(pˆ+ h¯k)ui,k(r). (2.57)
Ultimately we perform the expansion in reciprocal space on these {ui,k} also,
reintroducingG as
ψi(r,k) =
1√
V ∑G
ci(G,k)ei(G+k)·r, (2.58)
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where the {ci} come from the Fourier transform of the solution to the Bloch
Hamiltonian. The density can therefore also be written as
ρ(r) =
1
V ∑i
∫
BZ
dk fi(k) ∑
G,G′
c∗i (G
′,k)ci(G,k)ei(G+k)·r, (2.59)
where fi(k) is an occupation function which normalises each ψi with respect to k. In
practice both the integral and the double-sum have to be truncated. The integral is rather
brutally truncated to only include k= 0, known as the Γ-point. The double-sum contains
only 12 |G|2≤Ecut. This quantity, in Hartree, is the only parameter controlling the formal
precision. [31]
Gaussian-Augmented Plane Waves
An example of a functional evaluated in reciprocal space would be
Exc =
∫
dr εxc(r,ρ,∇ρ)ρ(r) =V∑
G
ε˜xc(G)ρ˜(G). (2.60)
However, as we have seen, the form of Exc can prove a little tricky, and this will
make it tedious to express in Fourier space. Fortunately these high-frequency parts
of the transform will not actually enter into the sum, since they will be cancelled
out by the low density in those regions. It therefore proves sensible to evaluate the
integrand in real space, where the (local) product will kill-off all these troublesome
parts of the expansion, and then transform it. Following this logic, we can introduce
pseudopotentials [32] to describe the core electrons of atoms (where the density is very
strongly varying), removing them from the orbital part of the calculation entirely.x
Going further, we can formally partition the density into a smoothly varying part
amenable to computation in Fourier space, and a localised part (or parts). Since our
operator is local,xi the functional acting on this partitioned density is just the sum of the
operator acting on the individual parts. We then treat the localised part in a basis formed
not of plane waves, but of (combs of) atom-centred Guassians, just like one might in
a non-periodic electronic structure calculation. All integrands are then sparse in their
appropriate basis. This Gaussian-Augmented Plane Waves (GAPW) treatment is a very
similar trick as that used in the Ewald sum, and indeed it reduces the computational cost
of the DFT calculation to O(N lnN) in the number of electrons. [33]
xThe theory and background here gets quite involved, and since we shall not seek to reference it in
any detail later, we shall leave the discussion of pseudopotentials here.
xiThe νJ term coming from the Coulomb integral is more complicated but also works.
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2.2.5 Force Evaluation
In order to perform molecular dynamics with a Verlet-like algorithm, we must of course
derive the forces. In general, [5, p. 322] the dependence of the electronic energy to a
parameter (that is, a quantity which is fixed for a given SCF cycle) can be written as
E(λ ) = 〈Ψ(λ )|H0+λH1+λ 2H2+ ... |Ψ(λ )〉 , (2.61)
where it will only prove necessary to keep terms up to second order. The full variation
is now just the straightforward derivative
∂E
∂λ
= 〈Ψ|H1+2λH2 |Ψ〉+2
〈
∂Ψ
∂λ
∣∣∣∣H0+λH1+λ 2H2 |Ψ〉 . (2.62)
The factor of two comes from the symmetry of Dirac brackets for real wavefunctions;
for us, the wavefunction is guaranteed to be real since it will only be evaluated at the
Γ-point. The response is then the evaluation of this derivative around equilibrium, which
is
∂E
∂λ
∣∣∣∣
λ=0
= 〈Ψ0|H1 |Ψ0〉+2
〈
∂Ψ0
∂λ
∣∣∣∣H0 |Ψ0〉 . (2.63)
For the nuclear gradient, we identify λ ≡ R, [5, p. 339] but this expression is also
applicable to the electric field terms in the next section. The derivative in the second
term can be expanded in a chain rule as
∂Ψ
∂λ
=
∂Ψ
∂χ
∂χ
∂λ
+
∂Ψ
∂a
∂a
∂λ
+
∂Ψ
∂c
∂c
∂λ
, (2.64)
for basis functions {χ}, state occupancies {a}, and orbital coefficients {c}. The last
two terms are zero if the wavefunction has been optimized by SCF, by definition. For
plane waves, the basis set is independent of the nuclear positions and so the final term is
also zero. This reduces the expression to
∂E
∂λ
= 〈Ψ| ∂H
∂λ
|Ψ〉 , (2.65)
which is known as the Hellmann-Feynman theorem, with the term on the right dubbed
the Hellmann-Feynman force. Under GAPW, there are also atom-centred Gaussian basis
functions that (as the name suggests) move with the nuclei, and therefore the basis set
term is non-zero. The full force expression can now be written down analytically, though
it would not be environmentally friendly to reproduce it here. The unusual terms can be
found in the appendix to Ref. 33.
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2.3 Finite Field Hamiltonians
In this thesis, we will concern ourselves principally with the response of these N,V,T
(canonical) systems to external electric fields of a variety of flavours: Maxwell E
and displacement D, both desired and spurious. The literature on external fields in
simulation is extensive, so in this part of the chapter we shall only concern ourselves
with the fundamentals. In particular, the issue of defining the polarisation P in a system
under periodic boundary conditions is rather subtle, and shall be dealt with progressively
in later sections. As a reminder, we work in Gaussian units where ε0 = 1/4pi .
2.3.1 Electrocanonical Ensemble
The Maxwell Field – E
The first thing to do is append to the thermodynamic potential governing our dynamics,
A, terms which will allow for the imposition of an electric field. A formal derivation
from electrodynamics has recently been provided, [34] but in this subsection we will
constrain ourselves to the most intuitive and straightforward of approaches. Indeed,
the most obvious thing to do is simply add to A the energy required to bring each charge
from infinity to its position. This is the displacement integral of the force generated by
the (uniform) external field, written as
F = A+
∫
sys
dr 3ρ(r)(−E)·r︸ ︷︷ ︸∫ r∇φdr′ , (2.66)
where ρ(r) is the charge density distribution function, which for a set of point charges
would be e∑i qiδ (r−ri) for valencies {qi}. The integral over the system then defines
the polarisation such that
F = A−E·P (r). (2.67)
Originally derived from perturbation theory, [35–38] this finite E Hamiltonian is often
attributed to Stengel, Spaldin, and Vanderbilt (SSV) because of their influential Nature
Physics paper Ref. 39 in which they present it from this thermodynamic perspective.
It works out so nicely because, when we apply periodic boundary conditions (Ewald
summation), all the field-effects generated by the system itself have all been taken care
of already in the calculation of A. Indeed, the expression for the full field energy which
one would obtain from Gauss’s law,
Uelec =
1
8pi
E2, (2.68)
is absent from F(E).
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The Displacement Field – D
We will want to make use of the conjugate fieldD, defined as
D =E+4piP , (2.69)
as it has many beneficial properties (which will be discussed as they are exploited).
Thankfully, SSV have provided the derivation for this free energy also. [39, supp. inf.] To
define the thermodynamic potential for fixed D, we must find the function which satisfies
the Legendre condition
D =−4pi ∂X
∂E
∣∣∣∣
P
. (2.70)
This is a little more difficult than the temperature-entropy transform used earlier (see
Eq. 2.10), but not hugely. The first thing to try, in analogy to that working, would be to
add (1/4pi)D·E to F . Unfortunately this does not quite work, but we can immediately
see what is missing: we must include the field energy of Eq. 2.68 by defining
X = F− 1
8pi
E2 (2.71)
in order for Eq. 2.69 to be co-satisfied. Therefore the thermodynamic potential of fixed
displacement field is
U = X +
1
4pi
D·E ≡ A−E·P − 1
8pi
E2+
1
4pi
D·E, (2.72)
which can be tidied up by substituting for the variable E using Eq. 2.69 to give U in
terms of its control parameter
U(D) = A+
1
8pi
(D−4piP )2 , (2.73)
where second term is exactly the field energy of Eq. 2.68. When performing MD, the
Hellmann-Feynman forces turn out to be the same for U(D) as for F(E), the field is
just calculated from D− 4piP instead of being parametric. So what does this mean
physically? SSV write that,
“The effect of constraining D, rather than E, essentially corresponds to
the imposition of longitudinal, rather than transverse, electrical boundary
conditions. For example, as we shall see below, the phonon frequencies
obtained from the force-constant matrix computed at fixed D are the
longitudinal optical ones, while the usual approach yields instead the
transverse optical frequencies.”
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In terms of an equivalent electronics description – where the boundaries of the system
(at infinity) are attached to some kind of infinite electrodes – the E field equations
suggest a simple closed circuit held at fixed voltage, while the constant D conditions
are mathematically equivalent to an open circuit maintaining fixed free charge on the
infinite parallel plates.
2.3.2 Introduction of Surfaces
At the time of writing, the electrocanonical ensemble has been employed in tandem
with molecular dynamics to investigate: calculation of the dielectric constant [40] and
Kirkwood g-factor [41] of water, those quantities in electrolyte [42]xii as well as the
conductivity, [43] the heterogeneous (slab) case of those two systems generally, [44,45] and
TiO2 in particular;
[46] the electromechanics of the water/air interface; [47] and the results
reported on in this document. In this work, we are particularly interested in the 2016
paper of Ref. 44, in which Zhang and Sprik (ZS) addressed the capacitive charging at
the interface between a solid and an electrolyte. To present this problem we should first
understand why surfaces are so problematic for simulation under periodic boundary
conditions. Firstly, there is the obvious (and certainly not trivial) issue that while we
wish to obtain the properties of a specific surface, periodic boundaries necessarily
generate an even number of interfaces. Therefore one task is to decouple the two
interfaces from each other. However, more concerning are the interactions between a
given interface and the set of periodic images.
Yeh-Berkowitz Correction
As we mentioned in Sec. 2.1.5, 3D Ewald summation method will no longer reproduce
the symmetry of a slab system. The lack of periodicity along one dimension (z) must be
overcome if we are to take into account long-range electrostatic interactions. [2]
The first, most obvious solution is to re-derive the periodic sum in 2D and simply use
minimum image methods in the final, finite direction. This has been done, and – for
xiiNote there is a question about the detail of the methodology in this paper. This is addressed somewhat
in Ref. 43.
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reference – the periodic energy can be written as
E =
1
2 ∑
R∈R2
∑
i, j
∗qiq j
erfc(α|ri j +m|)
|ri j +m| (2.74)
+
1
A∑i, j
qiq j ∑
h6=0
pi cosh·ri j
2h
{
ehzi jerfc
(
αzi j +
h
2α
)
+e−hzi jerfc
(
−αzi j + h2α
)} (2.75)
− pi
A∑i, j
qiq j
[
zi jerf(αzi j)+
1
α
√
pi
e−(αzi j)
2 ]
(2.76)
− α√
pi∑i
q2i , (2.77)
where h is the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice vector, A is the unit-cell area, and
the substitution for the Gaussian charge density has been made. [48] Again, this is an
order N2 problem. However, since the double sum now also exists in Fourier space, we
cannot perform the same trick as in Sec. 2.1.5 to reduce the complexity. As a result, the
2D summation method is more expensive by around an order of magnitude. [49]
By introducing empty space between periodic replicas in the z direction, it was
recognised that the interactions between images would eventually become sufficiently
weak to be ignored. [50] Unfortunately, this comes at the cost of the very time we are
trying to save, as the reciprocal sum must now extend over a large, empty region
which is of no physical interest. Neugebauer and Scheffler were investigating charged
interfaces when they realised they could remove this error by placing a dipolar layer
into their (reasonably sized) vacuum region.xiii However it was Yeh and Berkowitz who
first tackled this problem systematically with a proper treatment of the surface term in
Eq. 2.38. [51] Crucially, the ‘slab-cylindrical’ depolarisation tensor gives a result which
is independent of the choice of external dielectric constant, having the form
Esurf =
2pi
V
M 2z . (2.78)
By including this correction term, which is indeed equivalent to that of Scheffler, they
achieved excellent agreement with the exact 2D solution while obtaining the result 10
times faster.xiv They also note that while the correction holds for these cells with vacuum
spacings such that the z dimension is 3–5 times longer than x or y, attempting to reduce
the aspect ratio below 1 results in qualitatively incorrect force evaluations once more.
xiiiTheir expression for the energy had to be corrected later by Bengtsson.
xivThe 2D calculation had also been optimized on a pre-calculated grid.
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Hybrid Ensemble Treatment
The error term afflicting a slab-like geometry is analogous to the field produced by a
parallel arrangement of capacitors. [2, pp. 316–320] In the case of the boundary between a
charged surface and an electrolyte, this manifests as a charge imbalance. For neutrality,
the ions should screen the entirety of the charge on the surface, but instead there is a
net charge corresponding to the capacity of the parallel plates. As the walls are moved
further apart the capacity drops, since the constant field in the intervening vacuum means
the potential drop across the region grows extensively. Therefore we can consider this a
finite size effect. Indeed, this is the point of growing the vacuum layer in the previous
section. Unfortunately, for the gaps we can afford, the net charge is significant: equalling
10–20% of the surface charge for the familiar SPC force field model of an aqueous NaCl
solution confined between two oppositely charged walls. [44]
Motivated by this problem, ZS used the newly developed SSV Hamiltonian of Eq. 2.67
to apply an external field to this system along the aperiodic direction, such that the
overcharging was eliminated. [44] They realised that the value of this field implies fixing
the component of the displacement field in z to be zero. This corresponds to modifying
the Hamiltonian of Eq. 2.73 such that
Hˆ(ν ,Dz=0) = HˆPBC(ν)+2piV P2z , (2.79)
which, when you convert using the factor V 2, has the same form as Eq. 2.78.
The boundary conditions along the basal x and y directions are not changed, and so
by standard Ewald summation are equivalent to Ex = Ey = 0. We therefore consider
this to be a hybrid ensemble. However, since it is the only constant D ensemble used
in this work, we shall simply refer to it as ‘D = 0’ for brevity. In any case, this is
an exciting new result. By demonstrating that the thermodynamically formulated SSV
Hamiltonian contains the Yeh-Berkowitz correction, Zhang and Sprik have shown that
the Yeh-Berkowitz correction is not merely an ad hoc result of the unphysicality of
the geometry, but the manifestation of a far more general property of the electrostatics.
Moreover, their derivation suggests that the aspect ratio of the supercell is unimportant
for the correction to hold in these condensed systems.
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Model Development and Verification
on a Model System
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3.1 Introduction
In Ch. 1, we saw how the properties of polar surfaces are determined by a catastrophic
dipole moment that, left unchecked, grows extensively with the size of the system.
This necessitates a compensation mechanism. Unfortunately, in Ch. 2 we found that
predictive simulations are necessarily limited in the explicit system size they can treat
by computational costs. Therefore a finite number of crystal layers will not behave as
a polar ionic crystal, but as a thin film. [1] In this chapter we will make the first step
towards constructing a setup which mimics the properties of an infinite polar crystal.
As we derived in Sec. 1.2.3, the key feature of polar compensation is that the total
(average) field within the bulk of the crystal becomes zero. This is very similar to the
condition we discussed in Sec. 2.3.2, wherein a parallel-plate capacitor ought to generate
zero external field. In that case, the correction applied directly addressed a problem with
the Ewald sum in a slab geometry. Yet, this problem would arise even if our intention
were the simulation of a thin film with few layers. The finite size of the polar slab and
the treatment of the electrostatic sum are therefore inextricably linked.
In this short, foundational chapter, we propose to follow the approach of Zhang and
Sprik (ZS) for this more complicated system. [2] In order to do this we must first construct
a continuum model of the system. Within this model, ZS found that the charge missing
from the Electric Double Layer (EDL) was linearly dependent on the electric field in the
insulator (vacuum space). This observation suggested that neutrality could be restored
by applying a bias of the correct magnitude to cancel the field in the insulator. By
applying such fields with the SSV Hamiltonians described in Sec. 2.3 they arrived at the
Yeh-Berkowitz (D = 0) correction. Since we seek to address an additional finite size
effect, we do not expect the expression for D to be the same, but we will go on to show
in Ch. 4 that such a value does exist, and depends only on the structural parameters of
the model: the crystal charge density σ0,i and the number of layers N.
To make the comparison between the models direct, the configuration of the ions in the
solid will be held fixed. Only the ions and water molecules in the electrolyte will have
translational freedom, and should therefore move to screen the polarisation. The test for
our continuum model will be whether the excess charge supplied by the electrolyte can
play the role of the compensating charge predicted by the theory of polar surfaces. As
we saw in Ch. 1, the Tasker rule makes a very precise statement about the compensating
charge which should be relatively easy to verify in a simple classical forcefield model
as will be used here.
iNote that as we are considering a continuum model, quantities like σi are now described per unit
area. Also note that since periodic boundaries are employed, such lateral quantities are per unit cell.
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3.2 Model
The mathematics in this section is the work of Chao Zhang
3.2.1 Continuum Model
Since the objective is validation, we opted for the simplest of model systems, a slice of
NaCl crystal in the (111) orientation. The slab is terminated on one side by a Na+ plane
and the other side by a Cl– plane and is kept rigidly in the bulk rock salt geometry. The
solid is in contact with a high concentration aqueous NaCl solution.
Let us analyse the general structure generated by a test simulation at E = 0. Fig. 3.1–
top shows an instantaneous configuration, in which we can observe the formation of
a very compact contact layer of ionic charge which has come from the solution and
approached the crystal surface.ii This raises questions about the electrostatics of the
polar surface/electrolyte interface. What are the differences compared to the regular
charge neutral electric double layer induced by the surface charge of a non-polar
dielectric solid? What is the capacitance, or how can we even define a capacitance?
We will bear these questions in mind when we construct our continuum model.
For our mathematical treatment, we shall also opt for the simplest description of the
solid-electrolyte interface: a one-dimensional set of electrostatic equations defined by
planes of charge and intervening dielectric continua. This is the same mathematical
framework as in Sec. 1.2.2, but with the introduction of bound charge – a coarse
representation of the water molecules and the electron cloud – which is allowed to
iiIt is important to note that even at the beginning of the simulation, the concentration in the aqueous
region is below the limit of solubility for this forcefield. [3]
Figure 3.1: MD snapshots of a rigid crystalline NaCl slab interfaced with a high concentration
NaCl aqueous solution. Na+ ions are depicted in blue, Cl– ions in yellow. A finite electric
field is applied cancelling the internal field of the slab. With the polarisation field removed the
excess charge in the electrolyte near the surface should compensate the slab polarisation. Top:
The polar (111) surface. Bottom: The non-polar (100) surface, which is given an artificial net
charge of 8e matching the surface charge 16e of the polar (111) surface.
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polarise in each region, albeit only uniformly. This introduces a relative scaling of the
dielectric constant, ε , into the relation between the polarisation and the field in a given
region i as
Pi =
εi−1
4pi
Ei. (3.1)
This implies (or is implied by) defining the displacement through the so-called
‘constitutive relation’
Di = εiEi, (3.2)
where the two are linked by the definition of the displacement
D = E +4piP. (2.69 along z)
A schematic of the model is pictured in Fig. 3.2. As in ZS, the electrolyte is partitioned
into a proper ionic conductor (ε =∞) and two boundary layers, each of thickness lH. The
dielectric constant in a boundary layer, to which we will refer to as a Helmholtz layer,iii
is εH. This is the minimal description of an electric double layer, valid for the regime of
high charging, [5] which we observe as sufficient from Fig. 3.1. For an overview of more
detailed analytical theories see Ref. 6, or for a recent review Ref. 7.
The Maxwell field in the conducting region is defined to be strictly zero, which is
equivalent to εelec = ∞. In a Helmholtz layer, both the polarisation and the dielectric
constant are finite, giving a non-zero field EH. The polarisation of the electrolyte is
represented by the surface charge density ±σ of the planes separating the conductor
and the Helmholtz layer. This will constitute the surface charge region, Σ(zs), of Ch. 1.
The solid is constructed from a succession of planes with alternating surface charge
density σ0 a distance R apart, which defines the bulk polarisation of µB/Vcell = σ0R, as
discussed. With this bulk charge density fixed, the electrolyte surface charge density σ
is the central variable in the model.
There are N = n+ 1 charged planes dividing the solid up into n continua, where n is
an odd number. The dielectric constant is homogeneous throughout the solid and will
be indicated by εd. The electric field is however not the same everywhere. Counting
from the left in Fig. 3.2 the field E1 in the first layer (i = 1) is different from the field
E2 in the next layer (i = 2). Because of the strict alteration of the surface charges on
the planes, the field in all odd numbered regions is E1 and in the even numbered layers
E2 (note the convention of the field directions in Fig. 3.2). To represent a MD supercell
the continuum model is periodically repeated in the normal direction. The length of the
supercell is L.
iiiThis is sometimes referred to as a Stern layer in the context of multiple-component double layers. [4]
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Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the continuum model of a polar surface-electrolyte system
under periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The (absolute) surface charge density of a polar
surface is σ0 and the compensating charge density induced in the electrolyte solution is σ . The
solid slab is separated from the electrolyte on both sides by Helmholtz layers. The dielectric
constants of the Helmholtz layers and polar crystal are εH and εd respectively. The box size is
L, the width of Helmholtz layer is lH and the thickness of a layer in polar solid is R. The arrows
indicate the convention for the sign of the uniform electric fields in the Helmholtz layers and
crystal segments.
3.2.2 Compensating Electric Field
The model is now completely described up to the field arising from the boundary
conditions. We will now derive the value of that field which will mimic the infinite
polar slab. Note that E¯ does not refer to an external field E0, but the average of
the Maxwell field. The product V = −E¯L can therefore be directly interpreted as the
potential difference across the MD cell. The corresponding cell potential V is the sum
of all potential differences over the uniform layers making up the system and we can
write
E¯L =−2EHlH+nE¯dR, (3.3)
with the field in the electrolyte set to zero (see Fig. 3.2). nE¯dR is (minus) the potential
across the polar solid with average field E¯d given by
E¯d =−n−12n E2+
n+1
2n
E1. (3.4)
The Maxwell equation across each boundary relates the value of the displacement either
side using the charge assigned to the plane,iv giving
εHEH = 4piσ (3.5)
εHEH+ εdE1 = 4piσ0 (3.6)
εdE2+ εdE1 = 4piσ0. (3.7)
ivThe application of Gauss’s law to the free (i.e. not bound) charge gives the divergence in the
displacement, in contrast to when it is applied to the total charge distribution, which yields the divergence
in the Maxwell field (as in Ch. 1). [8]
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Exchanging the fields in the right-hand side of Eq. 3.3 for charge densities using
Eqs. 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 we obtain an expression for σ in terms of σ0 and E¯,
σ =
(
n+1
2
σ0
cd
− E¯L
)(
2
cH
+
n
cd
)−1
, (3.8)
where cd = εd/(4piR) and cH = εH/(4pilH). The parameters cd and cH have the familiar
form of the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor and will be interpreted as such.
The surface charge density σ0 is fixed by the chemistry. The Maxwell field E¯ is then the
only control parameter in the model. E¯ can now be chosen such that the average field
E¯d within the crystal is zero. In this state, referred to as the point of Compensating Net
Charge (CNC), the two interfaces of the slab will decouple, and all our finite size errors
will be removed. Setting E¯d = 0 in Eq. 3.3 and inserting into Eq. 3.8 using Eq. 3.6 gives
the compensating charge density provided by the electrolyte as
σCNC =
n+1
2n
σ0. (3.9)
Indeed in the limit n→ ∞, the prefactor of Eq. 3.9 tends towards 1/2 in agreement
with the Tasker rule for a rock salt (111) polar surface. [9,10] The compensating charge
is determined by the surface charge only and is independent of all other structural
parameters.
Interestingly, if we take n = 1, the field E¯CNC plays the same role as the field of zero
net charge E¯ZNC for ZS. Indeed, in this model the polar crystal of only two planes is
a parallel plate capacitor of infinite separation: the field in the dielectric slab is zero
restoring net charge neutrality to the EDL. In ZS, the continuum model led to a simple
relation between the capacitance of the EDL and E¯ZNC
cH =
2σ0
E¯ZNCL
. (Eq. 37 of Ref. 2)
Pursuing the analogy with the ‘regular’ EDL of Ref. 2 further, we can similarly express
the capacitance of the Helmholtz layer in terms of E¯CNC. Combining Eq. 3.8 and 3.9,
equivalent to imposing a potential −E¯CNCL, we find
cH =
2σ0
E¯CNCL
n+1
2n
. (3.10)
Note the factor 2 multiplying σ0 in Eqs. 3.10 and Eq. 37 of Ref. 2 arises because −LE¯
is the potential over a pair of EDLs in series, each with a capacitance cH.
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3.3 Finite Electric Field Molecular Dynamics
3.3.1 Method
We can now test our model by determination of ECNC using finite-field molecular
dynamics. Again, the Tasker rule states that the surface charge density required to cancel
the dipole generated by cleaving a rock salt structure along a (111) plane is −σ0/2. A
crystal with this solid/electrolyte interface should have no net internal electric field. We
can therefore perform a series of simulations varying the field E until the Maxwell field
in the slab is on-average zero. We can then compute the charge imbalance in the EDL
with respect to the crystal face and check whether it has the theoretical value of σ0/2.
All simulations were performed under ambient conditions using a modified version
of the GROMACS package. [11] The water model is SPC/E. [12] The SPC model of
aqueous Na+ and Cl– was taken from Ref. 13 and has been validated for high salt
concentrations [14,15] (see also the review by Nezbeda et al. [3]). Identical forcefield
parameters were used for the interactions with the ions in the NaCl crystal. The
supercell cross-sectional areas were 2.200 and 2.545 nm2 for the (111) and (100)
orientation respectively. R = 1.63 A˚. The cell lengths were adjusted to keep variations
in solvent properties to a minimum. All supercells contained 20 aqueous NaCl ion
pairs in ∼ 600 waters, evenly dispersed in the initial configuration. This particular
concentration was chosen such that the electrolyte remains a good ionic conductor after
the formation of EDLs has reduced the concentration. The MD parameters were as
follows: the NVT ensemble was employed, and a temperature of 298 K maintained by
Nose´-Hoover thermostat with a coupling constant of 0.4 ps; [16] the timestep was 2 fs
and the simulations were run for a total of 1 ns; the electrostatics were computed using
4th order PME summation with a Fourier spacing of 0.6 A˚ and a real-space cutoff of
6.5 A˚. [17] The first 200 ps were discarded as equilibration time, as determined by ZS.
The modification of the GROMACS package concerns the implementation of the
constant E Hamiltonian of Sec. 2.3. Typical values of E¯ in our system are O(1Vnm−1).
N.B. P is computed from all charges in the supercell: an important point is that including
ions in the polarisation makes P a multi-valued function depending on the supercell
boundary, since P is calculated from r, which is defined as a periodic quantity. However,
the forces from Eq. 2.67 are not affected (see Ref. 2 for detailed discussion). For now, to
avoid difficulties, it is sufficient for us to follow our electrolyte ions out of the principle
cell (an ‘unwrapped’ trajectory) in the calculation of the polarisation. In classical
simulation, this definition of polarisation was introduced in the context of the MD study
of electrolytic solutions and is generally referred to as “itinerant polarisation”. [18] We
will give a more detailed elaboration of this problem in Sec. 5.2.1.
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Figure 3.3: Left: FFMD simulations to measure ∆dφ at varying E¯ with n = 3. ECNC was found
to be −3.82 Vnm−1. Error bars are 3σ obtained by jackknife resampling of the data. Right
(a): Potential profile for the NaCl (111)-electrolyte system for n=23 at E¯CNCL = 1.2 V. The first
and last crystal peak can be seen to occur at the same potential, conforming to the requirement
for CNC. (b): Potential profile for the NaCl (100)-electrolyte system with surface charge 8e at
E¯CNCL = 1.8 V.
3.3.2 Results
The first step is locating the field of compensating net charge. In the state of CNC,
E¯d = 0 by definition. The change in the electrostatic potential over the length of the
crystal ∆φd must therefore be zero. ∆φd was computed from the potential profile φ(z) at
a series of E¯ values and the value of ECNC was decided upon by interpolation, as shown
in Fig. 3.3–left. As is evident from Fig. 3.3–right–(a) the potential profile, while flat in
the electrolyte, shows a sawtooth pattern in the crystal reflecting the alternating charge
of the (111) crystal planes. In contrast, the potential profile in a related non-polar slab
(Fig. 3.3–right–(b)) would be smooth because (100) planes are net neutral.
It is perhaps instructive to analyse the polar profile of Fig. 3.3-right-(a) in more detail
because its appearance may at first seem inconsistent with vanishing internal field. The
period of the modulation of the potential is 2R. However, the width of the slab is nR
where n is an odd integer (see Fig. 3.2). The CNC field therefore aligns a maximum of
the sawtooth at one face with a minimum at the opposite face, as indicated by the red
dashed line in the figure. This can only be achieved by canting the sequence of extrema.
We will evaluate this condition in Sec. 7.3 of the final chapter.
The varying of the applied field E¯ to locate the point of CNC was repeated for a series
of increasing widths of the crystal. The result is shown in Fig. 3.4–(c). The width of the
slab is represented by n, the number of internal dielectric continua. The figure suggests
that a minimum of n = 15 layers (16 planes) is needed to reach good convergence. This
corresponds to a slab width of 25 A˚. In the search for the CNC it was observed that the
response of charge and potential to changes in the field was linear. The exception is the
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terminal n = 1 system. This is likely due to dielectric saturation at the high CNC field
for n = 1 as suggested by Fig. 3.4–(c). Therefore, the values for n = 1 are obtained by
extrapolation from the low-field, linear regime.
Slab width is of course always a critical parameter in periodic models of interfaces.
The NaCl(s)|NaCl(aq) interface is a popular model system, and the question of size
dependence has been investigated in great detail in calculations of solubility from the
direct equilibrium between solid and solution. [3] Using an interaction model identical to
the one used here, Espinosa and coworkers found in a careful study that the solubility
is essentially converged for slabs of a width larger than 40 A˚. [19] This number exceeds,
but is still comparable to, the 25 A˚ inferred from Fig. 3.2. Considering however that
the orientation of the slab used in Ref. 19 is the non-polar (100) surface, the similarity
between the finite size effects is perhaps somewhat surprising. In this context we should
also point out that the size effect for our polar interface seems to be captured to great
accuracy by an analytical expression (Eq. 3.9) specified by only a single parameter, the
surface charge density σ0, for which there is no direct counterpart at the (100) interface.
On the other hand, the consistency in finite size effects could also be interpreted as an
indication that surface charge and polarity play a role in the dissolution of non-polar
interfaces.
Figure 3.4: (a) The effective surface charge of the electrolyte at the point of CNC for increasing
width n of the slab (see Fig. 3.2). It is represented as the difference between the total fixed surface
charge Aσ0 of the crystal and the response charge Aσ from the electrolyte solution, where A is
the area of the polar plane in the supercell. Aσ0 = 16e in our model. (b) Plot of A(σ0−σ)
vs (n+ 1)/2n. The slope of −Aσ0 demonstrates that Eq. 3.9 is obeyed. (c) Plot of E¯CNCL vs
n. (d) Plot of E¯CNCL vs (n+ 1)/2n. The slope of 2σ0/cH allows us to extract the value of the
Helmholtz capacitance cH.
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3.3.3 Discussion
Integral Capacitance
In the simple continuum model of Fig. 3.2, the charge induced in the electrolyte is
represented as a surface charge density σ at the sharp interface between the electrolyte
and the Helmholtz layer. In the atomistic model system of Fig. 3.1, the interface is
more diffuse. We have estimated the compensating charge by the integral of the charge
density ρi(z) of the electrolyte in contact with the surface. The excess charge per unit
area is identified with the σ of the model. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.4–(a) where
we have represented the estimates of σ as total surface charges Aσ with A the MD cell
cross section.
The surface charge of a NaCl (111) plane in our model system is Aσ0 = 16e.
The theoretical compensating charge is therefore 8e. Fig. 3.4–(a) shows that the
compensating charge Aσ approaches 8e when the number of layers of polar solid gets
large enough. Therefore, our simulation confirms that the charge imbalance is in accord
with the theoretical value. Indeed, figure 3.4–(b) shows excellent agreement with Eq. 3.9
derived from the continuum model Fig. 3.2. This also gives us confidence that Eq. 3.10
can be used to extract a value for the Helmholtz capacitance from simulations. Indeed,
Fig. 3.4–(d) shows the desired linear (n+1)/2n dependence of Eq. 3.10. The slopes gives
an estimation of cH of 8.23 µFcm−2 for the polar (111) surface.
The status of cH as the Helmholtz capacitance of the polar surface/electrolyte interface
may look ambiguous because the response charge of the electrolyte is only half the
surface charge. It is therefore of interest to compare the capacitance for the polar NaCl
(111) surface as defined by Eq. 3.10 to the capacitance obtained by charging a non-
Figure 3.5: CNC Potential E¯CNCL (is potential of zero net EDL charge) as a function of the
artificially enhanced surface charge for the NaCl (100)-electrolyte system. The slope of the
linear fitting (red solid line) is linked to the Helmholtz capacitance cH according to Eq. 37 of
Ref. 2. The fact that the line does not pass through the origin perhaps suggests a different
behaviour in the regime of low charging. This would perhaps be of interest in some fluctuation
of the real {100} surface, but we are instead interested in the response around Aσ0 = 8.
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polar surface. The obvious candidate is the (100) surface. The surface was charged by
alchemically enhancing the positively (negatively) charged ions compared to the counter
charge. The expression for cH is given by Eq. 3.10 leaving out the factor (n+ 1)/(2n)
consistent with Eq. 37 of Ref. 2.
While our procedure of a fractional increase of the charge of all ions of one species (Na+
or Cl−) is unphysical, we argue that the electrostatics of an EDL formed by this system
is similar to that of the standard EDL of ZS. Accordingly, the Helmholtz capacitance
can be obtained from Eq. 3.10 with n = 1. The result of the applied voltage at CNC as
a function of the surface charge for the non-polar (100) surface is shown in Fig. 3.5.
The slope yields the Helmholtz capacitance cH with a value 4.23 µFcm−2, effectively
identical to the capacitance obtained in ZS.
Electric Double Layer Structure
The near 2 : 1 ratio for the capacitance of the polar (111) and non-polar (100) surfaces
may not be a coincidence. A possible explanation for this behaviour can be seen in
the double layer structure of Fig. 3.6. For the (111) case, the ions of the double layer
are adsorbed to the surface at a distance of ∼ 1.5 A˚, shedding their inner solvation
shell. The formation of contact ion pairs is particularly noteworthy for the Na+ ions,
which are traditionally thought to have an almost unbreakable solvation shell. In the
(100) case, at the lowest charge of 2e, there is no driving force for such a dehydration,
and the first peak in the density occurs at the larger distance of 2.8 A˚, followed by a
small secondary peak further out. As the surface charge is increased, the profile shifts
towards the surface. Even for a (100) surface charge as high as the compensating charge
for the (111) polar surface (8e), the structural difference between EDLs is apparent.
The capacitance of a compact (Helmholtz) EDL is inversely proportional to its width,
therefore, the 2 : 1 ratio in cH between the surfaces is roughly consistent with the relative
positions of the counter ions in Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Density plot for ions in the
electrolytic solution, at CNC. d is defined
as the distance of ions from the relevant
surface of NaCl. The solid black line is the
density profile for the (111) polar surface
with charge Aσ0 = 16e. The solid red line
is for the (100) non-polar surface with
alchemical charge 8e. The long-dashed
orange, short-dashed green, and dotted
blue lines are the (100) surface with a
charge of 6e, 4e, and 2e respectively.
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3.4 Outlook
Our calculations show that the excess charge in a high concentration NaCl aqueous
solution adjacent to a rigid NaCl (111) surface complies with the Tasker rule for a polar
surface of this geometry when the system is held under the correct field. In a way, this is
not particularly shocking. The Tasker rule is based on general considerations involving
geometry and electrostatics. It would have been a surprise if this rule had not held for our
model of an electrolyte in contact with a polar surface! Still, the results of this chapter
are further validation of finite field molecular dynamics for the simulation of electric
double layers under full periodic boundary conditions. Now that we have obtained these
preliminary results, what directions are open to us?
• The key function of the applied field was to compensate for the internal electric
field in the model slab. The fact that the electrolyte is an ionic conductor is
essential, as it tolerates zero macroscopic field whatever the magnitude of the
applied field. The E-field could therefore be adjusted to cancel the internal field
in the solid without affecting the conditions in the electrolyte. An extension to be
pursued in the next chapter is therefore to extend the derivation to consider non-
conducting fluid phases, such as SPC water (whose restraints prevent dissociation
to H+ and OH– ).
• In Ch. 1 we saw that the value of the compensating charge is a result of long
range electrostatics and should remain the same even if the electronic structure
is taken into account. [10] We therefore anticipate that this method can enable us
to study the interaction of an electrolyte with more complex and realistic polar
surfaces, possibly even treated by electronic structure calculation. We will begin
this investigation with ab initio molecular dynamics in Ch. 5.
• The possibility of an unreconstructed polar surface/electrolyte interface raises the
question of the interpretation of cH. While the structure of the “double layer”
should be in-principle verifiable by experiment, the status of the corresponding
capacitance is less clear. Capacitance is well defined for a nanoslab and should
be accessible from the nanocapacitor formed by the solid slab with the electrolyte
on either side acting as the two electrodes. But how could we determine the
capacitance of the interface of a non-conducting semi-infinite crystal with a
polar termination? The capacitance probably enters experimentally-measurable
quantities only indirectly, such as in adsorption (complexation) energies of
charged species. Maybe the double layer will also show electrokinetic signatures,
such as a finite zeta-potential. We will continue to investigate the underlying
meaning of the capacitance in Ch. 6.
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• The model system in this feasibility study was deliberately kept as simple as
possible. In particular the structure of the solid slab was constrained to be rigid.
This meant that a number of interesting issues could not be addressed. One most
important question is the competition with non-stoichiometric reconstructions
observed for vacuum surfaces. One of the candidate structures for the rock
salt (111) surface is the so-called (2× 2) octopolar reconstruction presented in
Fig. 1.2. [10,20,21] Dissolution of NaCl is of course a facile process, but under the
correct chemical potential of solution it is in principle possible to stabilise the
solid. What then would be the most stable face? While this is rather academic
for table salt, the same general principles hold for MgO [22] and NiO [23]. We are
currently investigating this, but we are not ready to present any definitive results
in this thesis.
Firstly, we must complete our derivation of the electrostatic boundary conditions. In
the original work by ZS, they derived their electrostatic boundary condition in terms of
a displacement field, D. Heretofore, we have only considered applied fields, E. The
first and hopefully most straightforward extension is therefore to transform our equation
for the compensating field into the displaced field ensemble. We shall accomplish this
– before considering extensions and further exploration, such as the first item outlined
above – in the next chapter.
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4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will generalise the foundational results of Ch. 3. We will extend the
Compensating Net Charge (CNC) derivation to the displacement field ensemble. Not
only will we show that such a value of D does exist, but that it depends only on the
structural parameters of the model: the charge density in σ0, and the number of layers
N. After verifying that this expression is correct by comparison with results at ECNC,
we will investigate the qualitative difference between D = 0 (Yeh-Berkowitz) boundary
conditions and this new and finite value DCNC.
For this we choose a polar system that has already been subject to computational
investigation, the {0001} Type-III polar termination of silver iodide, AgI. Specifically,
this surface is thought to behave as a powerful ice nucleating agent. [1–7] This is usually
explained by the close match between the lattice constant of the crystal and that of ice-
like water hexamers. [8] In simulation studies of this system, the crystal is either held
fixed or heavily restrained. When weaker restraints are used, ice is not found to form;
indeed, when an attempt was made to model the motion of the crystal, it spontaneously
fell apart. [3] We shall see that once proper boundary conditions have been applied, the
crystal can be stabilised.
In the studies of fixed crystals, those data supported the role of AgI as an ice nucleating
agent. In order to verify such results, we must first extend our model to treat an aqueous
phase of pure water, which cannot conduct. Since the work with which we would like
to compare is entirely conducted in the absence of electrolytic ions, this is crucial for
us. After obtaining such expressions, we ultimately conclude that such a system is –
in fact – not physically reasonable. Our findings can therefore be used to support the
importance of recent experimental studies of this system that show that dissolved ions
exhibit a (species dependent) effect on the heterogeneous nucleation of ice. [9,10]
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4.2 Extensions to the Model
4.2.1 Extension to Wurtzite
AgI has the wurtzite structure, which only differs from NaCl’s rock salt structure –
insofar as our model is concerned – in the specifics of the interlayer spacing. Where
rock salt has a constant separation R, wurtzite has a spacing which alternates between
R1 and R2. The central region of the new continuum model therefore looks like Fig. 4.1.
Putting it another way, rock salt is the specific case of R1 = R2.
We now recapitulate the derivation for a polar crystal surrounded by an electrolyte
solution (see Sec. 3.2.2 for comparison) to include this general spacing. The drop across
the slab is
−wE¯d =
(
n+1
2
)
R1E1−
(
n−1
2
)
R2E2, (4.1)
where the width of the slab is given as
w =
(
n+1
2
)
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
R2. (4.2)
Hence at the point of compensating net charge, where E¯d = 0, we can write that
(n+1)R1E1 = (n−1)R2E2. (4.3)
Again, we can express this in terms of our surface charges by applying the same
Figure 4.1: Schematic showing n+ 1 = 6 planes enclosing n = 5 dielectric continua, but the
derivation will be valid for any odd number n. The crystal is made up of fixed planes of charge
±σ0, and is considered to have a uniform dielectric constant of εd. The electrolyte has perfect
internal screening and so has an infinite constant and no internal field. The screening induces
a charge near the surface of the crystal ±σ , and between these planes and the crystal are the
regions we refer to as Helmholtz layers.
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Maxwell displacement equations across the boundaries
εHEH = 4piσ (3.5 sic)
εHEH+ εdE1 = 4piσ0 (3.6 sic)
εdE2+ εdE1 = 4piσ0. (3.7 sic)
One can then eliminate either E1 or E2 to obtain
E1,CNC =
(n−1)R2
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2
4piσ0
εd
(4.4)
E2,CNC =
(n+1)R1
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2
4piσ0
εd
(4.5)
at CNC. Making the link to the variable quantity at this state, which is σ = σCNC,
4piσ0 = εHEH,CNC+
(n−1)R2
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2 4piσ0
= 4piσCNC+
(n−1)R2
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2 4piσ0
∴ σCNC =
(n+1)R1
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2σ0. (4.6)
If we set R1 = R2 then the result is consistent with Eq. 3.9 of the previous chapter. If the
slab is semi-infinite,
lim
n→∞σCNC =
R1
R1+R2
σ0. (4.7)
Where we obtain the ratio R which determines the polarisation of the bulk, and for the
AgI non-ideal wurtzite structure R2 = 3.2R1. Roughly speaking we expect to see that,
rather than a Tasker factor of one half, the charge in the double layer should equal to
lim
n→∞σCNC '
1
4
σ0,
which is indeed the value cited in Ch. 1.
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4.2.2 Expression in the Displacement Field Ensemble
We now wish to obtain the CNC condition under the Hamiltonian of fixed D. We
follow the method of Zhang and Sprik in Ref. 11. Since we have already obtained
the expressions for E, it follows that if we could find the value of the polarisation, P, we
could find the appropriate value simply from the definition of the displacement field
D = E +4piP. (2.69 along z)
To find P from our model we need to realise that by introducing dielectric continua, we
have also introduced corresponding surface charges. The polarisation of the continua
under their internal fields (E1, E2 and so forth) redefines the charge distribution
necessary for calculation of the polarisation from the contributions of the ionic charges
of Fig. 4.1 to the induced charge values of Fig. 4.2.
Explicitly, they are
σ1 = σ0−PH−P1
σ2 = σ0−P1−P2
σH = σ −PH.
Where we note that there is no additional contribution from the electrolyte region, since
the absence of a field implies no polarisation of the solvent degrees of freedom by the
constitutive relation. [12] This is not the same as the electrolyte not being polarised, as
will shall see in a moment, and will elaborate on in Sec. 4.3.3.ii The dipole moment per
Figure 4.2: Recapitulation of Fig. 4.1, now with the modified surface charges shown.ii These
are the charges that must be used to calculate the polarisation as a sum of parallel plate
contributions, and are the total charges that enter into the Maxwell relations for the continuity of
the displacement field.
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unit volume (polarisation) can then be written
PICScell =
1
L∑i
σizi. (4.8)
The superscript reminds us that the cell boundaries are drawn such that the Insulator
is the Centre of the Supercell (ICS), and will become relevant in the next chapter.
To evaluate the sum, we simply treat the system as a stack of net-neutral capacitors:
where there is one set of σ1 planes separated by the length of the crystal, one set of σH
planes separated by that length plus the two Helmholtz layers, and a remainder (n−1)/2
alternating-sign σ2 planes of decreasing separation (as in Fig. 1.3). Writing out the sum
in terms of these three contributions gives
LPICScell =−σ1
[
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
(R1+R2)
]
+σH
[
2lH+R1+
(
n−1
2
)
(R1+R2)
]
+σ2
(n−1)/2
∑
i
R2,
where the sum over σ2 planes has been rearranged to simply treat them as identical,
consecutive capacitors separated by a distance R1, and evaluates to (n−1)/2 lots of R2.
Hence,
LPICScell =−σ1
[(
n+1
2
)
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
R2
]
+σH
[
2lH+
(
n+1
2
)
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
R2
]
+σ2
(
n−1
2
)
R2, (4.9)
Our CNC conditions have been derived for fields, not charges. By writing down the
Maxwell field equations for the total charge across each boundary,
EH = 4piσH (4.10)
EH+E1 = 4piσ1 (4.11)
E2+E1 = 4piσ2, (4.12)
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we can convert charges into fields. That obtains the following expression
4piLPICScell =−(E1+EH)
[(
n+1
2
)
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
R2
]
+EH
[
2lH+
(
n+1
2
)
R1+
(
n−1
2
)
R2
]
+(E1+E2)
(
n−1
2
)
R2
=−E1
(
n+1
2
)
R1+2EHlH+E2
(
n−1
2
)
R2. (4.13)
Thankfully, since the average field is simply given as
E¯ =
1
L
[
E1
(
n+1
2
)
R1−2lHEH−E2
(
n−1
2
)
R2
]
, (4.14)
the cell polarisation is seen to give rise to the field
4piPICScell =−E¯. (4.15)
Which is consistent with our exposition of the SSV Hamiltonians in Ch. 2, where we saw
that the field experienced by a system surrounded by a conducting medium (there, Ewald
summation) arises only from internal contributions. The full polarisation, however, must
also include the charge reorganisation in the conducting electrolyte region. While the
(Maxwell) field inside a conductor is strictly zero, it is important to realise that the
polarisation is not. To see this we combine the constitutive relation and the definition
of the displacement field as in Sec. 3.2.1, but this time eliminating E instead of D, to
obtain
4piPi =
(
1− 1
εi
)
Di, (4.16)
where this prefactor is known as the polarisability and tends to 1 as εi → ∞. The
implication is that, since the displacement is equal (and opposite) each side of an induced
boundary,i the electrolyte is polarised by an amount equal to the surface charge±σ from
Eq. 3.5 (this is discussed further in Sec. 4.3.3).
But how is this included in our expression for the polarisation?
Since the electrolyte cuts the edges of the supercell, there exists a surface charge; these
planes of separation L have a charge equal to the uniform polarisation of the electrolyte,
iOne composed of no free charge, only contributions from polarised bound charge.ii
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which is −σ . Hence, finally,
4piPICS ≡ 4piPICScell +PICSsurf =−E¯−4piσ . (4.17)
∴ DICS =−4piσ . (4.18)
It now follows that that when CNC is imposed, the value of σ will be that of the previous
derivation, and therefore
DICSCNC =−4piσCNC ≡−4pi
(n+1)R1
(n+1)R1+(n−1)R2σ0. (4.19)
As promised, this only depends on the structural parameters of the model: the ionic
charge density σ0, and the number of layers N. This is crucial because it means we can
run a simulation at CNC a priori. In Ch. 3 we had to perform a search over E field values
(see Fig. 3.3–left) to find CNC by interpolation. Removing this requirement speeds
up our method by an order of magnitude. What is more, while forcefield simulations
are cheap, the 200 ps required to obtain reasonable values of the field would prove
prohibitively expensive if they were performed with AIMD. Indeed the search would
have to be repeated, since the explicit treatment of the electronic degrees of freedom
would be expected to directly affect quantities like PCNC. However, if this result can
be relied upon, it should predict the same value of DCNC, independent of the choice of
εd or εH. The displacement field Hamiltonian therefore opens up the route to include
electronic structure in our simulations.
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4.3 Behaviour at DCNC
All simulations were performed by Dr Steve Cox.
4.3.1 Method
To model AgI we used a re-parametrised version of the Parrinello-Rahman-Vashista
(PRV) forcefield. To model water we used the TIP4P/2005 model, which has a melting
temperature Tm = 252 K. For NaCl we used the recently developed Madrid model,
whose non-electrostatic interactions with water are of a simple Lennard-Jones (LJ)
form. This model was designed specifically for use with TIP4P/2005, and gives a good
description of the solubility of NaCl in water. With appropriate signs, silver and iodide
ions carried a charge qAgI =±0.5815e, while sodium and chloride ions carried a charge
qNaCl = ±0.85e. Despite the use of these partial charges, for ease of notation we still
refer to these ions as ‘Ag+’. Oxygen atoms of the water molecules carried a charge
qO = −1.1128e and the charge on the hydrogen atoms was qH = −qO/2. Following
Fraux and Doye, who also used the TIP4P/2005 model in their study of ice formation
at AgI, the non-electrostatic interactions between the AgI ions and H2O were described
by a LJ potential centred on the oxygen atoms, using parameters originally from Hale
and Keifer. Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules were applied to obtain non-electrostatic
interactions between NaCl and AgI. Following Zielke et al., we used Burley’s lattice
parameters (a = 0.4592 nm, c = 0.7510 nm) for AgI. All simulations used in this work
comprised n+ 1 = 18 layers of AgI, with each layer itself comprising 16 Ag+ or I−
ions. With the crystal held fixed, this resulted in a slab width of 3.0934 nm. The lateral
dimensions of the simulation cell were Lx = 1.8368 nm and Ly = 1.5907 nm, resulting
in a formal charge density on each layer of σ0 ' 3.18 enm−2.
The total length of the simulation cell in the z-direction (which we take to be normal
to the surface) was L = 11.7475 nm. The remaining volume not occupied by AgI
contained 750 water molecules, resulting in a number density in the bulk fluid region
of ρ ' 30.4 nm3 at 298 K. This is slightly lower than the density of bulk liquid water,
and has been chosen as the finite field methods have been formulated strictly in the
canonical ensemble; using this lower density therefore allows enough space for the
growing ice crystal. This is similar to the approach adopted by Zielke et al. We note
that, in contrast, Fraux and Doye used liquid films with one side in contact with AgI
and the other in contact with vacuum, effectively holding the fluid at zero pressure. As
our results without dissolved ions at D = 0 appear broadly consistent with Fraux and
Doye, it suggests the general features of ice formation at AgI are fairly robust to such
simulation details. For simulations with dissolved ions, three NaCl ion pairs were placed
in the fluid region, with no further adjustments to the simulation set up.
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We have performed two types of simulations for the system described above. First, we
have performed simulations at 298 K (i.e. water in the liquid state) in order to establish
the CNC conditions. Then, we have performed simulations with a protocol described
below to observe ice formation. Throughout we used the LAMMPS simulation package,
suitably modified to propagate dynamics in the constant E and D ensembles with
the TIP4P/2005 water model. The velocity Verlet algorithm was used to propagate
dynamics with a time step of 2 fs. To maintain the rigid geometry of the TIP4P/2005
water molecules, we used the RATTLE algorithm. [13] Temperature was maintained
using a Nose´-Hoover thermostat with damping constant 0.2 ps. The particle-mesh
Ewald method was used to account for long-ranged interactions, with parameters chosen
such that the root mean square error in the forces were a factor 105 smaller than the force
between two unit charges separated by a distance of 1.0 A˚.
4.3.2 Verification
Now that we have obtained the theoretical value DCNC we must demonstrate that it
realises the same physical conditions as the already-validated ECNC. We begin by
obtaining ECNC data for AgI. The dark blue line in Fig. 4.3 shows φ(z) for a AgI slab
with n = 17, obtained from a simulation in which E = 0. In this simulation, the crystal
was immobile. The location of the Ag (0001) and I (0001) are indicated by dashed
lines at z+ ' 1.55 nm and z− ' 1.55 nm, respectively. It is clear there is a potential drop
across the slab of ∆dφ ' 3.33 V, corresponding to an average electric field across the slab
of approximately 1.1 Vnm−1. ECNC can be found in the established way, by repeating
the simulation but imposing different values of E, and measuring ∆dφ in each instance.
(b)
Figure 4.3: Establishing CNC conditions under constant E. The solid lines show φ(z) obtained
at E = 0 (dark blue) and ECNC =−0.31 Vnm−1 (cyan). For clarity, the latter has been shifted up
by 6 V. With E = 0, there is a potential drop ∆dφ ' −3.33 V across the slab, whereas at ECNC,
there is instead a potential drop across the simulation cell, ∆cellφ ' 3.64 V. The vertical dashed
lines at±1.55 nm indicate the surfaces of the crystal. The solution is an aqueous electrolyte, and
results have been obtained at 298 K.
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For this system, we find ECNC ' 0.31 Vnm−1. The resulting φ(z) is shown by the cyan
line in Fig. 4.3. While we have effectively eliminated ∆dφ , there is now a potential drop
across the simulation cell ∆cellφ ' 3.64 V. This is the sum in the drop arising from the
double layers. We can obtain an estimate for DCNC by measuring 〈P〉ECNC , the average
polarisation at ECNC. In this instance, we find 〈D〉ECNC ' 14.9 Vnm−1. This can be used
as a consistency check for theoretical predictions of DCNC.
We now turn our attention to DCNC. For the AgI crystal with n = 17 used in our
simulations, Eq. 4.19 gives DCNC = 14.99 Vnm−1 in good agreement with the value
measured from the simulation at ECNC. In the case of a mobile slab, we found it
more robust to find DCNC empirically from a simulation at ECNC. Still, the value
was in reasonable agreement with the static model, a deviation of around 0.5 Vnm−1.
Performing a simulation at DCNC, we find ∆dφ ' 0.2 V. We therefore consider our
derivation for the value of D which enforces CNC to be correct! Indeed, we will check
it again in the next chapter and arrive at even closer numerical agreement.
4.3.3 Comparison with the Yeh-Berkowitz Correction
The simulations with which to compare (those of Fraux and Doye, [3] and Ziekle and
Patey [1]) have removed the interactions between periodic images of their polar slabs (in
the former case they used the Yeh-Berkowitz correction, and in the latter they use the
‘mirrored slab’ setup which we address in Sec. 4.3.4). How do these D = 0 simulations
compare to those conducted at CNC? As simulations of heterogeneous ice formation
such as these consider pure water in contact with an ice nucleating particle, the prospect
of being able to enforce CNC without ions present is particularly tantalizing in and
of itself, as it will permit a direct comparison of how different electrostatic boundary
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Figure 4.4: Comparing φ(z) from different ensembles for AgI (n = 17) in contact with
pure water at 298 K. At D = 0 (dashed line) there is a large potential drop across the slab,
∆dφ ' −46.2 V. At ECNC (solid line), the potential drop is essentially zero by construction,
but there is now a finite field in the solvent, |Esolv| ' 0.39 Vnm−1. The result obtained at
DCNC =−14.99 Vnm−1 (dotted line) agrees well with the ECNC result.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Snapshots from simulations with a mobile AgI crystal. (a) At D= 0 the AgI loses its
wurtzite crystal structure almost immediately (snapshot taken after 50 ps). (b) At ECNC, on the
other hand, the AgI crystal maintains its crystal structure on the nanosecond timescale (snapshot
taken after 1.6 ns). In both cases, the central plane of Ag+ and I– ions are held fixed. Colour
scheme: Ag+, silver; I– , pink; O, blue; and H, white. The black lines indicate the simulation cell
boundaries. Only part of the simulation cell is shown. The solution is pure water, and results
have been obtained at 298 K.
conditions affect the crystallization process. The iterative approach for determining
ECNC described above provides a means for answering this question directly.
To this end, we have found ECNC by trail-and-error for an immobile AgI crystal in
contact with pure water. In Fig. 4.4, we show φ(z) at D = 0 and E = ECNC. The result
for D = 0 is striking, with |∆dφ | ' 46.2 V corresponding to an average electric field
of 14.9 Vnm−1 across the slab. On the other hand, no such large electric field across
the crystal is seen at ECNC (albeit by construction). Rather, what is now observed is a
uniform field in the solvent, |Esolv| ' 0.39 Vnm−1. The consequences of such a large
field across the crystal with D = 0 are severe. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.5–(a),
which shows a snapshot from such a simulation in which the Ag+ and I– ions were
free to move. After just 50 ps, the slab no longer resembles the wurtzite structure of
AgI. In contrast, at ECNC, the crystal remains close to the wurtzite structure, even on the
nanosecond timescale, as shown in Fig. 4.5–(b).
Alternative CNC Derivation
So we have seen that there exists some field where water can stabilise the polar
crystal’s structure against the electrostatic catastrophe. We might then ask, ‘Will the
CNC conditions for the D ensemble remain the same?’ In the derivation of the CNC
conditions for the electrolyte, the cell polarisation exactly cancels the Maxwell field.
This means that D directly determines what remains, namely the polarisation in the
electrolyte. In logical order then, D fixes
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• the value of the surface charge density at the cell boundaries,
• therefore the polarisation in the electrolyte,
• consequently the surface charge density of the Helmholtz layer,
• and so finally the field in the crystal itself.
In the case of a single aqueous phase, its uniform polarisation determines the surface
charge density at the crystal directly. Reversing the argument, it stands to reason that as
we require the same value of σCNC, then the value of DCNC will be the same for a pure
aqueous phase as it is for an electrolyte plus Helmholtz layer. Revisiting the derivation
of the previous section is also possible, but unnecessary.
Formally then, we are again searching for the field which satisfies Eq. 4.3, (n+1)R1E1 =
(n− 1)R2E2. We also know that the value of E1 is related to the field in the adjacent
aqueous region by
εaqEaq+ εdE1 = 4piσ0. (3.6 mutatis mutandis)
The key part of the argument is then that this εaqEaq is exactly the displacement within
that aqueous continuum. The surface charge which we assigned to the boundary at the
supercell edge in our previous derivation is now re-interpreted from the SSV equivalent
circuit as the charge on electrodes located at infinity. These impose the net D on the
entire system. From basic electrodynamics, we know that across boundaries of purely
induced charge there can be no change in |D|. Placing an arbitrary number of neutral
phases between the supercell edge and the crystal surface therefore has no effect on the
final displacement which enters into Eq. 3.6, whether this be electrolyte, vacuum, or
indeed other dielectrics.ii Thus D =−εaqEaq.
It follows from the above two equations that D fixes E1, the form of which at CNC
we have already deduced in Eq. 4.4. We therefore expect the value of DCNC to still be
given by Eq. 4.19. Indeed, we find 〈D〉ECNC ' 14.92 Vnm−1 compared to the theoretical
prediction of DCNC = 14.99 Vnm−1. Performing a simulation at the theoretical value of
DCNC gives φ(z) shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4.4, which agrees well with the profile
obtained at ECNC.
ii It may appear as if we have treated σ as a free charge associated with the boundary; for example, 3.5
is written in such a way as to assume that the displacement term from the electrolyte is missing because its
internal field is 0. Of course this is not the case, because as we have already seen the polarisability of the
electrolyte is non-zero (the field might be 0, but ε = ∞). The proper interpretation of the equation is that
the free charge on the boundary is 0, and the displacement in the electrolyte is that which the electrodes
at infinite bestow it, namely the −4piσ which eventually enters into DCNC. This can be found in a careful
reading of Ref. 11.
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4.3.4 Mirrored Slabs
Another approach that has been used to simulate polar AgI is the mirrored slab
geometry. [1] In this setup two slabs are used in the simulation, positioned in such a
way that their dipoles cancel. This means that (statically) no Yeh-Berkowitz correction
is called for, since 〈P〉 = 0. Yet what we can see from our analysis is that if the net
polarisation of the simulation cell vanishes on average, and standard tin-foil boundary
conditions are used, then this still corresponds to the D= 0 ensemble. This is because tin
foil boundary conditions correspond to the E = 0 ensemble, giving 〈D〉 ≡ E¯ +4pi〈P〉=
0. We therefore do not expect the mirrored slab geometry to enforce CNC conditions.
To test the above hypothesis, we have performed a simulation with a modified L =
21.75 nm. An immobile AgI crystal is placed with its lowermost Ag (0001) face at
z = 7.42 nm and its uppermost I (0001) face at z = 4.33 nm. A second crystal is then
placed such that its dipole points in the opposite direction, with its lowermost I (0001)
face at z =+4.33 nm and its uppermost Ag (0001) face at z =+7.42 nm. In the region
4.33 < z < +4.33 nm we placed 750 TIP4P/2005 water molecules. The remaining
volume was occupied by vacuum. All other simulation settings were as previously
detailed. The resulting electrostatic potential profile is shown in Fig. 4.6. We can
see that the potential drop across each slab closely resembles that seen in Fig. 4.4 at
D = 0. Indeed, we find |∆dφ | ' 46.2 Vnm−1 in excellent agreement with the result
presented in Fig. 4.4. This result clearly demonstrates that removing the net dipole of
the simulation cell is not the same as providing polarity compensation; something that
has been emphasised by Goniakowski, Finocchi, and Noguera. [14, p. 13]
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Figure 4.6: Electrostatic potential profile φ(z) obtained from the mirrored slab geometry at
E = 0. The dashed silver and pink lines indicate the positions of the Ag (0001) and I (0001)
surfaces respectively. The region−4.33< z<+4.33 nm is occupied by water, and the remaining
volume (|z|> 7.42 nm) is occupied by vacuum. As in the single slab geometry at D = 0, we find
|∆dφ | ' 46.2 Vnm−1.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.7: Electrostatic boundary conditions greatly influence the structure of water at the
interface. (a) and (b) show close up snapshots of the Ag (0001)/H2O interface with an immobile
AgI crystal at 298 K, with D = 0 and at DCNC, respectively. At D = 0, a significant proportion
of molecules in the contact layer direct O−H bonds toward the positively charged Ag (0001)
surface. In contrast, at DCNC no O−H bonds are directed toward the interface, as seen in (b).
Colour scheme as in Fig. 4.5. Only part of the simulation cell is shown. (c) and (d) show
P(cosθ) at D = 0 and DCNC, respectively, both for water molecules in the contact layer (blue
circles) and in bulk solvent (orange squares), where differences in structure are also observed.
cosθ = +1 and cosθ = −1 indicate O−H bonds directed immediately toward and away from
Ag (0001), respectively.
4.3.5 Discussion
While the above results demonstrate the extreme care required when dealing with polar
surfaces like those at AgI, it is still common practice to model crystalline lattices in
contact with water as rigid substrates. One may therefore argue that enforcing CNC
conditions by imposing ECNC or DCNC is only of secondary importance. This turns out
to be wrong. Even when using an immobile AgI crystal, the effects of using incorrect
boundary conditions on the structure of the water in the contact layer are profound.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.7–(a),(b) where we show snapshots that focus on the
contact layer from simulations at D = 0 and DCNC, respectively. In the case of the
former, we see a large proportion of water molecules directing O−H bonds toward
the positively charged Ag (0001) surface. If this were true, it would be most ill-
disciplined. In contrast, at DCNC no O−H bonds are directed toward the interface. These
observations from single snapshots are corroborated by Fig. 4.7–(c),(d) where we show
the probability distribution functions of the O−H bond orientations in the contact layer
obtained from averages over the entire trajectory. Also shown are distributions in the
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bulk region in both cases. At D = 0, a uniform distribution of O−H bond orientations
is observed. In contrast, at DCNC there is a preference for O−H bonds to be directed
away from the Ag (0001) surface. This broken symmetry is consistent with Esolv 6= 0
observed in Fig. 4.4.
From this analysis, there is no reason for us to expect the behaviour observed at the
AgI–aqueous interface to be in any way dissimilar at other polar substrates. Given the
widespread use of the Yeh-Berkowitz correction, we expect our findings to be important
for the modelling of a wide variety of other polar systems.
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4.4 Ice Nucleation
Again, all simulations were performed by Dr Steve Cox.
Now that we have a grip on the electrostatic boundary conditions required to perform
sensible simulations of this system, we can investigate ice formation. As was mentioned
in the introduction to this chapter, AgI is of interest as an ice nucleating particle. Since
we have observed pronounced differences in the structure of the interfacial water when
simulated at D = 0 and under CNC conditions, it follows that we should expect to see a
liquid-solid transition behaviour distinct from previous studies.
In the absence of ions, we also observed a finite field in the solvent, |Ez,solv| '
0.39 Vnm−1. While a finite electric field inside a dielectric is not a problem in principle,
in practice such a large field would likely lead to the dielectric breakdown of the water.
Nevertheless, as simulations of ice formation at AgI have typically focused on systems
at zero ionic strength, [1,3,4] it is instructive to compare and contrast ice formation for
pure water in contact with AgI both at D = 0 and at CNC conditions. Moreover, the
pure water system acts as a useful (albeit unphysical) baseline to help understand the
effects of ionic solutes.
To investigate ice formation, we performed three simulations for each ensemble (i.e.
D= 0, D=DCNC or E = ECNC), with an immobile AgI crystal. Under CNC conditions,
simulations with a mobile AgI crystal were also performed, but they did not appear to
greatly differ. In Fig. 4.8–(a) we show a representative snapshot of the system after ice
formation with D= 0. Consistent with previous studies, ice is seen to form preferentially
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.8: Differences in liquid
structure persist upon ice formation.
Panels (a)–(d) are analogous to
those in Fig. 4.7, but here they
are obtained after ice formation
at 242 K (results shown for an
immobile AgI crystal). (a) and (c):
At Dz = 0, O−H bonds are directed
both toward and away from the
interface. (b) and (d): In contrast,
at DCNC no O−H bonds are directed
toward Ag (0001).
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at Ag (0001) rather than I (0001). This demonstrates that our simulation setup is
sufficiently robust to capture the general results of previous studies, despite the use of
smaller simulation cells, and a lack of a vacuum gap between periodic replicas normal to
the AgI surface. Under CNC conditions, this preference for ice formation at Ag (0001)
rather than I (0001) persists. However, the occurrence of significant transient ice-like
structures is more pronounced at I (0001) under CNC conditions than it is at D = 0,
and indeed, in some of our simulations ice formation is observed at I (0001) as well as
Ag (0001).
How does the structure of the ice that forms at D = 0 and under CNC conditions
compare? In Fig. 4.8(b) we show a snapshot of the system after ice formation at
CNC, along with the corresponding distributions of O–H bond orientations for the two
ensembles in (c) and (d). It is apparent that the differences in liquid state structure
reported in Fig. 4.7 greatly influence the structure of the ice that form. At D = 0 we see
O−H bonds directed toward and away from the interface, both in the contact layer, and
in the ice that forms away from the surface. In contrast, at DCNC no O−H bonds are
directed toward Ag (0001).
4.4.1 Finite Ionic Strength
The pure H2O+AgI system provides an interesting comparison study of the D = 0
and CNC ensembles. Nevertheless, in both instances there are unphysical aspects. At
D = 0 it is not possible to simulate the crystal with mobile Ag+ and I– ions owing
to a large potential drop across the slab. Conversely, under CNC conditions there
is an unrealistically large electric field in the solvent. This is strong motivation to
investigate the effects of ions on ice formation, as such mobile charge carriers may
provide polarity compensation while maintaining zero electric field far from the crystal
(see Fig. 4.3). Here we will restrict ourselves to a simple NaCl aqueous electrolyte
for which reasonable simple point charge models are readily available. [15] However,
we emphasize that using finite field methods to enforce CNC conditions can be readily
applied to other systems too. As it is known experimentally that ions affect ice formation
in nontrivial ways – both at AgI [16] and other surfaces [9,10] – the work presented in this
section serves as a platform from which to study more complex electrolytes.
For the ECNC and DCNC ensembles, we simulated ice formation using the same protocol
as for the pure water system (see Sec. 4.3.1). In order to mitigate colligative effects,
we decided to simulate three ion pairs, which is in principle sufficient to enforce CNC
conditions (Eq. 4.19). In Fig. 4.9–(a) we show a snapshot after ice formation has
occurred at DCNC in the presence of a mobile AgI slab. As in the case without ions,
ice formation is still observed to occur preferentially at Ag (0001) rather than I (0001).
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.9: Ice formation in the
presence of ions gives rise to a proton
ordered contact layer, but proton
disorder away from the surface. (a):
Close up snapshot after ice formation
at Ag (0001) at 242 K, with a mobile
AgI slab at DCNC. (b): P(cosθ) both
for the contact layer and a layer in
the bulk. The Cl– ions are shown in
yellow, otherwise the colour scheme is
the same as Fig. 4.5.
However, while the structure of the water in the contact layer is similar to that seen in the
absence of ions, it is now clear that this structure is lost further from the interface. This is
shown quantitatively by the probability distribution functions of O−H bond orientations
in Fig. 4.9–(b). By acting as hydrogen bond acceptors, it appears that the Cl– ions
sufficiently disrupt the polar hydrogen bond network found under CNC conditions in
the pure water case.
Finally, it is natural to ask about the effects of ions on the kinetics of ice formation.
Given the small simulation cells and the limited number of simulations performed (three
for each set of conditions), we are not in a position to make firm statements in this regard.
Nevertheless, it does appear that ice formation is generally slower in the presence of
dissolved ions, and undergoes a mechanism more akin to traditional nucleation i.e. a
long induction time followed by relatively rapid crystal growth. These differences are
particularly pronounced when compared to the D = 0 ensemble results, where crystal
formation appears especially fast. We also performed a set of simulations at ECNC with
a mobile AgI slab but with the signs of the dissolved ions swapped i.e. a hypothetical
‘Na– + Cl+’ system. In this case, no ice formation was observed on the time scale
of our simulations (∼ 350 ns). This null result indicates that ion specific details are
indeed important for ice formation, and that the role of the ions extends beyond simply
providing mobile charge to stabilize the surface.
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4.5 Conclusions
The research question addressed in the second part of this Chapter has been whether
the polar Ag (0001) and I (0001) surfaces of AgI are stable in aqueous solution on
timescales relevant to ice formation. To achieve this, it was necessary to enforce
conditions of compensating net charge, thus ensuring that the drop in electrostatic
potential across the crystal vanishes. We have found that under these CNC conditions,
the polar surfaces of AgI are indeed sufficiently stable to facilitate ice formation.
Importantly, however, we have also found that the presence of dissolved ions is crucial
in this regard; without these mobile charge carriers there exists a finite electric field
in the aqueous phase. For the systems studied here, the magnitude of this field is
unrealistically large. More generally, a finite uniform electric field will cause stability
issues as the thickness of the liquid layer increases, in a similar manner to thin film polar
oxides. [14,17] For macroscopic sample sizes, we conclude that the presence of mobile
charge carriers is paramount for stability. Given it is becoming increasingly apparent
that ions impact heterogeneous ice nucleation in complex ways, [9,10] these techniques
are likely to be important for many future studies in this area. Perhaps most importantly,
what our results highlight is the crucial role ions can play in the heterogeneous ice
formation mechanism itself, and should not be considered as a small perturbation to the
water/solid interface.
For pure water in contact with Ag (0001) and I (0001) we also compared to
simulations performed at D = 0, which has the same Hamiltonian as the commonly
used Yeh-Berkowitz method. [18] We found the contrast with the system under CNC
conditions to be stark: At D = 0 a significant proportion of O−H bonds were found
to be directed toward the positively charged Ag (0001) surface, whereas under CNC
conditions no O−H bonds were found to point at the surface. This difference in
contact layer structure was seen to persist upon introduction of dissolved ions. We
expect this result to have implications beyond the AgI system considered here. It is
worth emphasizing that to enforce CNC conditions we have used two different methods:
imposing a uniform electric field, or imposing a uniform electric displacement field. The
equations of motion for these two ensembles are different, and correspond to distinctly
different electrostatic boundary conditions. [11,19] It is therefore rather satisfying that
results obtained at DCNC and ECNC are broadly in agreement with each other.
Up to this point, we have only considered a polarity compensation mechanism by
which the aqueous environment supplies the required compensating charge, and we have
neglected the possibility of electronic and non-stoichiometric reconstruction. In terms of
the work in this chapter, this was justified by the long-held view that the close structural
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similarity between AgI and ice is the cause of its excellent ice nucleating properties. [20]
The results presented here indeed suggest that this is a plausible explanation, although
complicated by the polar surfaces’ need for proximate dissolved ions. While we
cannot preclude electronic and non-stoichiometric reconstruction here, enforcing CNC
conditions in the presence of the aqueous environment will at the very least provide an
appropriate reference state. Investigating these other stabilisation mechanisms formed
part of our outlook espoused at the end of Ch. 3. In Sec. 4.2.2 we commented on the
constant D method, noting that the use of a displacement field Hamiltonian circumvents
the need to perform expensive investigatory simulations to locate CNC. For a forcefield
model like those of the last two chapters, we have demonstrated that this is indeed the
case. The next step is therefore to see if our continuum model is sufficiently general to
hold for an ab initio description of the system.
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5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, our objective is to successfully run AIMD on a model system. This will
manoeuvre us into a position where we can investigate electronic reconstruction. We
shall therefore return to the NaCl system of Ch. 3,i which we understand well.
In the context of this electrolyte-based model, it would also be interesting to test
whether classical simulation is missing anything critical in the description of the
interfacial structure, and indeed in the calculation of the capacitance. Are those numbers
trustworthy? More advanced double layer theories suggest that the ‘spill’ of electrons
from the solid into the solution is a significant factor on the final structure, but are these
highly ionic crystals going to display this sort of contribution?
If we want to employ DFT, we need to make our MD much cheaper to run. We can do
this in several ways:
• Run at only one value of n. We saw that even small values of n lie on the linear
fit for the capacitance. By running the simulation at only one size we would only
need to do 1/6 of the work as before. We will be drastic and use n = 3. This is
approximately midway between the σ = σ0 double layer limit and the σ = σ0/2
semi-infinite limit.
• Make the simulation box smaller. We would especially like to reduce the number
of ions in solution, and that means reducing the surface charge in the cell. We can
test smaller systems’ faithfulness by rerunning the classical simulation to see if
the known capacitance is reproduced.
• Run under constant D conditions. We showed in the previous chapter that we can
calculate the electrostatic boundary conditions a priori. By knowing DCNC we
only need to run a single simulation when before we required many. Furthermore
this should be even more accurate than the ECNC obtained by fitting.
We must also address a subtlety in the SSV Hamiltonians used thus far: the definition
of the polarisation under periodic boundary conditions.
iThe pseudopotentials required to run Ag and I, and the prospect of their inadvertently undergoing
redox processes due to the external fields, make them less appealing for this test.
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5.2 Polarisation as Multivalued
Polarisation in a periodic system is multivalued in nature, because the position operator
is multivalued in nature. [1–3] For liquid water P is simply the sum of the molecular
dipole moments. [4] For application to ionic solutions, all charge (both ions and
solvent atoms) must be included in the polarisation. [5] Therefore during time evolution,
whenever an ion of unit charge e wraps across the supercell boundary in the z direction,
there is a concomitant jump in the polarisation. This jump ∆qP, termed the ‘quantum of
polarisation’, is a simple function of the supercell dimensions
∆qP =
eL
Ω
=
σ0
N0
. (5.1)
where the second equality is specific to our slab system with N0 ions per plane. The
contribution to the polarisation from the free ions now depends on the choice of
supercell. [5,6] In Sec. 3.3.1 we avoided this ambiguity by following an ion when it
crosses a supercell boundary. The value of the polarisation was therefore fixed by where
the ions were at the start of the trajectory: it is the integral of the (total) current, and is
referred to as the itinerant polarisation. [7–9]
However, the dependence of the polarisation on the choice of the unit cell is a necessary
artefact. It can be regarded as a gauge. Experimentally observable quantities, such as σ
should be invariant under a change of supercell. As discussed in Ref. 5, the geometry
of alternating solid and electrolyte regions leads to two fundamentally different options
for the supercell. The first places the slab in the middle such that the cell boundaries
partition the electrolyte in two. This is the configuration depicted in Fig. 3.2 known as
the Insulator Centred Supercell (ICS). [5] The alternative has the electrolyte in the middle
and the solid on the sides, giving an Electrolyte Centred Supercell (ECS).
The crucial difference between the ICS and ECS geometries is that in the ECS the ions
are confined by the solid surfaces and cannot escape from the cell. The same supercell
can be used to specify the polarisation over the entire run, eliminating any ambiguity.
Consistency between these two choices of origin was the main tool used to validate
the FFMD SSV finite field supercell approach in Ref. 5. The freedom of switching
between ECS and ICS when convenient will be exploited in the present calculation.
Unfortunately for us, unlike the ions, the electrons have a delocalised density which is
not contained by the presence of a solid. As such there will be a polarisation which not
only relocates charge from one side of the supercell to the other, but can do so invisibly
with no obvious way of us accounting for it. In order to perform AIMD we therefore
need a more advanced treatment of the polarisation.
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5.2.1 Modern Theory of Polarisation
The modern theory of polarisation was developed by Vanderbilt, Resta and colleagues to
compute the electronic polarisation of insulating solids (semiconductors, ionic crystals),
in the framework of DFT-based band-structure calculation with periodic supercells. [1–3]
As had been realized already for some time (e.g. Martin [10]) polarisation in such systems
cannot be computed from the electronic density, but must be treated as an independent
system variable. The breakthrough came when this variable was identified by Vanderbilt
and coworkers as a Berry phase related to the Bloch orbitals in reciprocal space. [1]
Resta subsequently reformulated the Berry phase for polarisation in terms of a phase
in real space. [11,12] This is the smallest value of |P| when an integer number of quanta
are removed. It is this definition of P that enters into the SSV Hamiltonians given in
Eqs. 2.67 and 2.73. Moreover, the implementation of Berry phase electronic polarisation
in the CP2K code employed in the present calculation is based on the Γ-point-only Resta
approach. [13]
An alternative real-space approach for the calculation of electronic polarisation uses
Maximally Localized Wannier Functions (MLWFs, see Sec. 7.2.3 for detail). [14–16]
The polarisation is obtained from the dipole moment of the centres of the MLWFs.
Polarisation in this definition is again multivalued because of the freedom to choose
which periodic image to use, in common with the classical itinerant polarisation of
Sec. 3.3.1. This brief overview is all that is necessary for understanding the method
of this chapter, but we shall return to the details of this literature in Ch. 7.
Whatever the approach taken, the polarisation in a periodic system is still fundamentally
defined modulo the quantum ∆qP. This uncertainty is reflected in the constant E
Hamiltonian (the electrostatic enthalpy, Eq. 2.67) which is now also multivalued.
Adopting the language of mathematics, the energy surface consists of a stack of
branches, where each branch is defined by a multiple of ∆qP. In contrast, the constant
D equation is free from this ambiguity in principle; indeed the quantity to be computed,
(D−4piP) is the electrostatic field, which is uniquely defined. Provided the offset of the
polarisation branch m∆qP is deducted from D, the branches all collapse onto a single
energy surface (Eq. 2.73). The value of the displacement field itself is therefore also
multivalued. [6]
This poses the practical problem of branch alignment. The m∆qP gauge of the
polarisation upon initialization of the electron structure calculation is not easy to control.
However, as we have just discussed, it is crucial that the gauge of the displacement field
in the constant D Hamiltonian matches the gauge of the polarisation. The challenge
is now: how to map the Berry phase P being handled by the computer code onto
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the value we recognize as being consistent with our model? For this, we consider
our initial geometry in the basis of the Wannier-centre representation of the electronic
wavefunction. The localized electron pairs are attached to nearby atoms and these
atoms are wrapped into the box as whole molecules. This molecular gauge gives us
the anchoring value of P.
5.2.2 Delicacy of the Implementation
The concept of a multivalued Hamiltonian is rather unfamiliar, and the implications of
the Berry phase computation of P are not obvious. It would therefore be good to cover
one or two examples of where this feature becomes absolutely critical to the workflow.
Consider attempting to equilibrate the simulation box from a very different starting
polarisation to that which is desired at production. Say we already know from
extrapolation of previous data that the E field at equilibrium is −2.78 Vnm−1. The
polarisation response to running a simulation at this field is shown in Fig. 5.1. The blue
line shows the CP2K printout. The blue dot-dash line bounds the principle Berry phase
branch. Whenever the polarisation crosses the dot-dashed line, it jumps. The jumps
are 8×10−3 eA˚−2 i.e. the quantum of polarisation in our system. Removing the jumps
gave the orange line. The black curve is a non-linear fit discarding the first 200 fs (i.e
until after the first jump, where the temperature has not equilibrated and so thermostat
effects dominate the dynamics) tending to the dotted black line. On the blue line, the
corresponding fit is not expected to cross the Berry phase boundary dot-dash lines.
If we take this final state and run at the corresponding DCNC, the SCF cycle fails to
converge, in spite of all mastery of the various settings. But this makes sense, since the
Figure 5.1: Behaviour of 〈P〉 against time at E = −2.78 Vnm−1 for a similar setup to that of
the simulation section in the wrapped (blue) and unwrapped (orange) gauges. See Sec. 5.2.2 for
details.
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Figure 5.2: Polarisation against time for D = −7.0 Vnm−1. The blue dot-dashed lines are the
Berry phase boundaries, the green dotted lines are the restart times. Again, the orange line is the
unwrapped blue line. The blue line can be seen to cross and re-cross the boundary many times
before an issue with the restart moves it onto a different branch.
D− 4piP that is calculated using the Berry phase P (i.e. the blue line), simply cannot
approach the required value somewhere around the dotted black line! The conjugate
field that the code attempts to impose is far too large: much greater than the breakdown
voltage of the system. We need to take into account that PBerry = P−m∆qP in the code,
that is to say account for the multivalued nature of D. The field we tell it to apply must
actually be
E = D−4pi(P−m∆qP) = D−4piP + 4pim∆qP. (5.2)
So to remove this extra term on the RHS we need to change the D we run at in such a
way that DBerry = D− 4pim∆qP. We know from Fig. 5.1 that m = 3. We further know
from Eq. 5.1 that for n= 3, D is exactly equal to 4pim∆qP. Therefore the field we should
really be running at is DBerry = 0.
To give a second example, which directly leads on from this, consider the trajectory
of Fig. 5.2. This constant D simulation ran into difficulties due to our restarting the
simulation (at times indicated by the green vertical dashed lines). After the first restart
there is no issue. However, restarting a second time causes a sudden plunge in the
polarisation. Looking at the code, we can see that a branch crossing in the polarisation
during a run is compensated by a reduction of the applied D by the appropriate amount,
as deduced above. However, at the end of the run, the implementation had no memory
of this, and the ambiguity in P means that our D field will change discontinuously. A
further restart manifests no further problems, since the polarisation ended on the same
branch as it started, just like the first run. This highlights the temperamental nature of
the multivalued quantity.
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5.2.3 Choice of Cell Origin
In principle, with due care and attention, we could go ahead with the ICS geometry.
However, since solvent molecules are not defined beforehand – as in the case of FFMD
simulation – and are free to straddle across the supercell boundary or (more seriously)
dissociate, we would have to keep track of a frequently changing polarisation branch.
This can be avoided by conveniently shifting one-half box length to the ECS. Now, no
aqueous species can cross the boundary, and since the crystal will be held fixed, neither
will any part of the lattice. Only the electron density is able to shift in such a way as
to change the branch. For example, in the language of localised functions, the electrons
within the crystal could cross the cell boundary in order to localize on a different plane
of ions.
By performing this translation of the supercell from ICS to ECS we have of course
altered Pcell. Since the value of DCNC is derived for a given P, DECSCNC can indeed be
different to DICSCNC. What is more, the boundaries of the cell can either be located in
an interplanar layer with electric field E1 or in a layer with electric field E2. We shall
refer to these as ECS1 and ECS2 respectively. They have different Pcell values but also
different boundary contributions of the kind introduced in Eq. 4.17. We must therefore
repeat the derivation of Sec. 4.2.2. This derivation is technical, but also proof that the
method is consistent.
ECS Derivation
Recall the continuum model first presented in Ch. 3 (Fig. 3.2). All that we are doing in
the following derivations is moving the boundaries of the supercell in that model. We
start with ECS1. To begin, one cell boundary is placed just below the surface plane in
the first E1 layer (see Fig. 5.4 later for an example). We can use the working of Sec. 4.3.3
to immediately write that
DECS1 = εdE1. (5.3)
Matching the displacement εdE1 across the Helmholtz region using the expressions that
were derived previously in Sec. 4.2.2, we obtain for CNC
DECS1CNC = 4pi
n−1
2n
σ0. (5.4)
Of course, the identity of the E1 region which crosses the boundary is irrelevant.
Consider the cut plane to be in the centre of the crystal. To see this from the point
of view of matching adjacent displacements, all one has to do is note that traversing
planes of equal and opposite charge to reach the edge of the crystal must necessarily
cancel in DH. This expression is indeed valid for any E1 cut. It is possible to work
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Figure 5.3: The continuum model of Fig. 3.2 shifted such that a region with field E1 is cut
by the cell boundary. The appropriate electrostatics for this choice of origin are those of ECS1,
as argued in the text. The crystal is evenly divided across the supercell if and only if the total
number of planes N is even. If the total number of planes is odd, then evenly dividing the crystal
results in cutting a region with field E2, this is equivalent to ECS2.
through this explicitly, but either way one arrives at the system of Fig. 5.3 with the same
value of D.
To find the expression for the polarisation of an E2 cut the logic is entirely the same. We
write down that
DECS2 =−εdE2, (5.5)
taking care to use the sign consistent with our choice in Eq. 5.3. Again, pairs of net-
neutral planes could be moved to the other side of the cell without loss of generality.
Eq. 5.5 is therefore the general expression for an E2 cut. Subtracting the E1 polarisation
Eq. 5.3 we find
PECS2−PECS1 =− εd
4pi
(E1+E2) =−σ0 (5.6)
where in the second step we have substituted Eq. 3.7. This is to be expected, we have
effectively moved a single, charged plane over the length of the cell in order to generate
an E2 cut from an E1 cut.
Discussion
How can we relate the ECS to ICS polarisation? In fact, the E2 cut turns out to lead to
the same polarisation as for an ICS geometry. This can be seen by subtracting Eq. 3.7
from Eq. 3.6, eliminating E1 to obtain εdE2 = εHEH which then via Eq. 3.5 becomes
εdE2 = 4piσ . Inserting in Eq. 5.5 we obtain
4piPECS2 =−4piσ − E¯. (5.7)
We indeed recover the same polarisation as the ICS (Eq. 4.15). This can be rationalised
by counting the number of planes crossing the cell boundary when the supercell is
shifted from the ICS to an ECS geometry. Every time a crystal plane leaves the cell
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and re-enters on the other side the cell polarisation jumps by ±σ2. The surface term
alternates in step between its two values. For the E2 variety of ECS cell the numbers of
jumps is even cancelling each other. For the E1 cut the number of planes crossing the
boundary is odd. The effective plane charge and boundary charge do not cancel but add
to a net charge of ±σ0 depending on whether the shift is to the left or right.
As a warning, we should also mention a third possible cut. One could, in principle,
choose an ECS such that the supercell boundary occurs within the Helmholtz layer.
This will have yet another value of D, provided the boundary is placed close enough
to the crystal such that no ions nor solvent ever cross it. This touches on an even
more general point: one should be aware that in the DFTMD implementation, even
when considering an ECS1 or ECS2 geometry, one ought to ensure that the boundary
occurs far enough from the ions to not see the electronic fine-structure. Specifically,
the Wannier centres ought to be in the same periodic replica as the ionic cores to which
they have been assigned. Needless to say, the boundary should certainly not intersect
the pseudopotentials themselves.
The important conclusion of this exercise is that the displacement field values imposing
CNC conditions, while derived from a continuum model, are in the end independent of
the dielectric parameters εd,εH and even of the geometric parameters R, lH. The only
parameter that matters is the bare charge density of the ionic planes. This gives us
confidence that the relations for D are generic and can be transferred to our atomistic
models.
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5.3 Equation of State
The discussion in this section is principally the work of Michiel Sprik
In the EDL study of Ref. 5 it was observed that the response of the polarisation to a
finite field was remarkably linear, even for relatively large fields. This suggested writing
the electric equation of state in linear form
4piPICS = 4piγEσ0+(ε⊥−1)E¯, (5.8)
where γE and ε⊥ are constants. The interpretation of ε⊥ is as a ‘global’ dielectric
constant for the composite system. It was shown that the capacitance could be estimated
without finding CNC by calculating the derivative of the potential with respect to
the surface charge, opening a complimentary route to calculation of this important
observable.
Here, the expression for the charge in the double layer is subjected to the same analysis.
We first rewrite the expression for the Maxwell field (Eq. 3.3) as the sum of the potential
over the two Helmholtz layers (assumed identical in our model) and the potential over
the crystal (Eq. 3.4)
E¯L =−2EHlH+nE¯dR, (5.9)
With some manipulation of Eq. 3.4 and Eqs. 3.5–3.7, E¯d can be expressed as
E¯d =−4piεd
(
σ − n+1
2n
σ0
)
, (5.10)
the difference between σ and its value under CNC bias (Eq. 3.9). This is as expected
because the average field in the crystal vanishes at CNC. Substituting in Eq. 5.9 gives σ
in the form
σ =
(
n+1
2
σ0
Cd
− E¯L
)(
2
CH
+
n
Cd
)−1
, (3.8)
where Cd = εd/(4piR) and CH = εH/(4pilH). This was the form we arrived at in Ch. 3.
Substituting in Eq. 4.15 for the full polarisation we find for the parameters of the
equation of state in Eq. 5.8
ε⊥ = 4piLCtot, (5.11)
γE = −
(
n+1
2
)
Ctot
Cd
. (5.12)
Ctot is the series capacitance of polar slab including the two double layers at either end
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and defined as:
1
Ctot
=
2
CH
+
n
Cd
. (5.13)
Inspecting the large n (thick slab) behaviour of the equation of state reveals some
surprising features. In this limit the contribution 2/CH of the Helmholtz layer to series
capacitance Ctot (Eq. 5.13) can be neglected. This reduces the composite dielectric
constant Eq. 5.11 to ε⊥ = (L/nR)εd. This would imply that the value ε⊥ could decrease
below unity, which is a forbidden interval for dielectric constants. However L= nR+2lH
coupling box length and slab width. Rigorously, using the definitions of CH and Cd
1
4piCtot
=
2lH
εH
+
nR
εd
< 2lH+nR < L (5.14)
which guarantees that ε⊥ > 1. To investigate the large n limit of γE we write Eq. 5.12 as
γEσ0 =−nCtotCd σCNC (5.15)
where we have substituted for σCNC (Eq. 3.9). For large n the prefactor approaches
unity leading to γEσ0 =−σCNC. This is rather surprising, because Eq. 3.9 is derived by
imposing CNC conditions, while the equation of state Eq. 5.9 is generally valid (given
the linear response approximation of the continuum model). Evidently the zero-field
polarisation (E¯ = 0) converges to the CNC value for increasing slab width.
The main objective of our study of the EDL in Ref. 5 was the computation of the
capacitance CH of the Helmholtz layer. This quantity is also defined for the polar surface
as can be seen by rewriting Eq. 3.8 as
∆VCNC ≡−LECNC = 2CHσCNC (5.16)
∆VCNC is the potential over the periodic cell. The potential difference over the crystal
vanishes at CNC. The potential over the electrolyte is always zero, and therefore ∆VCNC
is the sum of the potentials over the compact double layers. Recall however that for
polar surface the double carries a net charge and Eq. 5.16 must be regarded a formal
definition of the double capacitance.
CH can be estimated directly from Eq. 5.16. As an alternative Ref. 5 considered
estimating the compact layer capacitance from the response to the variation in D¯ given
by the conjugate form of Eq. 5.8,
4piPICS = 4piγDσ0+
(
1− 1
ε⊥
)
D¯. (5.17)
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where γD = γE/ε⊥. This is significant because the aqueous response to the D¯ field is
known to converge faster than its conjugate by a factor equal to its dielectric constant.
However, depending on the actual form of the estimator, the gain in the convergence
of the polarisation does not always lead to a speed-up of the calculation of dielectric
properties and a good example is the direct application of constant D simulations to
compute the dielectric constant of liquid water. [4] We will come back to this issue in
Sec. 5.4.4.
A third option for computing the double layer capacitance is from the value of
polarisation at CNC. Writing the polarisation at CNC as the difference between the
corresponding values of the displacement field (Eq. 7.64) and the Maxwell (Eq. 5.16)
we can find
CH =
σCNC
2piL
(
σCNC+PICSCNC
)−1
. (5.18)
The results for the capacitance of the double layer reported later were calculated using
Eq. 5.18. Although we note that the accuracy of this equation deteriorates in the limit
of large width: PICSCNC approaches −σCNC as 1/L, keeping CH finite, but with increasing
statistical error.
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5.4 AIMD Simulations
5.4.1 Computational Details
In this study we will use a DFTMD crystal slab of only n = 3 and so (n+ 1)/2 is
even and we could draw the cell boundary in the central E2 layer. It transpired that the
displacement field D is the same for this ECS2 as for the ICS. So, in order to demonstrate
this supercell dependence, we shall shift by one plane to ECS1, as shown in Fig. 5.4.
We shall therefore apply the smaller, positive D of Eq. 5.4.
Having adopted this small n, we also reduced the lateral extent of the cell by reducing
the number of ions per plane, N0, from 16 to 9. This also allows us to reduce to
7 aqueous ion pairs (previously 20) and still retain an electrolyte region. This is
because the compensating charge is Aσ0(n+ 1)/2n = 6e. We can now reduce the z
axis without significantly affecting the initial concentration. This leads to a system of
539 atoms within a box of lengths [1.197, 1.0365, 4.75] nm. All FFMD simulations
were performed under ambient conditions using a modified version of the GROMACS
4 package. [17] Technical settings of the simulations were the same as used in Ch. 3:
SPC/E water [18] and Joung-Cheatham [19] NaCl.
Note that, since the hexagonal symmetry of the (111) plane requires one of the
dimensions to be an even number of planes, this manoeuvre introduced a stacking fault
along the x axis. We recomputed the capacitance for this smaller size to be 8.5 µFcm−2,
a minor increase of 3% from the previous value of 8.2 µFcm−2 as reported in Ch. 3. We
then tested doubling the lateral extent and that yielded 8.4 µFcm−2. These deviations
we consider small enough to justify our choice of minimalistic supercell.
Figure 5.4: Above: Continuum model of the ECS. The lone plane on the left hand side means
that E1 is cut by the supercell boundary and so this is an ECS1 setup. All the symbols have the
same meaning as in Fig. 3.2. Below: MD snapshot of the NaCl(111)|NaCl(aq) system, with Na+
in blue and Cl– in yellow.
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Figure 5.5: FFMD simulations of
the n = 3 ECS1 of Fig 5.4. The
red line is D = 43.75 Vnm−1, while
the black line is E¯ = −3.8 Vnm−1.
Only the first 300 ps are displayed
to emphasise the behaviour in the
range 0-100 ps, the final values of
P are given in the text.
The DFTMD simulations were performed with CP2K [13,20]. The pseudo-potentials
used were Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH), [21] with the double-zeta polarised DZVP-
MOLOPT-SR-GTH basis set, [22] such that the nuclei of Na, Cl, O, and H have apparent
charges of 9e, 7e, 6e, and 1e respectively. The exchange correlation functional
was Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE), [23] the timestep was 0.5 fs, the Bussi-Parrinello
thermostat was set to be 298 K with a time constant of 20 fs, [24] Orbital Transformation
(OT) was used with full single inverse with default stepsize and energy gap, convergence
was 5×10−7. [25] A charge cutoff of 320 Ry with 40 Ry for the relative grid was found
to be sufficient. The constant D implementation in CP2K can be referenced to Ref. 26
and is publicly available.
5.4.2 FFMD Validation
We first verify the derived value of DCNC (Eq. 5.4) using a forcefield. As in the previous
chapters, a scan over E fields was performed, and an interpolation of the change in
potential over the crystal found ECNC to be -3.82 Vnm−1, which is exactly that of Ch. 3
for the same n.
For this system, DECS1CNC = 43.75 Vnm
−1 = 24.18× 10−3eA˚−2. Therefore we expected
the polarisation at CNC to be 26.34×10−3eA˚−2. Calculating the polarisation as simply
the sum of the classical charges multiplied by their positions (per unit volume) gave
the slightly larger 26.78× 10−3eA˚−2 for the point at 3.8 Vnm−1, showing that our
theoretical value of DCNC was accurate. We then ran the same CNC simulation but at a
constant displacement field. We found PCNC = 26.26×10−3eA˚−2 with a corresponding
ECNC =−3.76 Vnm−1. The comparison is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Therefore, the results of constant D approach is consistent with that of the E field
interpolation and the difference was of the order 0.05 Vnm−1. This validates Eq. 5.4.
Further, it can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.5 that the DCNC field ensemble achieves a
much faster convergence of the polarisation over its thermodynamic conjugate condition
ECNC.
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5.4.3 DFT Initialization and polarisation alignment
We carried over the last frame of FFMD trajectory to be the first frame of DFTMD
simulations, after a short geometry optimization. Because of the multivalued nature
of polarisation, the first task was to align the starting value of P calculated from the
Berry phase formalism to the anchoring polarisation calculated from the maximally
localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) [14,16] as explained in Sec. 5.2. The two values of
polarisation can differ by a multiple of the quantum of polarisation ∆qP. Using Eq. 5.1
we computed a ∆qP= 8.06×10−3eA˚−2 for our setup. A test calculation (red in Fig. 5.6)
showed that CP2K had calculated the starting polarisation as 1.42× 10−3eA˚−2. By
aligning this value to the molecular gauge obtained from MLWFs which is 25.61×
10−3eA˚−2, we found out the starting value of P in our DFTMD system differs by 3∆qP.
DCNC depends only on σ0 and the number of crystal planes as indicated by Eq. 5.4. For
n = 3, DCNC = 4piσ0/3 = 12pi∆qP where σ0 = N0∆qP = 9∆qP for our small system.
This value is the same for both FFMD and DFTMD simulations in our setup. As we
covered in the previous section, this means the branch shift of 3∆qP as found by aligning
the polarisation needs to be accounted for when imposing the D value in the constant D
simulation. Specifically, the actual branch-matched DCNC in our case differs from the
theoretical target DCNC by 4pi(3∆qP), which is by coincidence equal to the theoretical
DCNC = 12pi∆qP itself. In other words, applying D= 0 should restore the CNC state for
our setup.
5.4.4 Results
With above considerations in mind, DFTMD at D = 0 was propagated for ∼10 ps
(Fig. 5.6), with the first 1 ps discarded as an additional equilibration time. The remaining
9 ps were used to calculate 〈P〉. The polarisation was found to be 24.86× 10−3eA˚−2.
Using Eq. 5.18 and adjusting the branch shift of 3∆qP, one gets a capacitance of
26.38 µFcm−2. This is to be compared with the 8.66 µFcm−2 from FFMD with the
polarisation of 26.26×10−3eA˚−2.
A factor of three difference between capacitance values may seem counter intuitive
because of only a relatively small∼10% difference in the polarisations. However, this is
indeed the case and due to the form of Eq. 5.18 in which δCH/CH is unfavourably scaled
up by CH. One might therefore be concerned about the convergence of CH calculated
from DFTMD. To estimate this error, we randomly took 10 uncorrelated windows of 9 ps
from FFMD and calculated a standard deviation of 0.044× 10−3eA˚−2. This translates
to 2% error in the calculated CH from FFMD and an estimation of 6% error in the
calculated CH from DFTMD.
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Figure 5.6: Constant displacement field simulations. Left: CNC is at 43.75 Vnm−1. The
red (top) series is FFMD, the blue (bottom) series is DFTMD. The gradients are 0.47325 and
0.53010 respectively. Right: Polarisation time-series data from the DFTMD trajectories. The
first 1 ps was discarded (black). The cumulative average is shown as the black, dashed line. The
red (second to last) series had its very early fs behaviour removed as it was very erratic, likely
due to the SCF converging on a higher energy state. The blue (top) series crosses the Berry phase
boundary during the trajectory and has been unwrapped.
In order to compute ε⊥ which serves as the overall dielectric constant of the composite
system, we also carried out four additional constant D DFTMD simulations at different
D values between zero and the Zener breakdown voltage (Fig. 5.6–right). These data are
compared with those obtained from FFMD in Fig. 5.6–left. From Eq. 5.17, the gradient
gave ε⊥, as 7.6 and 24.5 for FF and DFT systems respectively. The ratio is roughly
the same ratio as for the CH estimates. This is a coincidence. According to Eq. 5.11,
ε⊥ is determined by the leading term Cd since the ionic solid and EDLs can be viewed
as capacitors connected in series and n is always larger than 2. This is also the reason
why the finite size effect which plagues the computation of CH is so serious. The charge
planes in solid NaCl in FFMD simulation are separated by vacuum (εd = 1). However
DFTMD simulation includes electronic polarisation. The optical dielectric constant of
NaCl solid with this functional has been reported to be 2.49. [27] Thus, it is the electronic
polarisation which causes the factor 3 difference in ε⊥.
In Sec. 3.3.3 the difference in capacitance between the polar NaCl (111) and non-polar
NaCl (100) was rationalized in terms of the double layer structure. Here again we see
a plane of inner-sphere counter-ions on both sodium and chlorine sides of NaCl (111)
surface as the main component of the EDLs (Fig. 5.8). Distances between the inner-
sphere counter-ions and the polar surfaces are plotted in Fig. 5.7. As one can see, the
distance between Cl–(aq) (solution) and Na
+
(s) (surface) as well as the distance between
Na+(aq) and Cl
–
(s) are actually smaller than the layer-wise distance in the ionic crystal in
the [111] direction which is 1.63A˚. For the case of FFMD simulations, the distances
between the inner-sphere counter-ions and NaCl (111) surfaces are about 1.2A˚. Such
a distance in vacuum will lead to a theoretical capacitance of 7.4 µFcm−2 which is
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Figure 5.7: Constant displacement field simulations. Left: aqueous sodium, Right: aqueous
chloride. The red (bottom) series are FFMD, the blue (top) series are DFTMD. The z-positions
of the 5 inner-shell ions have been averaged and are displayed relative to the fixed surface
plane. Both FFMD and DFTMD simulations have the same starting geometry other than a short
geometry optimization for initiating DFTMD.
rather close to the one calculated from the simulation (8.7µFcm−2). For the case of
DFTMD simulation, the distance between Cl–(aq) and Na
+
(s) is quite similar to that from
FFMD simulations but the distance for Na+(aq) is about 50% larger than that from FFMD
simulations. Therefore, the capacitance of polar NaCl (111) calculated from DFTMD
simulations should be smaller when compared to that from FFMD if it solely depended
on the ionic structure. Instead, the opposite was found, and CH from DFTMD vs. FFMD
is 26.4 µFcm−2 vs. 8.7 µFcm−2. Although there is indeed a contribution to CH from
outer-sphere counter-ions (Fig. 5.8), the inner-sphere contribution will be the dominant
part in direct analogy to the dead-layer effect of nanoconfined water. [28] This suggests
that it is the electronic polarisation present in the DFTMD simulations which determines
the final value of CH at the NaCl (111)|NaCl(aq) interface.
Figure 5.8: MD snapshots from simulations of NaCl (111)|NaCl(aq) system at DCNC. Left:
FFMD using GROMACS. Right: DFTMD using CP2K. The FFMD snapshot is the starting
geometry for the DFTMD. The snapshot on the right can be seen to have a greater sodium-
surface separation, see Fig. 5.7 for quantitative detail. On the left, one ion can be seen to enter
in more closely than the others: this is the result of the stacking fault we introduced to reduce
computational costs, the fact that it is less pronounced in DFTMD is reassuring.
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5.5 Conclusions
Stabilization mechanisms for Type-III polar surfaces depend on the physical conditions
which the surfaces are exposed to. In case of solid-vacuum and solid-solid interfaces,
non-stoichiometric reconstruction and electronic reconstruction are the options. When
in contact with electrolytes, we have found such surfaces can instead be stabilized
by supplying the compensating charge in the form of counter-ions from solution. In
principle this preserves the composition of the solid surface, though we have not
yet interrogated this particular aspect in any depth, see Ch. 8 for commentary on
NaCl (111)|NaCl(aq).
The challenges to study such polar ionic solid/electrolyte systems are two-fold: the
inevitable finite size errors of atomistic models and the time-scale needed to converge
the calculation, particularly in the case of DFTMD simulations. In Ch. 3, we overcame
the first challenge by imposing a compensating electric field to locate the CNC state and
validated the method with FFMD simulations.
In this chapter, we expanded our study to DFTMD simulations of the same system and
tackled the second challenge with constant electric displacement D simulations. The
theoretical formula of DCNC which involves only structural parameters (Eq. 5.4 and
associated equations) was first validated against FFMD simulations and then transferred
to DFTMD simulations. Despite the fact that the estimator of CH of polar surfaces at
DCNC suffers from unfavourable error propagation, it is feasible to obtain results of a
reasonable accuracy within the commonly accessible time-scale of DFTMD (tens of
picoseconds).
Comparing results of the Helmholtz capacitance CH between FFMD and DFTMD
simulations for the same supercell of NaCl (111)|NaCl(aq) system, it was found that
CH is well approximated by the position of the inner-sphere counter-ions, with the
electronic polarisation augmenting this to give the resulting value. We will return to this
idea in Sec. 6.4. This suggests that DFTMD is indispensable in modelling the charge
compensation phenomena and EDLs at polar ionic solid/electrolyte interfaces. This
needs to be backed up by a detailed structural analysis which has not been attempted
in the present calculation focused on methodology and dielectric response. Because of
its relevance to precipitation and nucleation, this work further hints that the electronic
polarisation needs to be taken into account when investigating the thermodynamics and
kinetics of these processes. A related field where these finite field methods might be of
use is that of nano-electrochemistry and nano-ionics. [29–31]
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Figure 5.9: Potential profile along the perpendicular box direction. The blue line is the result
of the integration over the charge distribution (with electrons as Wannier centres), whereas the
orange line also includes the external field: rendering the electrolyte region flat on average.
Inset: the crystal region, deliminated by vertical dashed lines. ∆dφ is the distance between the
red dashed abscissa given by the crystal region intersecting the potential.
This covers our investigation into this particular system, but what about the transferable
features? What about the CNC conditions? We have successfully performed AIMD,
but how do we know that the value of DCNC was correct there? The surface charge has
not changed, but we have seen the relaxation of ions away from the surface: what if a
properly ergodic simulation were to reveal that one or two eventually return to the bulk
solution? For this, we can look at the potential profile and see if ∆dφ = 0 is fulfilled.
We shall calculate the profile from the pseudopotentials plus Wannier centres, to make
the interpretation more straightforward. After the Green’s function integration over this
charge distribution, we must add back in the external field (which cannot be obtained
otherwise) from D− 4piP, which are both known. This protocol on a single snapshot
near the end of the trajectory is shown in Fig. 5.9.
The large vertical spikes in the profile are the pseudopotentials, treated as point charges.
The discontinuous changes in the gradients either side of the cusp-maxima are therefore
the localised electrons (lone pairs). Zooming in on the dashed region we can see the
fine structure of the crystal more clearly. The ions are the pseudopotentials plus the lone
pairs, and so we define the crystal region as between the two vertical red dashed lines.
This gives ∆dφ ' 0. We can therefore confirm that, for this strongly insulating system,
DCNC is the same in AIMD as it is in FFMD. We are now in a position to move on to a
more sophisticated mineral.
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6.1 Introduction
In these two final chapters, we will attempt to take everything we have learnt and
established up to this point and use it to tackle a non-trivial chemical system. We
have in mind periclase, chemical formula MgO. Studies of the mineral show that the
{111} terminations frequently make an appearance as natural growth faces, despite
both their low coordination number and their identity as Type-III polar terminations
(periclase has the rock salt structure we have been studying). Stabilization mechanisms
such as hydroxylation, [1] faceting, [2] and electron transfer [3] are all predicted to create
structures of similar or lower surface energy than the canonical [4] {100} surfaces. What
is more, such non-polar terminations are known to corrode in the presence of mildly
acidic aqueous solution. [5–7]
Given the rich deposit of structures that has been unearthed, periclase promises to
be a fascinating topic for novel research. At the theoretical level, the first AIMD of
MgO (100) in contact with bulk water was possible only recently. [8] Indeed, this is
exactly the sort of system where we expect to encounter the technical and conceptual
challenges of: long-range polar interactions, timescales of solvent and ionic motion
(ergodicity), and surface acidity. This chapter will focus on the characterisation of the
non-polar MgO(s)|H2O(l)/NaCl(aq) system, in order for appropriate comparison to be
drawn with the polar alternative. In so doing, we will tackle the joint issues of:
• the surface’s structure in pure water, where the extent to which interfacial water
molecules dissociate has been a topic of interest for some time,
• what this surface acidity means for the charge state (the point of zero net charge)
as a function of the solution pH and how this compares to experiment,
• how the surface energy responds to increasing or decreasing surface charge, and
why it is that for many metal oxides this capacitance is very much larger than in
uniformly charged systems (such as polar surfaces).
These three points are addressed, in order, in the following three sections. To be clear,
no simulations of polar surfaces appear in this chapter. Rather, we are considering a
charged interface (equivalent to n = 1 in the framework of CNC). Treatment of the
(111) termination follows separately in the next chapter.
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6.2 Surface Dissociation
6.2.1 The Prior Art
In 1995, Refson, Payne and co-workers published an important paper in Physical
Review B. [1] Therein, they queried how experimental results could demonstrate that
acidic solution transforms high-quality samples of MgO (100) into Mg(OH)2 only after
hydroxylation of the surface has taken place, [9] when theoretical studies [10,11] claimed
that water only physisorbed (did not dissociate) on this surface. To reconcile this, they
propose a third species, the hydroxylated polar MgO (111) surface. They first note
its close structural similarity to Mg(OH)2: both epitaxially and in terms of the charge
distribution, as shown in Fig. 6.1–(b),(c). They then ran single-point DFT calculations
with: the LDA functional, (non-local Kleinman-Bylander) pseudopotentials, and plane-
wave basis. By the construction of the appropriate Hess cycle, they showed results for
which while chemisorption (the dissociation of water) on MgO (100) was disfavoured,
reconstruction to the (111) termination via the bulk and subsequent dissociation
produced a more stable structure. They concluded that (111) is the stable face of
MgO under ambient conditions, though they did not posit a mechanism (a challenge that
would not be attempted [12] until 2007). Refson and Payne obtained an increased stability
of −117 kJmol−1 for their hydroxylated (111) surface over the (100) surface with
physisorbed water. It might bear asking therefore why this is not manifestly obvious,
given the huge enthalpy difference. Perhaps something here is in error?
Meanwhile, apparently in ignorance of the aforementioned work, Giordano,
Goniakowski, and Suzanne were also sceptical of the numbers for water dissociation
on the (100) surface. [13] Specifically, there were concerns with, “recent helium atom
scattering (HAS) and LEED experiments on well-characterized uniform MgO single
crystal surfaces [which] have shown the existence of an ordered p(3 × 2) water
monolayer structure.” They realised that previous ab initio calculations had used only
Figure 6.1: Reprinted Figure 1 with permission from K. Refson, A. Wogelius, D.G. Fraser,
M.C. Payne, M.H. Lee, and V. Milman, Physical Review B 52, 10823–10826 (1995), copyright
2020 APS. Their caption reads, “(a) Hypothetical hydroxylated (001) surface of MgO, (b)
(0001) surface of Mg(OH)2, (c) our postulated (111) hydroxyl surface of MgO. The top
three O−Mg−O layers of an oxygen-terminated MgO (111) surface have the same structure as
Mg(OH)2 (0001). The (111) hydroxyl surface may be equivalently constructed by protonation
of an oxygen-terminated surface or by hydroxylation of a magnesium-terminated surface.”
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Figure 6.2: The first proposed structures for a (3× 2) chemisorbed structure of water at
monolayer coverage above MgO(100). Figures copyright 2020 APS. Left: Reprinted Figure 1
with permission from L. Giordano, J. Goniakowski, and J. Suzanne, Physical Review Letters 81
(1998). The top view (a) identifies three unique water environments, the side view (b) shows the
in-plane hydrogen bonding and proton transfer. Right: Reprinted Figure 2 with permission from
M. Odelius, Physical Review Letters 82 (1999). Top view with highlighted repeat unit.
a minimal supercell, and so could not have found a symmetry-broken reconstruction.
Using the PB functional (a GGA), they performed geometry optimisations to obtain the
structure of Fig. 6.2–left. This suggested that 1/3 of water molecules exist chemisorbed
on the surface, with the three different water species explaining the three distinct infra-
red (IR) peaks observed for this system.
Independently, Odelius carried out a similar investigation, using the BLYP functional (a
GGA) to perform AIMD simulations. [14] These results also produced a similar (3× 2)
reconstruction with 1/3 dissociation at full coverage, shown in Fig. 6.2–right. He further
varied the coverage in order to investigate the cooperative nature of the dissociation
pathway, and its kinetics. He was also able to approximate the IR spectrum from the
proton velocity-autocorrelation functions, though this was in poor agreement.
A year after these two publications, Delle Site, Alavi, and Lynden-Bell offered
a comprehensive study into the (3× 2) supercell. [15] Using BLYP, they combined
geometry-optimization with MD to explore the landscape of minima. Annealing
the monolayer, they first found a physisorbed structure with lower energy than had
previously been observed. Then, at 300K they found it to be unstable with respect
to dissociation, though the barrier was estimated to be 10kBT . This structure was also
more stable than that of Giordano et al, and is shown in Fig. 6.3–left, but did not have the
correct symmetry. However, by further annealing, a third “flat” structure was obtained,
as is shown in Fig. 6.3–right. By twisting the orientation of key water molecules,
stronger hydrogen bonds could be formed. This structure was the most stable. They
also calculated IR spectra, but did not obtain good agreement with the experiments.
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Figure 6.3: Reprinted Figures 4 and 5 with permission from L. Delle Site, A. Alavi,
R.M. Lynden-Bell, The Journal of Chemical Physics 113, 3344 (2000), copyright 2020 AIP.
Left: Figure 4, top and side views of the ‘striped’ structure without glide plane. It has stronger
hydrogen bonding than the structure of Fig. 6.2–left. Right: Figure 5, top and side views of
the lowest energy structure found from annealing. Again, this structure has stronger hydrogen
bonding than Fig. 6.2–left, it can be seen that the layer is more planar, here.
They concluded by saying that the balance of in-plane hydrogen bonding with water-
surface interactions – which is responsible for these different structures – is sufficiently
subtle that it is likely the true minimum-energy structure has not been found.
Reproducibility
In spite of some uncertainty remaining, at the turn of the century it seemed that there
was a consensus that – at monolayer coverage – the (3× 2) structure contains 1/3
dissociated waters. Detailed experimental evidence from 2003 seems to confirm this
is the case. [16] However, there are still unanswered questions. Firstly, these simulations
and experiments were performed at low temperatures, often 200 K or lower. How will
an ambient temperature affect the structure? Secondly, we wish to contact the surface
with the bulk aqueous phase. Will the presence of additional waters affect the pre-
existing interactions with the surface, especially since we know that the exact details
of the hydrogen bonding are so crucial to their stability? Sauer has shown that the
(3× 2) core structure remains fairly intact with the addition of a seventh and eighth
water molecule, [17] but will this prove robust?
Until 2015, studies of MgO(s)|H2O(l) had been performed using forcefields, and did
not address chemisorption of water at all. [18–20] In that year, Laporte et al. published
a study utilising PBE (with corrections for the dispersion interaction) in a full plane-
wave basis. [8] To prepare their setup, they took the monolayer from Ref. 17 (which is
Fig. 6.3–right, see Figs. 6.4, 6.5) and then filled the remaining space with further water
molecules to model the bulk liquid. Equilibrating this using temperature rescaling did
not result in recombination, nor was it observed for the production run.
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Figure 6.4: Reprinted Figure 4 with permission
from S. Laporte, F. Finocchi, L. Paulatto,
M. Blanchard, E. Balan, F. Guyot, and
A.M. Saitta, Physical Chemistry Chemical
Physics 17, 20382 (2015), copyright 2020 RSC.
In the text, it is mentioned that the structure
displayed in this figure is not precisely the one
found by the authors in their initial tests. This
is probably because they become trapped in a
different minimum, [15] like that of Giordano, [13]
but questions pertaining to the finite temperature
ought also to be considered.
To begin our own investigation, we therefore began by placing bulk water above 3 layers
of the immobilised crystal and ‘pressing go’ in CP2K: anticipating the dissociation of
interfacial water on the picosecond timescale. 3 ps were used to thermalise, and we
then ran for a further 11 ps (c.f. dissociation on the 100 fs timescale in the study of
Odelius). During this time a single water dissociated temporarily for ∼ 1 ps in the
middle of the trajectory, but no convincing chemisorption was forthcoming. Several
initial explanations were considered: a) that the dissociation barrier has been increased,
and therefore the simulation is not long enough to observe it; b) that the (3× 2)
symmetry is not allowed or somehow disfavoured by a (3× 3) cell (copied over from
NaCl); c) that the size of the crystal in the z direction and/or its top layers being allowed
to move is important. We then performed the tests enumerated below.
1. The first test was to pre-dissociate waters by hand and then run this in the AIMD.
This was done to 2 on one side and 3 on the other, to get an idea if coverage
mattered. This test saw recombination of all waters within 1–2 ps.
2. To remove the symmetry from the problem, the lateral cell size was then reduced
to match that of Laporte et al. A monolayer was placed above the crystal and run
for 6 ps. No dissociation was observed.
3. If the top layer of the crystal was allowed to move, some fleeting (fractions of a
ps) dissociation was observed, which was a pronounced change. It was therefore
concluded that the crystal’s mobility might be important.
4. The slab was made a layer thicker, the waters were removed from the bottom face,
and now the top two layers were allowed to move. This corresponds to the setup
of Wzodarczyk et al. as reproduced in Fig. 6.5. [17] There was no change in the
dynamics from the previous setup upon making these changes.
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5. With this new crystal, two water molecules were dissociated by hand to adjacent
oxygen atoms in the manner of Fig. 6.4. These O−H distances were constrained
to be 1 A˚, and AIMD was then run for 5 ps. The structure of Fig. 6.4 was obtained
within 1 ps, and no significant fluctuations from it occurred over the next 4 ps.
6. Starting from this structure, further AIMD simulations without constraints at
160 K, 210 K, and 300 K were performed. At 160 K the waters recombine and
show no sign of dissociating again. At 210 K the waters recombine for the first
half of the simulation only to dissociate again in the last 2 ps. At 300 K the waters
recombine and behave as they did in the original tests on the system of Laporte et
al. This was considered quite instructive, as the authors mention that after adding
bulk water they performed several “annealing” steps of increasing temperature.
At this point we returned to 3 layers of crystal and created an equivalent monolayer
on the newly exposed bottom face by rotating the existing waters by 180o about the
y axisi and then filled the rest of the box with waters. To properly follow Laporte et al.
here, we aimed for 0.98 gcm−3 density, which seems to include the more-dense contact
layer and therefore meant that the bulk was slightly less-dense than it perhaps should
be. Indeed, their setup has only 6 layers of water, which may be too thin to describe
both bulk and surface correctly (they showed that gOO(r) agrees with bulk only if the
first layer is excluded). The monolayers and the crystal were then frozen and a short
MD run was performed to reorient H-bonds and so forth. AIMD was then run for 5 ps
at 210 K with constraints on the dissociated waters (and the central crystal layer). We
then restarted the trajectory at 300 K for a further 5 ps. We then ran AIMD for 10 ps
with no constraints. In these 10 ps the monolayer on the top side of the crystal remained
in its dissociated state.
iPerhaps inversion would have been more proper.
Figure 6.5: Reprinted Figure 1–(b) with permission from R. Wzodarczyk, M. Sierka,
K. Kwapie, J. Sauer, E. Carrasco, A. Aumer, J.F. Gomes, M. Sterrer, and H.-J. Freund, Journal
of Physical Chemistry C 115, 115414 (2003), copyright 2020 ACS. We note the comment
concerning the lattice spacing and zero-point expansion: in Laporte et al. they instead use the
room temperature experimental value, so we shall do the same for the sake of comparison.
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While feeling like a major victory, this essentially rediscovers the comments of
Delle Site et al., [15] that the exact details of the H-bonding arrangement are crucial
to a given structures stability. Furthermore, we note the shifted position of a surface
Mg2+ with respect to the dissociated OH− groups, which stands to reason given that:
a) the fact that allowing for the slab to move promoted dissociation, and b) that the
slab of Laporte et al. has more moving layers and therefore can attain this favourable
surface-rumple more easily.
6.2.2 Alchemical Transformation
The difficulty of obtaining this (3×2) structure, together with what we know about the
frustrated nature of the monolayer’s energy landscape, raises serious questions about
the ergodicity of AIMD simulations performed on this system. There is no evidence,
yet, that the structure of Laporte et al. is more stable than a physisorbed structure, or
a different chemisorbed structure. We have already seen that similar structures can be
separated by large energetic barriers. [15] What is more, the quantity which determines
stability at finite temperature is a free energy. Comparing averages of the total energy is
therefore insufficient. Instead we must use a more sophisticated approach. One way of
doing this is to perform a thermodynamic integration. [21, pp. 168–172]
Let us consider the following question: is it favourable for a single water molecule to
dissociate in an otherwise intact contact-layer in this MgO(s)|H2O(l) system? The first
thing is to consider the dissociated and the intact states as being linearly interpolated
between by a mapping parameter λ . We consider this mixed Hamiltonian:
Hλ = λH1+(1−λ )H0 (6.1)
When λ = 1 then the water molecule is whole. When λ = 0 it has dissociated. Any
intermediate λ has dynamics propagated from the superposition of these states. This
works because
∂Hλ
∂λ
= ∆E, (6.2)
where ∆E is the difference in energy for a given configuration of nuclei evaluated with
the Hamiltonians H0 and H1. When we take the average over the ensemble and integrate
this becomes
∆A =
∫ 1
0
dλ 〈∆E〉λ . (6.3)
To approximate the integral in linear response, only the values of 〈∆E〉 at the endpoints
are required. Otherwise, it is usual in the literature for only three points to be used
in proton transfer reactions, [22–24] due to the observed quadratic dependence observed
from related calculations run using 5 or 6 points. [25,26]
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Before we address this quadrature further, we need to pin-down exactly what these
Hamiltonians look like. To make H0 and H1 different one has to introduce dummy
atoms. For example, in our system there is a specific proton that in the physisorbed state
is attached to an interfacial water; in the chemisorbed state that same proton will be
attached to a surface oxygen. To encode this information into the Hamiltonian we place
protons at both positions. This increases the number of particles in the system by one.
Under H1 we ignore the proton on the surface: it has no basis functions assigned to it,
nor any nuclear charge (only mass), this is called a ghost. Under H0 we reify the dummy
and convert the first proton into a ghost. This keeps the number of interacting particles
in the system correct. The whole protocol is referred to as alchemical transformation.
However, this is not all. We can see that when we propagate dynamics under H0 or
H1, the proton which is the dummy behaves as an ideal gas, and is free to wander the
system. The definition of the problem escapes with it. It follows that we have to restrain
the dummy atoms, tethering them to the place they ‘would be’ under the other endpoint.
We will use harmonic restraints for this. To reiterate: for the question to be well-posed,
the dummy must remain in the ‘correct’ place, while the (as yet uncoupled) environment
provides the ‘incorrect’ configurational values which give us our ∆E. [27]ii
Now that we have introduced a dummy, the energy of a particular endstate also includes
that dummy’s energy. In the equation which gives the free energy change we care about,
the dummy is assumed to exist as an (ideal) gas and merely spectate in the reaction (see
Fig. 6.6). We need to account for this difference. The kinetic energy of the dummy
should cancel in the full scheme, assuming zero-point contributions are similar between
the dummy and the hydrogen it replaces. In fact, for this calculation we are comparing
with a simulation without any quantum corrections, so for comparative purposes we
iiThis is very obvious in a scheme like the redox of an iron cation in water, where the metal is easily
marked as separate from its environment. It is not so straightforward to define something like a proton as
separate because once it is attached to a water there will be internal rearrangements of bond angles that
intrinsically couple the proton to the surrounding environment. Enforcing, for example, the bond angles
in H3O
+ to be ‘correct’ when one of the protons is a dummy gives a very different answer to allowing the
dummy to move with only a constrained bond-length to the oxygen.
H2O(i) + (Mg)O(s) + d(g)
∆A−→ OH−(i) + (Mg)OH+(s) + d(g)
↓ ↑
H2O(i) + (Mg)Od(s)
∆Asim−−−→ OHd−(i) + (Mg)OH+(s)
Figure 6.6: Hess cycle for the dissociation of a water molecule above MgO (100). The
subscript (i) denotes that the species exists at the interface, as opposed to (s) which indicates
that the atoms are part of (or restrained to) the solid. (g) has its usual meaning as (ideal) gas. ∆A
is the quantity of interest and ∆Asim is that obtained from the thermodynamic integration.
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Interaction R0 [A˚] k [a.u.A˚−2]
HdO(i)···d(s) 1.637 0.0611
(Mg)O(s)−d(s) 1.000 0.0247
[HO−d](i) 1.000 0.0280
Table 6.1: Parameters for the key restraints in the thermodynamic integration. The ellipsis ···
denotes a hydrogen bond, while the solid line denotes a chemical bond. The parameters for these
first two entries are obtained from unconstrained simulations, as described in the text. The final
entry is the standard O−H bond parameters for SPC/E water and is included for comparison.
ignore this term anyway. The potential energy will generally not cancel, because the
spring constants are species-dependent. We can estimate this by taking the (logarithm
of) the ratio of the products over vibrational frequencies, calculated from the dummies’
velocity autocorrelation functions, [28] but we expect such differences to be minor. [23]
The restraints for the water’s O−H chemical bonds and HOˆH angles are the same as
those routinely used for SPC/E water. The O−H hydrogen-bond value and surface O−H
chemical bond value are calculated from the displacement against time data generated
for the dummy when dynamics are propagated under the other endpoint, i.e. when it
is fully a hydrogen atom (see Table 6.1). Note that we do not constrain the water’s
dummy proton to always hydrogen bond to the surface oxygen (as it does not always do
so at its appropriate endpoint). However, this does mean that it will visit unfavourable
configurations where it is nearer to a surface magnesium than it would otherwise get,
and configurations where it is not hydrogen bonded. This latter problem also arises
when this procedure is performed on bulk water molecules. It is not clear to what extent
this represents a technical error, but we shall seek to ameliorate it somewhat in the next
section.
6.2.3 Results
We ran simulations at λ = [0.0, 0.5, 1.0], and the values of 〈∆E〉λ are shown as an
accumulating average in Fig. 6.7–left. There were 5 layers of crystal, with the central
layer fixed. The crystal was therefore about 10 A˚ thick. The cell dimensions were
[8.94, 8.94, 47.21] A˚, which left around 35 A˚ of water between periodic repeats. Note
that we performed the transformation simultaneously on both sides of the slab to
improve sampling and avoid any spurious dipolar interactions of the sort we have been
worrying about. We can see by inspection that dissociation of a single water was
strongly exothermic. The free energy change was computed using Simpson’s rule for
the quadrature
∆A =
1
6
(〈∆E〉0+ 〈∆E〉1)+ 23〈∆E〉0.5, (6.4)
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Figure 6.7: Accumulating time-average values of 〈∆E〉 for λ = [0.0,0.5,1.0] coloured in order
with red, purple, and blue. Left: Data for a single water (of 9) dissociating to generate 3.35 eV.
Right: Data for two further waters dissociating to yield 3/9 = 1/3 dissociation at a gain of
0.085 eV per water. All the dissociating groups are adjacent.
giving 3.35 eV per water before thermochemical corrections. Indeed, even under λ = 1,
the trace for ∆E is always negative, showing just how difficult achieving ergodicity is for
the MgO (100) surface under these conditions. This also explains our observation that
a single water could, for a prolonged time, dissociate in the presence of the physisorbed
structure.
We can now ask what the free energy difference is between this single chemisorbed
water and the structure with 1/3 of waters dissociated. The equivalent results for
this setup are given in Fig 6.7–right. The clear non-linearity with λ demonstrates the
importance of the solvent rearrangement to this process, as we have already come to
understand from our extensive tests. The difference is much smaller this time: some
0.085 eV exothermicity per water, before corrections. Taken together we can say that
the structure used by Laporte is more stable than the physisorbed structure, under
these settings, by around 3.4 eV per water. It is therefore reasonable to use such a
configuration in MD, though we must be aware that recombination of part of the contact
layer is not out of the question during our simulations.
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6.3 Surface Acidity
6.3.1 Point of Zero Net Charge
A key difference between the adsorption of a monolayer and the contact with the full
aqueous phase is that water ions at the interface, which we have already seen are happy
to form via a chemisorption mechanism, can escape into the bulk solution, and vice
versa. It does not matter if this propensity is very small, the key concept of this section
is that the energy cost of doing this is not the same for H+ as it is for OH– . At a neutral
pH, the interface will therefore lose/gain more of one type of ion than the other and
hence become charged. This is known as surface acidity. Such polarised systems create
exactly the sort of problems with interacting periodic images that we have discussed
previously, and this is cited as an explanation as to why so few simulation studies of this
problem exist. [8]
Meanwhile, geochemistry [29,30] and electrochemistry [31] are focused around such
electric double-layer problems. Even 30 years ago there existed a wealth of empirical,
and semi-empirical modelling on the matter. [32–36] For example, it is routine to measure
the zeta potential (the electric potential at the slipping plane responsible for certain
electrokinetic phenomenon) in order to determine a surface’s charge. [37] From such
measures it is also commonplace to determine the pH at which Le Chatelier’s principle
exactly balances the protonation and deprotonation favourabilities such that the surface
is net-neutral. This is known as the Point of Zero Net Charge (PZNC). As a very timid
first attempt, we wish to confirm the verisimilitude of our AIMD setup by calculating
PZNC and comparing it with the experimental value, which for this system is known to
be pH 12.4. [38]
6.3.2 Parallel Alchemical Transformations
Starting with our (100) surface with 1/3 of waters dissociated, we follow the 2009 paper
by Cheng and Sprik. [39] In that paper, which deals with TiO2, there are two species to
consider: bridging oxygens Ti2O, and hydroxylated titanol groups TiOH
– . We draw
an isomorphism to the surface oxygens (Mg)O(s) and the adsorbed (but undissociated)
waters H2O(i) of the MgO surface, respectively. If the adsorbed waters act as an acid
with respect to the solution, they will negatively charge the surface; if the surface oxygen
atoms act as a base with respect to the solution, they will positively charge the surface.
The PZC is thus the pH at which these two equilibria are exactly balanced. We therefore
wish to know when
O(s)+OH
−
(i)+2H
+
(aq) −−⇀↽− OH+(s)+H2O(i) (6.5)
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is in equilibrium. Individually these could be simulated as
O(s)+H
+
(aq) −−→ OH+(s) (6.6)
OH−(i)+H
+
(aq) −−→ H2O(i). (6.7)
Unfortunately we notice that Eq. 6.6 has a net charge. This causes issues in the
implementation which are difficult to resolve, so to obviate this we will reference the
protonation reaction to water instead of the aqueous proton, that is to say
O(s)+H2O(aq) −−→ OH+(s)+OH−(aq). (6.8)
This is what was done by Cheng and Sprik. We perform simulations to describe Eq. 6.7
and Eq. 6.8 using dummies and restraints, as in the previous section. The additional
angular restraint needed for H3O
+ is taken from Ref. 39. A further constraint is used to
prevent the OHd– being protonated in the bulk, as we would then incorrectly compare
the energy to H2Od/H3O
+ +OH– , which is not useful. To achieve this the OHd– is
surrounded by a repulsive wall potential which repels non-native protons which get
closer than 1.2 A˚, returning them to their original oxygen without too much impact
on the distribution function.iii
There is a further problem that in such configurations the native and foreign hydrogens
could come into close proximity, and cause a divergence in the electrostatics. This
can also occur for the atoms at the surface. Fortunately, the oxygen separations are
sufficiently large, and the proton-hopping sufficiently rare (or prevented by restraints
entirely) that we do not see such energy spikes in these data. More subtly though, we
return to the exposition of the preceding Sec. 6.2.2, and the question of the extent to
which the blindness of the water molecule’s dummy to the local environment poses a
problem for us (specifically in the presence of the crystal surface). To reduce our anxiety
here, we will employ the approach of De Meyer et al. published in 2016. [24]
This method employs the Gauss-Legendre quadrature to compute the integral of the
average energy gap. The essence of this idea, mathematically, is that by using
Legendre polynomials we can exploit their orthogonality over a finite interval (which
Taylor polynomials {xn} do not have) to write down additional equations which
must be satisfied. This means, for 3 points, running at the specific λ values of
0.1127,0.5,and0.8873, which will in turn enter into the final quadrature with specific
weightings (see the caption of Table. 6.2). For Simpson’s rule (Eq. 6.4), we effectively
iiiWe acknowledge the parameters from Nitish who was visiting from Amsterdam at the time.
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fit 3 points to a quadratic, the highest order polynomial that is uniquely defined. For
Gauss-Legendre, the locations of λ give 2 additional variables (due to symmetry), which
means that the error enters in at the 5th power instead. More importantly, we no longer
rely completely on the constraints to describe our species, as we are mixing in >10% of
the ‘exact’ behaviour at our new ‘endpoints’.
6.3.3 Results
We can now perform our simulations, tabulate these average energy gaps, and find the
free energy differences for the simulated reactions. The timeseries data for this are
displayed in Fig. 6.8. Note that the way λ has been defined, we are always considering
the dissociative direction, i.e. Eq. 6.7 is considered in reverse and we need to pick up a
minus sign in the final computation. See Table 6.2 for numerical detail.
What then are the pKa values? Again following Ref. 39 we have that for Eq. 6.7
pKa− = pKa,H3O+−
1
2.30kBT
∆A−, (6.9)
while for Eq. 6.8
pKa+ = pKa,H2O−
1
2.30kBT
∆A+, (6.10)
where the pKa of hydronium and water are defined in the Brønsted manner as -1.74 and
15.74 respectively.iv kBT = 25.7 meV, so we end up with
pKa+ =−13.7, pKa− = 40.1 (6.11)
These are quite extreme values. They suggest that an interfacial OH– will be extremely
ivThere is some suggestion that the constrained H3O
+ value should be used, which is -3.2 for BLYP.
However we would then also need a simulation value for H2O.
Figure 6.8: Thermodynamic integration simulations Left: Eq. 6.8 with positive surface charge.
Right: Eq. 6.7 with negative surface charge. λ = [0.1127,0.5,0.8873] coloured in order with
red, purple, and blue. Data in black was discarded as equilibration time. Dashed lines are the
average 〈∆E〉λ , dotted lines represent a ±3σ confidence interval in the average.
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λ 〈∆E〉+ [eV] 〈∆E〉− [eV]
0.1127 6.13421 7.03435
0.5000 2.74340 3.69943
0.8873 -4.26586 -4.79806
∆A 1.73828 -2.26538*
Table 6.2: The final 〈E〉 values from Fig. 6.8. Calculating ∆A requires the Gauss-Legendre
weights for the λ values, which are 518 ,
8
18 ,
5
18 . Notice the minus sign at ∗ from the formal
direction of the reaction, as mentioned in the text.
basic, with a deprotonating ability slightly higher than that of lithium diisopropylamine
(LDA), a commonly used inorganic base. On the other hand, interfacial OH+ is
extremely acidic, more so than the strongest of the standard mineral acids, HI. Indeed,
dissociating a fourth water on the surface of MgO (100) seems to be in no-way
favourable. We can combine the two half reactions to give an endothermic free energy
of
∆Adiss = 2.30kBT (pKa−−pKa+) = 3.15 eV. (6.12)
This can be compared with the gas-phase O−H bond strength of 4.15 eV, [40] which
means that the formation of the surface O−H bond is substantially undermined by
disfavourable interactions, probably within the hydrogen bond network, but possibly
also in terms of the local separation of charge. We note however that the surface structure
was to some extent fixed by the constraints on (Mg)OH+(s) bonds. It may be the case that
longer, ergodic simulations see considerable restructuring of the interface which makes
both pKa less extreme. Of course, real concentrations of water ions for these acidities
will be very low, and so if restructuring does happen it is unlikely to affect the whole
surface. The effect of modelling the reconstruction with a small supercell would have to
be carefully taken into account.
To conclude, taken in sum, these pKa values give
PZNC =
1
2
(pKa++pKa−) = 13.2, (6.13)
which agrees with the experimental value of 12.4, [38] within the ±2 unit accepted error
of this method. [39] This seems reassuring in that our description of the monolayer is not
too-far off the mark. Indeed, we have implicitly calculated the difference between these
pKa values in the previous section for an undissociated monolayer, and found it to be
3.35 eV with the opposite sign! Such appears to be the sensitivity of these numbers to
the details of the surface structure.
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6.4 Capacitance
As we have gone-over in previous chapters, the ratio between the charge on a plane and
the potential drop ∆φ across the adjacent region is the capacitance. In our continuum
description, at CNC the total potential drop across the cell comes purely from the double
layers, which behave as two capacitors connected in series
1
c+H
+
1
c−H
≡ 2
cH
=
(
∂ |∆cellφ |
∂σ0
)
D=0
, (6.14)
where cH is the reciprocally averaged capacitance per unit area (if both + and − double
layers were identical), σ0 is the charge density, and ∆cellφ is the total (vector) sum of
the drop across the two double layers. As we know, the correct boundary condition such
that interactions between images are removed (the Yeh-Berkowitz correction), is D = 0.
We will use this in Sec. 6.4.1.
Charged Interface versus Charged Interphase
As we have seen, the key feature in the potential profile of heterogeneous systems such
as this is the large (linear) potential drop across the Helmholtz region. This arises
because the charge borne by the ions making up the surface exclude a volume, before
which no screening from the solution can occur. After the compensating layer, there may
be some structuring of the water – ‘wiggles’ in the potential profile – that differentiate
this region of the electrolyte from the bulk, but no significant further net drop (since
the region is approximately neutral and any drop comes from the permanent dipole of
the waters). This is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. We find that these large potential drops
lead to small (reciprocal average) values for the capacitance of around 5 µFcm−2, [41]
irrespective of the chemical details of the system.
In contrast, systems which exhibit water dissociation locate their ‘protonic’ charge on
particular molecules within this structured region of water, i.e. the interphase. This
differs in two key respects:
1. For a given laterally-averaged charge density, the charge is more localised. We
might therefore expect specific chemical interactions to play a more significant
role.
2. The plane within which the charge is situated is displaced from the excluded
volume of the surface atoms, and so screening from the electrolyte can occur
closer to, within, or even behind the plane.
On the other hand, we observe that, for a toy system wherein a slab of SPC/E water
is confined between repulsive walls, across which water molecule(s) are dissociated
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Figure 6.9: Schematics of the three archetypal, Helmholtz-layer potential profiles discussed in
this paper. Left: The net charge is distributed over the surface ions, such that in the region where
the electrolyte is excluded a large potential drop develops. We display positive charge on Mg,
but it could equally be negative charge on O or vice versa. Middle: The charge is chemisorbed
to the surface but within the excluded volume, i.e. H+ bound to a surface oxygen. Right: The
charge exists within the interphase and therefore no potential drop develops between the surface
and the contact layer, i.e. OH−.
to generate protonic charge, that interphasial charging results in capacitance values
which are an order of magnitude higher: in the region of 50 µFcm−2. Given the
points of contrast raised above, we would like to know: can we adequately describe
the mechanism of this enhanced screening, and is this reproduced for a system with
chemical detail?
6.4.1 Prediction of a Simple Model
What we saw when comparing non-specific, toy simulations of interfacial and
interphasial charging is that the difference in the total polarisation arises principally from
the difference in the magnitude of the fixed-charge contribution. Recall, the polarisation
(in the z direction) in a classical model is simply
P(z) =
1
V ∑i
qizi. (6.15)
The important contribution in the two cases can therefore be written as
Pfacefixed ≡ P(0) =
Q∆
V
=
σ0∆
L
, (6.16)
Pphasefixed ≡ P(1) =
σ0(∆− ltot)
L
, (6.17)
where σ0 is the charge density, L is the cell length and V is its volume, ∆ is the distance
between the surfaces in the cell, and ltot is the sum of l+ and l− which are the distances
of the water ions from their respective surfaces.
Under D = 0 boundary conditions the potential drop across the cell can be written
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in terms of the polarisation, [42] since ∆cellφ ≡ EL and the displacement field satisfies
D = E +4piP. Eq. 6.14 can therefore be rewritten as
1
2picH
=
(
∂LP
∂σ0
)
D=0
. (6.18)
It then follows from Eq. 6.18 that, for a given ∆, the difference between the capacitances
depends only on the parameter ltot, since
1
2pic(1)H
− 1
2pic(0)H
=
(
∂LP(1)
∂σ0
)
D=0
−
(
∂LP(0)
∂σ0
)
D=0
=
∂
∂σ0
[
LP(1)−LP(0)
]
=−ltot.
Therefore the ratio of the capacitances from the two cases should behave as
c(1)H
c(0)H
=
1
1−2piltotc(0)H
. (6.19)
The model thus ascribes to c(0)H the role of the (inverse) length governing the distance
from the surface at which the capacitance diverges. Our interpretation of this is that a
divergent capacitance means tending toward the behaviour of a conductor: that the ions
are indistinguishable in behaviour from the bulk electrolyte and cause no potential drop
to develop. It seems reasonable to suggest that for some critical distance, screening of
the fixed-charge could occur equally from either side, and so by symmetry a potential
drop will not develop: this is the distance at which the presence of the wall is negligible
and it no longer makes sense to assign the ions to a different continuum than the bulk. Is
this simplified treatment of the polarisation robust enough to be observed in simulation?
To test this model, we dissociated a single water molecule across a slab of SPC/E water
containing 3 Joung-Cheatham NaCl ion pairs, confined by MgO cut along the [001]
direction and described by the ClayFF parameters. [43] The H+ was attached by harmonic
restraint to a surface oxygen, while the the OH− had its oxygen constrained to a series of
distances {l−}. Charges were the same for dissociated and undissociated water atoms:
−0.864e for the oxygens and +0.432e for the hydrogens. The Na+ and Cl– ions had
unit charges, while the MgO crystal ions had charges of ±1.368e. The crystal was held
fixed to control for its own capacitance. The results are shown in Fig. 6.10, and indeed it
is clearly demonstrated that the potential drop across the cell diminishes, and therefore
the capacitance diverges, as l− and hence ltot is increased.
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Figure 6.10: Protonically (singly) charged MgO(100)—NaCl(aq) using a forcefield that does not
charge the surfaces, as described in the text. Consistent colouring across panels. Top: Potential
profiles for each value of l−. Bottom left: Zoomed-in view of the box in the above graph
clearly showing the interphasial profiles. Bottom right: Linear fit to the total drop across the
cell (black dashed) with 2σ error bars from the residual error in the fit and accompanying worst
fit lines (grey dotted). Determination of ∆cellφ for the red (right-most) point is annotated on the
top panel. Magenta axis shows the resulting capacitance from Eq. 6.14 assuming that the drop
across the cell for σ0 = 0 is zero (from symmetry), i.e. approximating the differential from one
point.
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We can see that the value of ltot at which the capacitance diverges is roughly when
the OH− enters the second water layer at ∼ 4 nm (Fig. 6.10 bottom left panel, the
second minimum in the red trace). Reading off c(1)H ' 40 µFcm−2 for the ‘physical’
ltot = 1.0 + 2.8 = 3.8 A˚, Eq. 6.19 predicts that if the system had been uniformly,
interfacially charged then c(0)H = 4.0 µFcm
−2. We performed such simulations by
distributing the charge over the surface ions (Fig. 6.9–left) and found that a linear
fit of the data displayed in Fig. 6.11 to Eq. 6.14 gave a capacitance per unit area of
6.2 µFcm−2. We would suggest this is in remarkable agreement for such a drastic
assumption.
6.4.2 Electronic Polarisation
In Ch. 5, the capacitance of the Helmholtz layer formed from contact of aqueous sodium
chloride with the (111) polar termination of the NaCl crystal was found to increase
from 8.7 µFcm−2 under a classical (Joung-Cheetham) forcefield, to 26.4 µFcm−2 when
the energy was computed using DFT with the PBE functional. There, we found that the
increase was caused by the electronic polarisation itself, and not by any alterations in the
structure (indeed the changes in the structure alone would have reduced the capacitance).
As such we have a competing explanation for the high capacitance observed in metal
oxides, which tend to have (optical) dielectric constants which are larger than that
exhibited by NaCl. However, specific to these data, the value of ε∞ for MgO under
PBE is reported to be only 3.12 compared to NaCl’s 2.49, c.f. TiO2 with 7.91 and NiO
with 16.98. [44]
A second question DFT can help us answer concerns the faithfulness of the forcefield
description. Is the correct way to think about electrified MgO (100) with a charge
transfer to surface from the water ions, and therefore a profile like Fig. 6.11, where
the enhancement in the capacitance comes principally from the electrons? Or is the
potential in the region of the surface dominated by the interphase, and so a description
like that of Fig. 6.10 is more appropriate?
Figure 6.11: The forcefield of
Fig. 6.10 where, instead
of dissociating water molecules,
the charge is distributed across
the surface atoms of the same
polarity. The red trace begins
as no additional charge, and then
each subsequent line increases by
0.432e per unit cell. The total drop
across the cell is roughly linear in
the charge.
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AIMD
To have a go at answering these questions, we ran AIMD simulations under PBE with
the D3 correction for the MgO (100)|NaCl(aq) system for around 10 ps. In these
simulations all but the centre layer of MgO was free to move. Running tests, we
found that in the presence of water-ion charging (and counter ions), the 1/3 dissociated
structure of the previous section partially recombined on the 100 fs timescale. We
anticipated this might be the case as the presence of counter ions in the contact
layer complicates the picture greatly by disrupting the hydrogen bonding network.
In any case, we began our simulations from an FFMD-equilibrated structure without
chemisorbed waters.
The polarisation time series data were noisy, so an attempt has been made to estimate
the long-time correlation via a blocking analysis. [21, App. D] This gave correlation times
between 100 and 200 fs, which means that – as can be seen in Fig. 6.12 – the error in the
averages were considerable. Indeed, it is known that the important correlations for ionic
motion in these solution systems are many picoseconds, and the complete equilibration
is orders of magnitude longer still. [45] Given all this, we obtained a value of 49 µFcm−2
for CH. This is likely an underestimate, conceivably of around 10 units from these data,
since we know that for σ0 = 0 the value of 〈P〉 ought to be zero by symmetry.
So, the thermodynamical average is indeed seen to be large for the metal oxide, but
whence comes this increase? In Fig. 6.14 we compare the behaviour of the aqueous
atoms in immediate contact with the interface (during DFTMD) for 10 ps either side of
the point when the trajectory changes from FFMD to DFTMD. The key points as we see
them are:
• In general the oxygen-surface separation reduced slightly upon swapping to DFT,
and in many cases additional molecules/ions entered the contact layer, densifying
it. We noticed this when testing the system and took the expansion of the aqueous
region into account: adding additional water molecules such that the density was
correct during the DFTMD.
Figure 6.12: Plot to compute the
capacitance with DFTMD. Linear
fit from averages of time series
data (black dashed) yields cH from
Eq. 6.14, with worst fit lines for the
2σ error bars (dotted grey) computed
with blocking analysis to determine
the correlation length.
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• As the charge in the Helmholtz layer increased, the orientational freedom of the
waters fell, and this effect seemed generally slightly larger in DFT. This can be a
source of non-linearity (as it arises on a layer-by-layer basis e.g. Fig. 6.11).
• For the negatively charged surface, 1–2 waters dissociated immediately upon
recommencement of the trajectory. This was accompanied by a significant
reduction in O–H bonds pointed towards the surface, which was larger for the
cases where 2 dissociated. Likely, the resulting OH− ions were stabilised by the
presence of Na+, whereas on the positively charged side they would have been
destabilised by Cl−. Indeed additional dissociation was only seen on the positively
charged side when no Cl− was located within the Helmholtz layer.
The other key information is the potential profile. To allow a comparison with Fig. 6.10,
we display the profile of a snapshot from the singly-dissociated trajectory in Fig. 6.13.
Due to internal structure, the separation between core electrons and pseudopotentials
manifests as large spikes in the profile. Nevertheless, we can see there is no visible
increase in the potential traversing the right-most peak, which means that the surface
did not bear significant negative charge. Indeed, the maximally localized Wannier
functions, which are displayed in the render above Fig. 6.13, do not appear to have
any displacement away from their oxygen-centred positions and towards the surface
magnesiums—though they were polarised towards them.
Figure 6.13: Top: Render of a snapshot from the DFTMD of Fig. 6.12 for two dissociated
waters (purple data point). Bottom: Profiles calculated the above configuration. The Hartree
potential (black) is calculated by CP2K. The potential calculated from the Wannier centres and
pseudopotentials (grey) is also plotted.
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6.4.3 Discussion
To a good approximation, the description of the positively-charged interface is similarly
described in both the classical models displayed in Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.10. There are
only minor differences in the configurations between FFMD and DFTMD, such as a
single instance of additional water dissociation in the case with the smallest positive
charge (where there was no resident Cl− ion), and the inclusion of the second chloride
into the contact layer for the doubly charged case (Fig. 6.14–right). Ultimately, the
protonic charge is closely bound to the surface, and so within the excluded volume that
dominates the total potential drop. That is to say that, up to a possible small reduction in
∆+φ arising from the non-zero l+, the left and middle panels of Fig. 6.9 are functionally
equivalent for our purposes.
The clear difference arises in the negatively-charged layer, which turns out to be truely
interphasial. The DFT description demonstrates a consistent spontaneous dissociation,
which is accompanied by a reorientation of O–H bonds away from the surface. We found
that the more the water dissociates, the more they reorient. It follows therefore that it
is the chemical detail of the system which, by allowing this mechanism of enhanced
screening, removes interfacial negative charge. This is confirmed in the profile of
Fig. 6.13. As such, the system appears to be best described by the simple model of
Sec. 6.4.1. That is to say, we do indeed have the situation sketched in the right-most
panel of Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.14: Position time series data (∆t = 0.5 fs) for selected atoms (see text) referenced to
the position of the relevant crystal surface. Hydrogens are displayed in grey and oxygens in
red. Negative time refers to the FFMD trajectory, with the switch to DFTMD at t = 0. Darker
colouration results when lines overlap. Hydrogens unaccompanied by oxygens implies they
have undergone proton transfer during DFTMD. Left: Negatively charged by two OH−, with
Na+ counterions in blue. Representative snapshots are rendered above to show the dissociation
and accompanying reorientation of water. Right: Positively charged by two H+, with Cl−
counterions in yellow. Rendered snapshot for completeness.
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Given this analysis, we can say that the main part of the capacitance is derived from the
atomic configuration, with a modest additive increase from the electronic polarisation,
of a magnitude similar to that seen for NaCl. This is in-line with the idea that
electronic polarisation essentially functions as a separate capacitor in parallel to the
ionic configuration, and is therefore additive in nature. That is to say ε→ εs+ε0 so that
the capacitance can be expanded in two terms as
c±H =
ε
2pil±
≡ εs
2pil±
+
ε0
2pil±
, (6.20)
where only the first term exists in FFMD. Since the NaCl and MgO have comparable
optical dielectric constants, the increase from FFMD to AIMD should be comparable
for the two materials, and indeed that is what we see (around 15 µFcm−2). From this
discussion it follows that we would expect a metal oxide with a much larger dielectric
constant to have a larger capacitance. Indeed recent calculations for the rutile structure
of TiO2 found cH = 76 µFcm
−2. As was cited earlier, [44] this system in the bulk has
ε0 ' 8, which is ∼ 2.5 times larger than for MgO. This is broadly consistent with the
additive form of Eq. 6.20. If this is the case, it suggests that a material like NiO (ε ' 17)
should have a greater capacitance still. Roughly translating some experimental numbers,
this indeed seems to be the case. [46]
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6.5 Intermission
At the end of this chapter we have learnt much about the properties of our non-
polar magnesium oxide termination. We saw that the chemisorption at the surface
is a complicated matter, raising serious questions about the ergodicity of AIMD
simulations. For this we introduced alchemical transformation as a method of
performing thermodynamic integration between such states. Treating the surface acidity
in a similar way, we reached agreement with experimental data while also revisiting this
central issue of the structure-dependent propensity for water dissociation at the interface.
Moving then to the capacitance, the surface structure once more entered into the story,
with the presence of counter ions favouring or disfavouring dissociation locally.
Now, we are in possession of a capacitance value for the periclase (100) surface,
some 50 µFcm−2. Furthermore, our model suggests that the interfacially charged polar
termination should have a smaller capacitance, falling roughly in-line with the result in
Ch. 5 for NaCl. Will this be the case? And how will the electronic reconstruction known
for MgO (111) manifest, if at all? We will seek to address these questions, but end up
answering rather different ones, in the final chapter.
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7.1 Recapitulation
7.1.1 Analogy with Sodium Chloride
The magnesium oxide (111) termination has the same rock salt structure that was the
subject of Chs. 3 and 5. All those formulae for the compensating net charge state are, all
else being equal, applicable to MgO. Anticipating AIMD, we begin with an n = 3 slab
of similar lateral dimensions to that of Ch. 5. There are two immediate differences:
1. The ion-ion separation in MgO is much smaller than in NaCl, the lattice constants
are 4.2 A˚, as compared with 5.6 A˚. As such we have 12 ions per plane in the
supercell, and so the CNC required of the solution would be 12× (n+1)/2n = 8
ions.
2. The magnitude of the charge on Mg and O is not unity. Formally they have
charges ±2, but considerable hard-hard covalency means that they are expected
to chemically bond (which presumably also contributes to the smaller lattice
constant), and this electron-hopping reduces the formal charges to partial values.
In the ClayFF forcefield the partial charges for Mg(OH)2 are taken to be
±1.36e. [1] Scaling by this value suggests we will need 12 ions in solution to
provide CNC and still have 1–2 remaining to form the electrolyte.
We now follow the established protocol. For the polar surface we calculate the value
of DECS1CNC = 106.90 Vnm
−1, which is as expected much larger than NaCl due to both
the increased charge and the decreased lattice constant. Running at this displacement,
the calculated polarisation for the final structure was 66.6× 10−3eA˚−2. Using the
conversion between these two units as ε0 = 0.5527 and D = ε0E + P, we obtained
a compensating Maxwell field of −13.6 Vnm−1. We check this by performing a
search over E field values to obtain an ECNC of around −14.0 Vnm−1. The cell
length was 5.15 nm. Using the formula from Ch. 3 with the n+ 1/2n factor yielded
cH = 5.54 µFcm−2. Smaller than that of NaCl, but in the expected range.
Looking at the structure we can see that, at the negatively-charged face, a single sodium
ion was solvated in an outer-shell complex. This is equivalent to the NaCl case.
However, at the positively-charged face there were two layers of chloride. This can
be understood from steric arguments: due to the (larger) excluded volume of the ions,
the required charge is not able to be satisfied in a single layer and so the charge-density
coupling demands a second plane. Out of curiosity, we probed the effect of the second
plane of ions on the capacitance. Firstly, we reran the simulation with ∼ 100 and ∼ 200
water molecules (c.f. ∼ 150) while keeping the number of ion pairs fixed at 12, but it
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±1.36 [e] ±2.00 [e]
DCNC [Vnm−1] 106.9 157.2
∆q(DCNC) 5.4 8.0
PFFMD(DCNC) [×10−3 eA˚−2] 66.6 99.0
∆q(PFFMD) 6.1 9.1
Pwann(D = 0) [×10−3 eA˚−2] 142.1 130.7
∆q(Pwann) 13.1 12.1
Table 7.1: Relevant parameters from the FFMD and subsequent AIMD calculations for
MgO(s)|NaCl(aq) with the partial charges on the crystal ions as ±1.36 e and ±2.00 e in FFMD.
All other parameters are held fixed. Each value is followed by the number of quanta away from
the principle branch it is.
had no effect on the potential drop at CNC. Secondly, we tried running the simulation
with a 2:2 electrolyte. Doing this quickly, by alchemically scaling the charges on the
Na+ and Cl− ions, produces a structure that – other than contact ion-pairing in the bulk
– is directly analogous to the NaCl structure, for both faces. This situation has a lower
compensating field and a resulting cH = 8.34 µFcm−2, which is effectively the value
of the NaCl system. These two tests taken together demonstrate the role of the steric
crowding in the Cl– layer on the capacitance.
AIMD
The quantum is ∆qP = 10.865× 10−3eA˚−2. If the polarisation were exactly the same
in FFMD as AIMD then the polarisation would be 6 branches off the minimal branch
(c.f. 3 in the NaCl case). The D field would then also need to be wrapped 6 times to
give −11.0 Vnm−1 or −0.0215 a.u. in the units default to CP2K. (Changing by a single
branch corresponds to a change in 19.7 Vnm−1 or 0.0383 a.u.) However, applying
this field results in a non-converging SCF cycle. No matter, perhaps the polarisation
in AIMD is sufficiently different that we need to run at the branch above or below. To
begin, we ran a test SP calculation at D = 0. The resulting Wannier centres give a
polarisation which is over twice the value we have to compare with (see Table 7.1). This
must be wrong. Excluding an enormous D field dependence of P in the AIMD (at least
80×10−3 eA˚−2 from a change of 11.0 Vnm−1), the structure must be flawed.
What is interesting to consider is that if one were to take a snapshot from the
classical trajectory, and then recompute the polarisation pretending that the MgO had
instead the formal charges of ±2.00 e, then the corresponding polarisation would be
146.1× 10−3 eA˚−2. This value is much closer to the value obtained from the Wannier
centres. Following this lead, we reran the FFMD with the charge on MgO being set
to ±2.00 e and an appropriately increased number of aqueous ions. This time, if the
polarisation were exactly the same in FFMD as AIMD then the polarisation would be
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9 branches off the minimal branch (again, see Table 7.1). The new D field would then
also need to be wrapped 9 times to give −19.7 Vnm−1 or −0.0384 a.u., which is an
exact number of branches (one) away from the D = 0 condition owing to the fact that
the charge on the crystal ions is now integer. When we ran a test calculation at D = 0,
the resulting Wannier centres gave a polarisation which is unfortunately still ∼ 30 units
away from the FFMD. Nevertheless, it is both much closer to its own expected value
as well as that of the previous case. Can we conclude the structure is more reasonable?
Unfortunately, the polarisation is 12 branches off the minimal branch, while the D field
of the model is only 8. This can be seen from the minimal branch printout from the
code (0.342× 10−3 eA˚−2 c.f. 130.7− 12× ∆qP = 0.32× 10−3 eA˚−2) and it means
that the conjugate E field experienced by the charged particles in the simulation is a
mere 0.58 Vnm−1. Even attempting to shift the field by a single branch results in a
non-converging SCF.
7.1.2 Return to Noguera
It seems that the use of partial charges in classical forcefields is problematic for us.
Our choice of forcefield for a fixed crystal structure will determine the value of DCNC
and therefore the number of solution phase ions condense at the surface – not to mention
these ions might also not be assigned their formal charges, as in Ch. 4. Has any forcefield
creator ascertained the correct partial charges for MgO, and if so what are they? To work
this out we need to return to literature. The answer is given, unsurprisingly, in the papers
of Noguera. [2–4]
We are asked to consider a metal oxide. [3] We are going to treat any anion-cation orbital
hybridization as a first-order effect, that is to say for a given orbital λ on a cation i
|ψciλ 〉= |ψ0ciλ 〉+ ∑
〈a j〉η
βciλ ,a jη
Eciλ −Ea jη
|ψa jη〉, (7.1)
where β is the resonance integral of the overlap and the denominator is the representative
energy gap between cation and anion orbitals λ and η . The sum runs over all the orbitals
η on all the anions j adjacent (bonded) to the cation i. The difference between the partial
charge Q of an atom and its formal value (in the absence of any covalency) is the sum of
all the transfers ∆ along the Z neighbouring bonds. We can write that roughly speaking
∆=
2β 2
(Ec−Ea)2 . (7.2)
Taking MgO as an example, the charges on MgO are σ = ±(2− 6∆) for an ion in the
bulk rock salt structure. However, the surface layer has a reduced coordination number
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and so we have instead σS = ±(2− 3∆′), where we note that since the energies of the
surface atoms are shifted (and the bond lengths and therefore β values may also differ)
the magnitude of the transfer is also different. We denote these the surface atoms S.
However, since the transfers are reciprocal along the bonds, the next layer down SS
must fulfil the condition σSS = ±(2− 3∆− 3∆′). We could have continued deferring
this condition matching the bulk to SSS or even SSSS, but without loss of generality we
shall say that the effect disappears in just two layers. This defines the surface region. As
we know from Ch. 1,
µ = (n+1)R
[ m
∑
j=1
(−1) j+1σ j +(−1)mσ02
]
−
R
[ m
∑
j=1
(2 j−1)(−1) j+1σ j +(−1)mmσ0
]
, (1.2 sic)
such that the surface layers need to provide a compensating charge of |σSS| − |σS| =
|σ |/2, i.e. the Tasker 1/2 rule. We can see from our simple analysis of the bond transfer
that this condition can never be fulfilled covalently: we exceed the value by a term
equal to unity. We know that in the absence of external charges or non-stoichiometric
reconstructions, the charge required for compensation must be provided by the material
in a self-ionisation. Hence, we include a charge transfer δσ . This modifies both the
total on-site charges and the resonance integrals. We obtain
σS =±(2(1− f )−3(1− f )∆′) (7.3)
σSS =±(2− 3∆ −3(1− f )∆′), (7.4)
where f denotes the occupation fraction, such that f = 1 corresponds to a full 2e−
transfer. The charge compensation equation now reads
|σSS|− |σS|= |σ |2 +2 f −1. (7.5)
As a result, we can see that an occupation of 0.5 cancels the excess term and satisfies
the electrostatic boundary condition. The conclusion is that the compensation condition
does not depend on the parameters describing the covalency. Indeed, in a separate paper
this point is made explicitly. [4] Previously we have thought that
δσ = σR (?) (7.6)
where R = 1/2 for MgO (111). However, we would like the value of σ to differ from
its formal value due to the covalency. To partition the two contributions to the net charge
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we could say that σ = Σ+σcovalent, and also that δσtot = δσ +δcovalent. We would have
to re-write Eq. 7.6 as δσtot = σR. If this working is correct, then covalent effects do
not play a role in the ‘reconstructed’ charge compensation, that is to say
δσ = ΣR. (7.7)
Notice that δσ is the macroscopic polarisation (modulo a phase factor). To test this we
can look at the results for a polar/polar heterojunction.i In such a system, we have the
anion side of one slab in contact with the cation side of a second slab and vice versa.
There is a discontinuity of the polarisation at the interface that we can write
δP = P−P′ = δσ −δσ ′ = δσ I. (7.8)
If the required compensations are the same then δσ I = 0 and we should see this in
the potential profile. Among other results in the paper are two heterojunctions that
demonstrate the claim.
• For ZnO|MgO we consider the same formal charges but different crystal
structures, such that R 6=R ′ for this wurtzite/rock salt interface. There are also
small structural distortions to the tune of 10–20%. As a result of this structural
mismatch, a field is set up that causes charge transfer, which in turn generates the
non-zero δσ I .
• For MgO|CaO we have both the same formal charges and the same rock salt
structure. R = R ′ for this case. There are no significant structural distortions
from the bulk either. The potential in a given region is flat, and therefore there is
no polarisation discontinuity at the boundary, δσ = 0. At the same time, Bader
analysis gives the total (partial) charges as±1.66e in the MgO region and±1.42e
in the CaO region, as reproduced in Fig. 7.1.
iThere is also an additional contribtuion to P from the electron density around the nuclei themselves.
If the system is not centrosymmetric around a given nuclei then there is a contribution to δσ which we
can call Pelec. Normally, if this contribution is present, it is small.
Figure 7.1: Figure 2, second of 5 panels, from Goniakowski and Noguera’s paper, Ref. 4. The
space-partitioning calculation suggests that the deviation from the bulk charges (±1.66e in the
MgO region and ±1.42e in the CaO region) is isolated to the layer of oxygen atoms shared
between the two materials.
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From these papers we can clearly see that a classical forcefield with partial charges will
require a compensation that is different to the ab initio case, where the effects of electron
transfer are properly accounted for. This means that classical forcefields which choose
to reduce the magnitudes of charges for the purposes of their fitting are unsuitable for
the equilibration of simulations describing polar/charged surfaces in contact with an
electrolyte. This is rather serious. To further the credibility of this point, we note it has
recently been shown that the charges which enter into the linear response expression
for the conductance also have exactly integer values, when they are chosen to be time-
independent,ii and that this has been verified for an aqueous electrolyte. [5] Indeed the
fact that closed ionic paths in solids manifest integer effective charges was known even
earlier. [6] It is interesting that the argument we have used to arrive at this conclusion is
orthogonal to that employed in Refs. 5, 6;iii it may be that this speaks to a fundamental
property of ions that is not yet properly appreciated.
In any case, given that charges of ±2.00e are the correct ones to use for equilibration,
it must be concluded that these experiments show that the E field that would have to be
applied in order to transfer these FFMD structures to AIMD is simply too large. Indeed
we obtain values dozens of Vnm−1 larger compared with fields in the NaCl case, which
were already smaller in magnitude than the FFMD value of -3.8 Vnm−1, by around
2.5 Vnm−1. As we mentioned in Ch. 5, fields of such magnitude should lead to the
dielectric breakdown of the material. This is why changing the field by a branch results
in a non-converging SCF. Yet, such a self-ionisation – if controlled – is exactly the
compensation by electronic reconstruction. Is it the case, therefore, that our electronic
structure method is simply not robust enough to describe such a charge transfer?
7.1.3 Return to Silver Iodide
To decide on whether or not drastic changes need to be made to our treatment in order to
allow for electronic reconstruction, we return to a model system. For this we will take
a polar surface in vacuo. We choose the AgI crystal of Ch. 4 because the band gap is
known to be 2–3 times smaller than that of MgO,iv and so we expect the self-ionisation
to occur more readily. We take an n = 5 slab and perform single-point calculations over
a range of fields and then calculate the polarisation from the corresponding Wannier
centres. The supercell is constructed in an ECS1 fashion such that the final iodide layer
iiOf course, the fully time-dependent definition of ‘Born effective charges’ q∗i = ∂Riµ also satisfy the
Green-Kubo relation, by construction.)
iiiWe note the ionic paths must remain insulating. See text after Eqs. 7.18, 7.39.
ivIt should be noted that PBE as a functional obtains incorrect band gaps, [7] and indeed some materials
known to be semiconductors are instead found to be metals. Since we are not concerned at this point with
a comparison with experiment, and this metallization does not seem to occur for our system, we shall not
trouble ourselves further with it.
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Figure 7.2: Potential profiles for the constant-E calculations presented in Fig. 7.3. The first
charge transfer at 13 V is marked in black for clarity. The crystal polarisation can be seen to
oppose the external field. When charge-transfer occurs to an extent we would recognise from
our discussion (from one outer layer t’other, beginning at 23 V) we see the development of a
kink in the potential profile around z =−1A˚ and deviation from the monotonic behaviour with
field strength.
is wrapped around the boundary. This is done such that if-and-when charge-transfer to
this layer occurs, it will show up as a large change in the polarisation. We show the
result in Fig. 7.3.
Having established that some kind of charge transfer is indeed taking place, we can plot
the potential profile along the crystal, as calculated from the Wannier centres. Note
this is the electron potential, so the spikes from the internal structure of the ions point
downwards. This is shown in Fig. 7.2. At the 13 V field where the first charge transfer
begins, highlighted in black, the inner-iodide lone-pairs around z = 0 obtain additional
density and the iodide surface layer loses electron density. Later around 23 V, when the
second transfer occurs, these electrons move to the outer silver face and this can be seen
clearly as a kink in the potential profile.
Figure 7.3: Single point
calculations of an n = 5
AgI (0001) (polar wurtzite)
slab under a constant-
E Hamiltonian. The resulting
polarisation, as computed
from the Wannier centres, is
seen to jump as electrons
cross the cell boundary to
localise on a different face of
the crystal. See the text for
further details.
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Figure 7.4: Left: The equivalent of Fig. 7.3 for the n = 11 crystal. Right: The equivalent of
Fig. 7.2, where the the charge transfer is much more pronounced.
So it seems from these calculations that we can describe at least some form of charge
transfer, at quite considerable fields. To investigate the onset of the non-convergent SCF,
we generated a larger potential drop by doubling the length of the supercell. We then
performed the three tests enumerated below.
1. We simply re-ran the procedure in the longer box. While the exact fields at
which transfer occurs were found to change slightly, this can be attributed to
the interaction between periodic images which also depends on the size of the
supercell. Overall this seems to behave itself, i.e. developing a potential drop
roughly twice as big across the cell as a whole is not an issue.
2. We doubled the length of the crystal to n = 11 and re-ran the procedure. This led
to a more well-defined charge transfer, which occurred at approximately half the
original field. This makes sense as this corresponds to the same potential drop
across the crystal itself. The results are shown for completeness in Fig. 7.4.
3. We ran with the same number of planes, but this time we separated them into two
equal slabs. That is to say, we explicitly simulated two repeats of the original
supercell in the z direction. In this case, the charge transfer cannot be located, and
we quickly ran into a non-converging SCF.
Unfortunately, after these tests, we are left more puzzled than when we started.
Doubling the length of the box is tolerated. Doubling the length of the crystal in that box
is tolerated. Yet, doubling the whole box exactly breaks everything. It seems we need
to understand the periodic boundary conditions at a more fundamental level to explain
this and therefore make progress.
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7.2 Zener Breakdown
Up to this final chapter, we have treated the difficult object of the polarisation under
periodic boundary conditions at a practical level. In Ch. 3, we pointed out the difficulty
arising from the wrapping of positional coordinates, and we avoided an exposition by
defining the itinerant polarisation which ignored the periodicity. In Ch. 5, we explained
some of the background to the Berry phase treatment of P, where we introduced the
quantum of polarisation ∆qP and described how a consistent theory can be reached by
treating the polarisation modulo this quantum. This led to some technical challenges,
and indeed in this chapter it seems they have returned with a vengeance. Before,
we could make do with a phenomenological understanding of the modern theory of
polarisation. Now it seems we must delve into the literature to properly diagnose what
is going wrong in our simulation.
7.2.1 Berry’s Phase
So, the first thing to ask is, ‘What is the Berry phase?’ For this we begin with a
summary of the excellent review by Resta. [8] For a Hamiltonian which has a parametric
dependence on some ξ. Then for two values of this parameter, ξ1 and ξ2, the
eigenfunctions differ in their overlap by some phase ∆φ12 from the intuitive expression
e−i∆φ12 =
〈ψ(ξ1)|ψ(ξ2)〉
|〈ψ(ξ1)|ψ(ξ2)〉| . (7.9)
That is to say that, with I denoting the imaginary part of an expression,
∆φ12 =−I log〈ψ(ξ1)|ψ(ξ2)〉. (7.10)
The interesting thing about this quantity is that it is otherwise unconstrained: since you
can choose the gauge of the wavefunction at each point somewhat arbitrarily (e.g. rotate
amongst filled orbitals), you can make ∆φ12 whatever you like. Now consider a closed
path in the value ξ, what will happen? Surely the phase difference between start and
finish will evaluate to zero? Explicitly, for a discrete path of n values,
γ = ∆φ12+∆φ23+ ...+∆φn1. (7.11)
=−I log〈ψ(ξ1)|ψ(ξ2)〉〈ψ(ξ2)|ψ(ξ3)〉...〈ψ(ξn)|ψ(ξ1)〉. (7.12)
The strange thing we can see is that all the gauge terms appear in a bra and a ket:
by rearranging the terms we can see that these exponentials all cancel out. So, while
the value of γ is path dependent, it is gauge invariant. The claim is that this means
γ is in principle able to be assigned to a physical observable, even though it is not an
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expectation value of any operator. If we assume that the path is differentiable such that
ψ(ξi+1) = ψ(ξi+∆ξ), then we can calculate the value of ∆φ to first order in ξ as
− i∆φ ' 〈ψ(ξ)|∇ξψ(ξ)〉·∆ξ, (7.13)
which is known as Berry’s connection. If we then take the continuous limit of our path,
we can write this total phase γ , which we call the Berry phase, as
γ =
∮
C
dφ =
∮
C
i〈ψ(ξ)|∇ξψ(ξ)〉·dξ . (7.14)
This has implications for the nature of ψ itself. From perturbation theory we can write
that
|ψ0(ξ+∆ξ)〉= |ψ0(ξ)〉+∑
n6=0
|ψn(ξ)〉〈ψn(ξ)|∆H(ξ)|ψ0(ξ)〉E0(ξ)−En(ξ) , (7.15)
where we know that the changes to the wavefunction expressed in the sum are all
orthogonal to the reference state. This is known as parallel transport, and it amounts to a
specific choice of gauge. However, we know that even choosing gauges at each different
point in this way, we can still develop a Berry phase. In other words, the wavefunction
is no longer single-valued! Since we have implicitly assumed this, we need to re-write
Eq. 7.15 as
|ψ0(ξ+∆ξ)〉 ' e−iγ
[
|ψ0(ξ)〉+∑
n6=0
|ψn(ξ)〉〈ψn(ξ)|∆H(ξ)|ψ0(ξ)〉E0(ξ)−En(ξ)
]
. (7.16)
Zak’s phase
Consider a situation where we have that, for some ξi, there is a symmetry of the system
such that S−1H(ξ1)S = H(ξi). [9] For us this will be the translation symmetry of a
periodic system. This means we can define an open path and still fulfil the above gauge
invariance; in the extreme case our path can simply go straight to this second state,
meaning that
γ =I log〈ψ|S|ψ〉. (7.17)
The phase involves the expectation value of the unitary operator. Note it is
not Hermitian, as occurs for operators in other systems which exhibit multivalued
behaviour. [10] Indeed, lack of Hermiticity does not necessarily mean the absence of
a real spectrum, instead it turns out to be merely a sufficient symmetry. [11]
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7.2.2 Polarisation in a Periodic System
Since we wish to treat the polarisation, we need to understand how the charge density is
formally defined under periodic boundaries. Thouless [12] has the density matrix evolve
in time as
ρ = |ψ ′〉〈ψ ′|= |ψ0〉〈ψ0|+ ih¯∑
n6=0
(
|ψn〉〈ψn|ψ˙0〉En−E0 〈ψ0|−H.c.
)
, (7.18)
for the wavefunction at the time in question being ψ ′, and the manifold of states at the
previous timestep being denoted {ψn}, and H.c. meaning the Hermitian conjugate of
the previous term. Note that for this expansion to hold the valence electronic states must
be well defined across time: the electronic band gap cannot ever close. If a current flows
through the system then, expressing the velocity via the 3D momentum operator pˆ,
j =
e
mL3
〈ψ ′|pˆ|ψ ′〉 ' − ieh¯
mL3 ∑n6=0
(〈ψ˙0|ψn〉〈ψn|pˆ|ψ0〉
En−E0 + c.c.
)
. (7.19)
What can then be noticed is that the time derivative of γ has a similar form by the chain
rule
γ˙ =I
(〈ψ˙0|S|ψ0〉
〈ψ0|S|ψ0〉 + c.c.
)
. (7.20)
What is our S in this case? It is the Bloch exponential eiκ·R for the κ who obey the
boundary conditions of the finite cell. γ can then be found (recalling from Ch. 2 that
the Bloch functions satisfy a modified Hamiltonian with pseudomomentum, k) from
Eq. 7.16. We therefore have that
γ˙ '−2piih¯
mL ∑n6=0
(〈ψ˙0|ψn〉〈ψn|pˆ|ψ0〉
En−E0 + c.c.
)
. (7.21)
So we can see that the polarisation, whose changes are defined as the time-integral of
the current, is an observable defined by way of a Berry phase,
P =
eγ
2piL2
=
e
2piL2
I log〈ψ0|eiκ·R|ψ0〉. (7.22)
Localization
What do these formulae mean for our chemistry? If we were to consider a molecular
polarisation in the normal way we would write,
P =
e
V
∫
dRRρ(R). (7.23)
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Figure 7.5: Reprinted Figure 6 with permission from R. Resta, Journal of Physics: Condensed
Matter 12, R107–R143 (2016), copyright 2020 IOP. A one-dimensional periodic system with
wavefunction nloc defined on 0 to L. x0 is defined as the average of nloc over the repeat unit.
However, the operator R is formally not compatible with our periodic boundaries. An
operator must take a function in some Hilbert space and map it onto another function in
that same space. SinceR is a local operator, it is in some sense forbidden.
It seems reasonable, just by looking at Fig. 7.5, that we could define the centre of the
distribution nloc in the primary repeat.
|ψ(x)|2 =
∞
∑
m=−∞
nloc(x− x0−mL), (7.24)
where x0 is the technical centre in the sense that
∫ ∞
−∞dxxnloc(x− x0) = 0. Using the
Poisson summation we can write the expectation value of Eq. 7.22 (in 1D) in terms of
the Fourier transform,
e−iγ =
∫ L
0
dxei(2pi/L)x|ψ(x)|2 = ei(2pi/L)x0 n˜loc
(
−2pi
L
)
, (7.25)
where we can expand the transform
n˜loc
(
−2pi
L
)
' 1− 1
2
(
2pi
L
)2 ∫ ∞
−∞
dxx2nloc(x)+O(L−3). (7.26)
So in the case that the spread of the wavefunction is small compared to the length of the
periodic repeat, then the average position within the cell is defined in terms of the Berry
phase as
〈x〉 ' − L
2pi
γ, (7.27)
where this equation is due to Selloni. [13,14] The angle must be converted to a length by
the prefactor, as it is the phase of the position operator whose expectation value we are
concerned with. The periodicity manifests in that the value we arrive at is only defined
modulo L. If we substitute in this expression to Eq. 7.22 we see the equivalence with
Eq. 7.23.
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7.2.3 Wannier Centres
What else can we learn about this γ appearing in the polarisation? In our 1D model of a
periodic function we have the k-space Taylor series for nloc to quadratic order as
n˜loc(k)' 1− 12〈x
2〉k2, (7.28)
which means that for k =−2piL we can analyse this approximate equivalence in Eq. 7.27
as follows
〈x2〉 ' 2
(
L
2pi
)2
(1−|e−iγ |), (7.29)
where the magnitude of this exponential would be unity if the argument were purely
real (but it is a Berry phase of a complex wavefunction, so it is not), and the fact that the
magnitude is indeed less than one means that we can write
〈x2〉 ' −
(
L
2pi
)2
log |e−iγ |2. (7.30)
If the material is insulating, this is a measure of the extent of electron sharing of the
Bloch states. If the material is a metal, then the overlap goes like the box-length, e−iγ
vanishes and the spread diverges. This is therefore a very useful diagnostic measure
of localization in a system; it also directly links to the conductivity. [15] Furthermore,
expressions to do with the quadratic spread are known elsewhere in the literature, most
notably for the Wannier functions. As was discussed earlier, any rotation amongst the
filled orbitals is a valid operation and corresponds to a choice of gauge, when one does
this to sets of the Bloch orbitals to describe a given band (2e−) this is known as a
Wannier transformation
ωn(r) =
1
M3a3/2∑s
ψnqs, (7.31)
where M is the denominator discretizing k into the various s, and a is length of the
elementary repeat cell. The exact choice of s is often made to minimize the second
moment of the resulting distribution, in so doing we are saying that our choice of q is
effectively continuous and that 1/M3∑s is replaced by 1/(2pi)3
∫
dq, with appropriate
limits (e.g. for metals only q within the Fermi surface are admitted). The value
Ω= ∑
n=1
(∫
dν
dr |r|2|ωn(r)|2−
∣∣∣∣∫dνdrr|ωn(r)|2
∣∣∣∣2
)
(7.32)
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is gauge-dependent, but its minimum is in some sense gauge invariant. This is often
written as a localization tensor
〈r2〉= a
3
nb(2pi)3
∫
dq
(
∑
n=1
〈
∂
∂q
unq
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∂qunq
〉
− ∑
n,n′=1
〈
unq
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∂qun′q
〉〈
∂
∂q
un′q
∣∣∣∣∣unq
〉)
(7.33)
where the position operators are in the Fourier representation under the integral. The
realization to be made is that these expectation values of r over the full space map
directly to the expectation values of e−iγ in the repeat cell. We can arrive at this quite
naturally by asking ourselves how exactly we might go about evaluating γ?
For some ψ which is a Slater determinant [16, p. 50] (as in Kohn-Sham DFT) then the
resulting eiκ·R|ψ〉 is also a Slater determinant. The overlap of two Slater determinants
is equal to the determinant of the overlap matrix of the spin orbitals themselves. We can
factor our phase difference to
e−iγ = (detS )2 (7.34)
which is the matrix of only the spatial orbitals, due to cancellation of different spins,
and is half the size. This matrix is incredibly sparse, its elements are
Snqs,n′qs′ =
1
a3
∫
dru∗nqs(r)un′q′s(r)e
i[ 2piMa x+qs′ ·r−qs·r] (7.35)
where the two s and s′ must differ by 1 in one of the three directions which make up q.
These non-zero elements can be expressed as the smaller nb×nb matrices S′ which look
very similar
S′nn′(q,q
′) =
1
a3
∫
drunq ∗ (r)un′q′(r). (7.36)
This is helpful because the determinant of the larger S factorises into the product of
the determinants of all the little S′s. This brings us finally back to the start of our Berry
phase discussion because
detS = ∏
s1,s2,s3
detS′(qs1+1,s2,s3 ,qs1,s2,s3) (7.37)
such that
γ =−2I
M−1
∑
s2,s3=0
log
M−1
∏
s1=0
detS′(qs1+1,s2,s3,qs1,s2,s3). (7.38)
Just as with our initial investigation of what it meant to take this path in parameter space,
we will take the limit of M→ ∞, where for a given s2,s3 we can write out the product
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of determinants to linear order in q as
γs2,s3 = i∑
n=1
∫
cs2,s3
〈unq|(∂/∂q1)unq〉dqx . (7.39)
As before (Eq. 7.18), the sum over spin orbitals is only well-defined if degeneracies can
be projected out. Since this is not the case for metallic systems, this expression also
requires there to exist a finite band gap. In terms of the polarisation, we have that
P = lim
M→∞
2e
2piM2a2 ∑s2,s3
γs2,s3 =
2e
(2pi)3
∫
dq2dq3 γ(q1,q2)
=
2ie
(2pi)3 ∑n=1
∫
dq 〈unq|(∂/∂q)unq〉, (7.40)
where we recognize the integral as the positional expectation value of a Wannier
function. The (electronic) polarisation can therefore be found by summing over the
Wannier centres.
7.2.4 Discrete k-space
In 1994, Nunes and Vanderbilt (NV) wanted to use this ‘modern theory of polarisation’
to address exactly our problem of an electric field applied under periodic boundary
conditions. [17] Since a static field is (experimentally) non-periodic, the one-electron
Hamiltonian cannot be expressed in the Bloch form, and is not bound. This is obviously
catastrophic since all the theory above relies on perturbation expressions like Eq. 7.15,
which are not appropriate for a conducting system. Indeed this is the same problem that
appeared in Eq. 7.30 with the divergence of the localization. This is known as the Zener
breakdown. Strictly speaking, even under an infinitesimal field, an infinite crytal has no
ground state! [18]
To confront this, NV extended the work of Mauri, Galli and Car (MGC), [19] by
considering a basis of localized Wannier functions, subject to some real-space cutoff.
This cutoff turns out to be crucial to preventing breakdown as, in the infinite limit,
the radius of convergence heads to zero for any non-zero field. Moreover, as the field
strength increases the cutoff must become more severe. This leads to a sort of tight-
binding Hamiltonian. Together with the additional field termE, this leads to the familiar
E·P electric enthalpy term. NV identify this as a perturbed, “adiabatic” state; it is
claimed this is what would be seen in an experiment to measure ε , for example.
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NV note that whether the minimization is performed by steepest descent or conjugate
gradient or whatever else, the procedure will inevitably become unstable for strong
fields due to “tunnelling”. They suggest that a better protocol might be to minimize
with a constrained value of 〈x〉 i.e. P , and then determine E as a sort of Lagrangian
multiplier: the curve can then be inverted to give a E(P ) for fields strong enough
to cause breakdown. This is an interesting aside, since it corresponds well with the
constant D method we are employing.
Later, Nunes and Gonze were looking to extend the aforementioned work, in order
to obtain better perturbation-theory expressions for the field response. [18] To do this,
they needed to move into reciprocal space. There, Wannier-centre cutoff translates to
discretizing k-space in such a way as to stabilise valence and conduction bands mixing.
This is of direct relevance to our investigation, as we are performing our DFT calculation
only at the Γ-point.
In order to understand this pathology, we are asked to consider the following model
system: two atoms in a periodic 1D array (pi-band problem), but where one atom has
the negative of the on-site integral of the other. Note that this is a field free problem
at present. The basis functions are two uniform combs centred on atom 1 and atom 2
respectively.
H =∑
M
{
1
2
c†2,lc2,l−
1
2
c†1,lc1,l + t[c
†
1,lc2,l + c
†
2,lc1,l+1+H.c.]
}
(7.41)
Applying the Bloch theorem (atom 1 at z = 0, atom 2 at z = 0.5) gives a k-dependent
Hamiltonian matrix (
−12 2t cos k2
2t cos k2
1
2
)
(7.42)
whose secular equation yields
ε(0)k± =±
1
2
[
1+(4t)2 cos2
k
2
] 1
2
. (7.43)
The ± solutions are the conduction (c) and the valence (v) bands, the corresponding
eigenvectors can be written in terms of real angles
∣∣∣u(0)vk 〉=
(
cosΘk
sinΘk
)
eiαvk (7.44)
∣∣∣u(0)ck 〉=
(
sinΘk
−cosΘk
)
eiαck (7.45)
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such that
tanΘk =
ε(0)vk +
1
2
2t cos k2
. (7.46)
To understand the weirdness of the breakdown we can consider a trial function of the
form
|uk〉=
(
cosΘk eiαk
sinΘk eiβk
)
(7.47)
The energy of this state under the Hamiltonian is
ε(0)k =−
1
2
cos(2Θk)+2t cos
(
k
2
)
sin(2Θk)cosγk, (7.48)
where γk = αk−βk and will prove to be an important descriptor. Minimization can then
be performed with respect to these two angles to give
tan(2Θk) =−4t cos
(
k
2
)
cosγk (7.49)
one of
sinγk
2t cos
( k
2
)
sin(2Θk)
= 0 (7.50)
We can see immediately that γk = 0 corresponds to Eq. 7.44, and this is true for all k,
whilst tan(2Θk) =−4t cos
( k
2
)
.
What about a solution where γk is not a constant? We can consider a trial wavefunction
where the value of Θk is as in the ground-state, but γk is a sigmoidal step from 0 to
2pi around some value 〈k〉. The function cosγk now has a spike in it. This is shown
graphically in Fig. 7.6. As a result of this choice, the energy will differ from the ground-
Figure 7.6: A trial solution where γ is not constant with k, stepping 2pi around 〈k〉, which is
given as the dotted grey line. The behaviour of cosγ is given in red.
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state around this 〈k〉, such that the integral of the energy over the BZ is given as
∆EBZ =
1
pi
∫ 2pi
0
dk 2t cos
(
k
2
)
sin(2Θk)(cosγk−1)'−2tpi cos
(〈k〉
2
)
sin(2Θ〈k〉)×∆k
(7.51)
where ∆k is the width of the step. As the width goes to zero, so does the energy
difference. However, the pathology arises from the behaviour of the polarisation (i.e.
localization).
P =
ie
pi
∫ 2pi
0
dk
〈
uk
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂k
∣∣∣∣uk〉=− e2pi
{
[αk +βk]2pi0 +
∫ 2pi
0
dk cos(2Θk)
∂γk
∂k
}
(7.52)
Which for the ground-state is simply zero (by symmetry), but for this new trial function
is
∆P =
−e
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
dk cos(2Θk)
∂γk
∂k
'−ecos(2Θ〈k〉), (7.53)
and the key point is that this result does not vanish with vanishing width (indeed the
approximate evaluation is exactly for an infinitesimal width). It is therefore possible
to find a function which is of the same energy as the ground-state, but with a different
polarisation. There is therefore no longer a well-defined ground state. However, by
performing a numerical simulation where k is discrete, it simply cannot tend to zero in
this way. Provided the discretization is sufficiently course, the SCF should still be able
to locate a minimum.
In this study, there is an insistence that the density matrix retain the same periodicity
after the application of the perturbation. Later, Umari and Pasquarello would go on to
show that this is unnecessary, and that allowing relaxation of the periodic symmetry of
the wavefunction still returns the same energy (within the perturbation expressions). [20]
Practically, they performed AIMD on bulk MgO at varying fields and interestingly
calculated the effective charges as ±1.96 under their LDA.
Instead of dense k-point sampling, they caused the field instability in the SCF by
increasing their supercell length L (number of repeat units). They saw that when the
electric field E exceeds the ratio of the band gap to the cell length, around 17 Vnm−1,
their functional could not be minimised. The ratio of the band gap to the cell length
in that system is of the order 5 Vnm−1. Similar observations – and a more complete
explanation – were provided in the same year by Vanderbilt and co-workers. [21]
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7.2.5 Conclusion
It appears that our non-convergent SCF is indeed caused by applied fields which are
large enough to delocalize states across supercells. Clearly, our k-space sampling is
already at a minimum, therefore we can do little to alleviate what is a fundamental
limitation with the implementation. Indeed, this also explains why duplicating the
supercell in one direction can prevent the SCF from converging, as this effectively
corresponds to an increased k-space sampling.
It follows that we must try to find a way of reducing the CNC we need to apply. Initially,
we tried the obvious technical solution: increasing the length of the crystal region. Since
the field that needs to be applied falls to zero in the limit, there ought to be some length
of crystal which makes the applied field sufficiently low. However, we are attempting
to correct for two errors simultaneously, and while the larger crystal needs a smaller
correction, it also generates a larger dipole moment. The interaction between images is
therefore getting worse, and that field correction gets stronger as a result. Indeed, in the
limit of large n the value of DCNC does not go to zero. Instead, in Sec. 5.3 we saw it was
E¯ → 0. So not only does this approach not solve our problem, it also raises questions
about the sanity of our CNC condition.
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7.3 Revisiting CNC
We begin this section with discussion of a further inconsistency, in order to motivate our
anxiety over the CNC condition.
7.3.1 Background
Orthogonal to our magnesium oxide study, we were briefly considering a polar surface in
aluminium oxide. Corundum’s (0001) termination is a Type-II surface. The Al−O−Al
termination is non-polar, whereas the Al−Al−O termination is polar. It is found that
the polar termination, when covered with half a monolayer of protons on the oxygen
face and an equal number of hydroxides on the aluminium face, is the most stable
termination in solution. [22] These three possibilities are shown in Fig. 7.7. From the
experience of previous chapters, we predict that the frozen structure will have sufficient
chemical potential from its polar instability to cause the dissociation of water molecules
when coupled with aqueous solution.
Recapitulation
We can formulate a continuum model of the kind employed in Chs. 3–5. For the
Helmholtz layers, we assume the charges should be equal and opposite at equilibrium,
though the fields and effective widths will likely be different. Subsuming surface
polarisation, there are the following dielectric regions: the bulk solution, the two double
layers, the surface regions behind the terminal planes, and the two bulk regions between
planes. This is displayed in Fig. 7.8.
Figure 7.7: Left: The polar termination of Al2O3. Middle: Water dissociates to form the
experimentally observed stoichiometry. Right: The analogous non-polar termination. The
similarity to the previous structure is clear, with one Al3+ per three H+.
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Figure 7.8: Schematic of the
simulation cell focusing on
the crystal region. The lateral
dimensions are 9.508 A˚ by
8.234 A˚. The z distance
is 47.500 A˚. There are 9
layers of crystal: 12x O,
4x Al, 4x Al, repeated 3
times. The spacing between
an O layer and an Al layer
is 0.835 A˚. The spacing
between Al layers is 0.495 A˚.
Hence in terms of displacements
εH1EH1 = 4piσ (7.54)
εH1EH1 + εdE1 = 8piσ0 (7.55)
εdE1− εdE2 = 4piσ0 (7.56)
εdE2+ εdE3 = 4piσ0 (7.57)
εdE3+ εdE1 = 8piσ0 (7.58)
εdE2+ εH2EH2 = 4piσ0 (7.59)
εH2EH2 = 4piσ (7.60)
As usual 4piPICScell = E¯ and will be cancelled out in our calculation of the required D field.
The box edge cuts the electrolyte, so we add in the surface term−4piσ . Using equations
7.54 and 7.55, we can see that this is εdE1−8piσ0.
The condition for the removal of the finite size error in the z direction is E¯d = 0, which
implies that
3E1,CNCR1+3E2,CNCR2 = 2E3,CNCR1, (7.61)
substituting for E3 using equation 7.58 gives
3E1,CNCR1+3E2,CNCR2 = 2R1(−E1,CNC+8piσ0/εd)
5E1,CNCR1+3E2,CNCR2 = 16R1piσ0/εd (7.62)
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and similarly for E2 using equation 7.56,
5E1,CNCR1+3R2(E1,CNC−4piσ0/εd) = 16R1piσ0/εd
E1,CNC(5R1+3R2) =
4piσ0
εd
(4R1+3R2)
E1,CNC =
4piσ0
εd
· 4R1+3R2
5R1+3R2
. (7.63)
So finally,
DICSCNC = E¯ +4piP
ICS
tot = εdE1,CNC−8piσ0 = 4piσ0
(
4R1+3R2
5R1+3R2
−2
)
. (7.64)
The quotient is analogous to the n+12n factor in the rock salt system. When the number
of layers is taken to infinity, the term in brackets tends to −1, and so the double layer
attains half the charge of the terminal oxygen plane. Note that we have assumed the
zero-applied-field directions for the E fields in the schematic diagram. At some field,
E2 will reduce to zero and there will be a change in the direction (sign) in the equations.
It seems to cause the fraction to become
4R1−3R2
5R1−3R2
which is a fairly similar number in the end. 30% instead of 15%.
Comparison with the Literature
The experimental evidence on Al2O3 (0001) (and also Fe2O3 (0001), which is
isostructural) agrees well with the standard polar-surface paradigm as summarised by
Fig. 7.7.v Resultantly, in vacuum, both theory and experiment predict the aluminium
termination to be the most stable. [22,28] Furthermore, this surface is indeed found to react
with water, and experimental studies suggest this results in a hydroxide coverage. [28]
Equivalently, the vacuum oxygen termination becomes more stable than the metal
termination if protonated. [22] In our language, both cases compensate the surface charge
density by exactly half.
So we have a contradiction here. The Type-II surface of Fig. 7.7–right is, by definition,
already compensated. We would definitely say that this surface ought to be simulated as-
is, and it would have no net-dipole or electrostatic finite size issues of any kind. This is
true even with what we have learnt about D = 0 not being satisfactory for symmetric
Type-III setups. Yet, our model as derived above would simulate the hydroxylated
vThe (11¯02) or “r-cut” surface has also been extensively studied, and its surface structure
debated. [23–27]
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surface of the middle panel, but with more than the half (charge) coverage of water
ions displayed there. How can we reconcile this when we know that the two structures
ought to have indistinguishable (laterally-averaged) charge-density profiles? Indeed, in
the paper by Refson and Payne discussed in Sec. 6.2.1, they explicitly refer to the Type-
III compensated MgO (111) surface as a “Type-II surface”.vi
7.3.2 Playing with the Limits
We now return to our central argument, first proposed in Sec. 3.2. We began by defining
our system of rock salt (111), with the field across the crystal slab given as
E¯d =−n−12n E2+
n+1
2n
E1. (3.4 sic)
To make progress with our model, and because it was recognised that this condition
decouples the double layers, we set the left hand side to be zero and obtained
(n−1)E2 = (n+1)E1. (7.65)
This gave the charge in the surface layer as
σCNC =
n+1
2n
σ0, (3.9 sic)
which got us the value of 1/2 for the semi-infinite system where n→ ∞. To find this
point in simulation, we searched for the field where the drop across the crystal E¯dw= 0,
where w = nR is the width. However, we can consider instead applying the limit n→ ∞
on Eq. 7.65... This obtains
E2 = limn→∞
n+1
n−1E1 = E1. (7.66)
Which, if you back-substitute into Eq. 3.4, reveals that
E¯d =
(
−n−1
2n
+
n+1
2n
)
E1 =
1
n
E1, (7.67)
which of course goes to zero in the limit, as required. But as we realised in the Sec. 5.3,
during the derivation of the dielectric constant, the crystal length also diverges. This
means that the potential drop is
lim
n→∞ E¯dw = limn→∞
1
n
E1×nR = E1R. (7.68)
viConsider a ‘+1:-2:+1’ repeat unit for a Type-II crystal. Now let the interlayer spacing for the positive
layers tend to zero.
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Figure 7.9: Noguera’s sketches in figure 2 of Ref. 29 illustrating her discussion of Tasker’s
Rule. The finite drop across the crystal in this configuration can be interpreted as arising from
the finite second term in Eq. 1.2.
This is not zero. And so although E¯d→ 0 in the infinite case, it is inextricably linked to
the crystal width which has concomitantly diverged.
This resolves our confusion. If we return, for example, to Noguera’s original sketches
of this problem in Fig. 7.9, [29] the idea was that we demanded a surface charge σ ′ which
stops the field growing with system-size as in panel (a). This is achieved in panel (b) by
σ0/2, and leads to a potential drop across the crystal of one (field×spacing) unit, just
like the derivation above. Crucially, it does this for any value of n. Noguera draws n= 5
here, for example.
What we have done in Ch. 3 is find a different value of the charge which obtains a
potential drop that is not growing – by virtue of being exactly zero – for a given value
of n. The quirk of this is that it maps us directly onto a set of parallel plates for n = 1.
Indeed, it was a shortcoming of our method that it claimed to be modelling the semi-
infinite crystal, but at the same time it assigned to the interface numbers of ions that
(for the small slabs like the one used in Ch. 5) are in considerable excess. The resulting
structures cannot be physical! We saw at the beginning of this chapter that the density-
charge correlation may prove important, and we cannot get this right without the correct
ionic density. This is instantly resolved because if we require that E1 = E2, then it
follows that we will obtain σ = σ0/2 for all n.vii
viiThis condition might now allow simulation of dissolution. Before we had a problem (amongst
several) that when a pair of surface layers dissolved, and so n→ n− 2, the required field would then
change. Now the field would be independent of n.
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7.3.3 Equation of State
It was mentioned that an attraction of the E¯dw = 0 condition was that it decoupled the
double layers. This new condition, which will be denoted with a * from now on, does
not have this nice property, but what exactly do we mean by it?
In Ch. 5 we came up with three ways to obtain the capacitance for the Helmholtz layer
in contact with the polar slab:
1. Calculate the potential drop across the cell at CNC.
2. Use DCNC to calculate it from the polarisation at CNC instead.
3. Obtain the parameters of the Equation of State, defined as
4piP = 4piγEσ0+(ε⊥−1)E¯. (5.8 sic)
The (related) first two options are no longer applicable since the potential drop across
the cell also includes that of the crystal; the full drop is
E¯L =−2EHlH+E1R. (7.69)
The value of the crystal’s internal field variable is dependent on its dielectric constant
and so not known in advance, so all we can say is
E¯L =−2lH 4piσεH +R
2piσ0
εd
=−2 σ
cH
+
1
2
σ0
cd
. (7.70)
However, the equation of state is valid for any value of the field, and not just CNC*. So
before we substitute for our specific E¯d we would obtain the same equation as in Ch. 3,
σ =
(
n+1
2
σ0
cd
− E¯L
)(
2
cH
+
n
cd
)−1
. (3.8)
This is unhelpful because these parameters of γE and ε⊥ contain both cH and cd.
ε⊥ = 4piLctot (5.11)
γE =−
(
n+1
2
)
ctot
cd
(5.12)
where ctot =
(
2
cH
+
n
cd
)−1
. (5.13)
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If we had both numbers we could solve for cH, but obtaining γE would require us to
take measurements at varying σ0, which is rather unphysical for our polar system and
the DFT implementation is unlikely to take kindly to such alchemy. We could look for
some approximations instead. Performing the aforementioned substitution
γE =−
(
n+1
2
)
1
cd
(
2
cH
+
n
cd
)−1
∴ 1
cd
=
2γE
−(n+1)
4piL
ε⊥
⇒ ε⊥ = 4piL
(
2
cH
+
2nγE4piL
−(n+1)ε⊥
)−1
∴ cH
2
=
ε⊥
4piL
(
1+
2nγE
n+1
)−1
(7.71)
we find this term in the parentheses. As we can see from the definitions, for reasonably
large n the value of ctot→ cdn , and so γE→−n+12n . We lose the information from γE about
the capacitance, and so the parenthetical term explodes. We cannot take a small n limit
where the term with cd becomes negligible because n is bounded from below by unity.
We could expand the term in γE for n∼ 1 as (1−δ/n)−1, but this still leaves us with cd
in our equations. As such we would have to approximate cd. We shall return briefly to
this discussion in the next section.
7.3.4 Results from Simulation
Now that we have this alternative boundary condition to apply, we ought to test that it
works. For the setup described at the beginning of this chapter, D∗CNC(n→ ∞,qion =
±2.00) is increased by 50% on the previous value (see Table 7.2, new column). At this
field we find that the predicted 12 ions condense into the Helmholtz layer, yielding
the potential profile of Fig. 7.10. There, E1 = E2 within the small error familiar
to the method. This test comes as no real surprise, as we are already confident of
the applicability of the continuum model to these systems. Interestingly, if we go
Figure 7.10: Potential profile arising
from charge-compensating FFMD
simulation of the MgO(s)|NaCl(aq)
of the first section, with identical
parameters but an alternative value of
D∗CNC. See Table. 7.2. We observe
that ∆φd ' E1R.
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±1.36 [e] ±2.00 [e] n→ ∞
DCNC [Vnm−1] 106.9 157.2 235.8
∆q(DCNC) 5.4 8.0 12.0
PFFMD(DCNC) [×10−3 eA˚−2] 66.6 99.0 134.9
∆q(PFFMD) 6.1 9.1 12.4
Pwann(D = 0) [×10−3 eA˚−2] 142.1 130.7 130.9
∆q(Pwann) 13.1 12.1 12.0
Table 7.2: The data of Table 7.1 updated with the newly derived value of D∗CNC. The charges on
MgO are ±2.00e as we decided upon by the end of Sec. 7.1.2. As can be seen, all the quantities
align to 12 quanta away from the minimal branch.
back to look at Fig. 4.3, we can see that the E = 0 condition (i.e. ignoring long-
range interactions) is actually very close to this D∗CNC conditions, much closer than
the previous DCNC, and of course very much closer than D = 0 (Fig. 4.4). Excitingly,
the polarisation as calculated from the Wannier centres falls on the same branch as
D∗CNC, which means that D = 0 is the correct field to apply once branch cuts have been
accounted for.
If we now begin an AIMD trajectory, we see the barrierless dissociation of water
molecules at the O(s) face of the crystal to form OH
+
(s) . From our study in Ch. 6 this
was to be expected. We prepare the system as shown in Fig. 7.11 using the same ClayFF
parameters as before. [1] Equilibrating for 5 ps in AIMD with constrained surface O−H
bond lengths, no reactivity was observed for a further 1 ps without constraints.
We can even simulate over a range of D values in order to obtain ctot from the
displacement field equivalent of Eq. 5.8, which is Eq. 5.17. Even for short simulations of
around 5 ps, a strong linearity was observed, as before; the simulation data for the n= 7
of Fig. 7.11 is shown in Fig. 7.12. Indeed we can take inspiration from Ch. 3 and run
simulations for the total capacitance at varying crystal widths, n. This would overcome
the difficulties discussed around Eq. 7.71, since a plot of 1/ctot against n should have a
gradient of cd and an intercept of 2/cH. We began these simulations before temporarily
running out of computer time.
Figure 7.11: Snapshot of the Mg4O3(OH)2|9NaCl(aq) system. Since the crystal and hydroxides
constitutes a fully compensated Type-III system, there is no requirement for the electrolyte to be
polarised, and we are effectively dealing with something similar to Mg(OH)2|H2O, which is an
interesting problem, [30] but not in need of urgent theoretical attention.
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Figure 7.12: AIMD simulations on MgO Mgn/2On/2-1(OH)2|NaCl(aq) for n= 4. Top: Timeseries
data of the polarisation at varying D-field. Bottom Left: Correlation estimation by blocking
analysis, [31, App. D] used in generating the error bars. Bottom Right: Plot of 〈P〉 against D to
calculate the series capacitance Eq. 5.13 as 1.94×10−3 eA˚−2 to high precision.
The ensuing hiatus prompted us to ask why exactly it is that we should be interested in
this quantity cH for this hydroxylated surface? We can see from the snapshot of Fig. 7.11
that the ions in the solution do not condense at the surface. After all, in this configuration
it is already fully compensated and there is no driving force to polarise the electrolyte.
We have not observed dissociative behaviour in our simulations at the MgOH groups
on the surface. The quantity cH therefore only really informs on the response of the
electronic degrees of freedom and possible distortions to the contact lengths within the
crystal. This is not really a Helmholtz layer. The system is not electrochemically active.
Discussion of Electronic Reconstruction
It was observed from the Wannier centres that the successful simulations of MgO
exhibited no electronic reconstruction: the electrolyte charge or the water ions provided
all of the required compensation under their respective conditions. This is perhaps
not surprising, as our electrostatics hold for a simple model that does not include a
description of the band structure. However, in Sec. 7.1.3 we saw that with a large enough
field our polar crystals could self-ionise: transferring electron density from one face to
t’other. Unfortunately, if one considers the profile of Fig. 7.4–right, we can see that
such states did not correspond to an appropriate ∆xtlφ . It seems to be that—at least
under this functional—applying a uniform field cannot properly describe the electronic
compensation mechanism whilst also accounting for our finite size errors.
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Figure 7.13: The weakly polar (uncompensated) AlN (0001)|GaN (0001) junction with 7/7
(bi)layers. In Ref. 4 it is found that 23/23 layers are required for the system to undergo charge
transfer. Positions of gallium, aluminium, and nitrogen planes are the green, magenta, and
blue vertical lines respectively. Left: Potential profile in which the applied E field causes
∆xtlφ = E1R1 for GaN, but not AlN. Right: CDFT simulation in which Becke constraints are
used to force a charge transfer between the boundary layers; E = 0.
To make the point more strongly, we return to the polar/polar heterojunctions of
Goniakowski and Noguera we described in Sec. 7.1.2, where compensation was
provided by an adjacent polar phase. [4] Though those simulations described the correct
qualitative self-ionising behaviour, the potential profiles sloped in the ‘bulk’ region,
contrary to the requirement that the bulk polarisation be null. Indeed as the size of the
supercell was increased, the absolute size of the resulting potential drop grew. The
authors discussed this mainly in the context of thickness effects that actually exist
in polar crystals (i.e. behaviour of thin films). That is, for a polar crystal below
some critical size, electronic reconstruction will be unfavourable compared to other
mechanisms, as discussed in Ch. 1. Moreover, a constrained system can simply exist
in an uncompensated state. The authors found that the thickness (and concomitant
potential drop) required to initiate electronic reconstruction for a weakly polar system
like AlN (0001)|GaN (0001) was over 10 nm, an order of magnitude larger than some
of the slabs we have been studying.
It does not seem to be the case that the application of a finite field will properly resolve
this: because the two crystals have opposing polarisations, fixing the displacement to
‘flatten’ the potential in one crystal will only exacerbate the error in the other, as shown
in Fig. 7.13–left. This is a manifestation of the problem explored in Ch. 4, where we
had to perform our simulations in the absence of a conducting phase. The solution to
this may be to employ an alternative method of fixing the charge δσ I. For example, a
constrained DFT (CDFT) method has recently been implemented in CP2K, [32,33] and a
rough attempt at obtaining CNC* is shown in Fig. 7.13–right. Of course it may also be
possible to combine the two methods.
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7.4 Synopsis
At the beginning of this chapter we immediately ran into difficulties, finding that the
approach that had worked well in the case of NaCl (111) failed for the periclase
equivalent. This led us to investigate the choice of partial charges in our forcefield,
which proved to be inadequate. We found that as in other areas, [5,6] the electrostatics
must needs be described by formal, integer charges. This can be understood in terms
of the Wannier centre representation, where the electron pairs are found to be heavily
localised next to the pseudopotentials (including as they move), meaning that there is
little true charge transfer occurring. Of course, non-polarisable forcefields are in some
sense forced to use partial charges in order to account for covalency. It follows therefore
that a polarisable forcefield with explicit treatment of the dipole moment, separate from
the ionic charge, will be required to simulate systems such as this in FFMD. [34]
However, even with this adjustment we still could not transfer the MgO (111) system
to DFTMD. After some research we concluded that this was due to an electrolyte
configuration which resulted in an internal field that was simply too large. Together
with independent observations on Al2O3, we decided to question the form of the
original CNC derivation in Ch. 3. By imposing the value of DCNC in the limit of
n→ ∞ we obtained the accompanying ionic distribution, which produced a tolerable
field and allowed DFTMD to be run. Although this displacement makes calculation
of the capacitance harder – and indeed, this system turned out likely not to be
electrochemically active in the manner we envisaged from NaCl – it has other attractive
qualities. Not only does it produce the correct ionic density (given the correct charges
are used for both crystal and electrolyte ions, though one could account for this), it
is also simple to derive. This is because the compensating charge for the semi-infinite
system was already shown to be given straightforwardly from the bulk structure in Ch. 1.
Since the displacement fixes the electrolyte charge, as we showed in Ch. 4, this new D∗
actually obviates the need for continuum models at all, if all one wishes to do is obtain
a reasonable structure!
And so at the end of this final chapter, although we still need to answer important
questions concerning the competition of electronic reconstruction and electrolyte
compensation – and moreover to what extent processes like self-ionisation and water
dissociation are properly modelled by our DFTMD at all – it can still be said that we
have made some not insignificant progress in our understanding.
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8.1 Summary of Key Results
The finite system sizes necessary for computer simulation are fundamentally at odds
with the key feature of polar surfaces: their catastrophic, extensive dipole moment. Yet,
by framing this problem in the context of another finite size effect in electrostatics –
the application of Ewald summation to slab geometries – in Ch. 3 we were able to
achieve our desired potential profile within the crystal region. As a result, we now have
a methodology for the simulation of semi-infinite polar crystals using a single slab under
full periodic conditions.
In Ch. 4, we not only extended that theoretical framework, we also simplified it
conceptually: showing that the charge supplied by the electrolyte is directly given by
the imposed displacement field. What is more, by moving to the displacement field
ensemble, we were able to compare our faithful simulations with those conducted
using the Yeh-Berkowitz correction. We saw that such D = 0 simulations generated
unphysically large fields within the crystal, and this was found to be responsible for
the structural instabilities observed in previous work. Yet, even when the crystal
was constrained there still existed pathological orientational behaviour within the fluid
region. As a result, we can say with confidence that the Yeh-Berkowitz correction is
inappropriate for modelling semi-infinite polar crystals.
We were then able to treat our model systems with DFTMD. While the protocol is
seemingly straightforward, we detailed in Ch. 5 how the practical implementation of a
multivalued quantity like the polarisation – even on a simple system like NaCl (111)
– can prove challenging. The key result here, however, came from our initially
unsuccessful attempts to describe MgO (111). In Ch. 7 we saw how the use of partial
charges leads to qualitatively incorrect ionic densities at the surface. As a result, we
concluded that polarisable forcefields are likely a requirement in the simulation of polar
surfaces. In the meantime, we can use our new knowledge concerning the influence of
D on the electrolyte polarisation to reverse-engineer the value of the field that obtains
the correct density whilst assigning the incorrect charges!
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8.2 Further Work
Throughout all our work – and affecting greatly the verisimilitude of our statements
regarding aqueous compensation – is the possibility of alternative mechanisms of
compensation. While many mechanisms are available, only one is necessary. We saw at
the end of Ch. 7 that the aqueous compensation mechanism was observed, rather than
the electronic reconstruction which might be expected in vacuo. However, we should
not be so sure of our description as to say categorically that this is what happens for
MgO (111). To do this we must be confident that our energy ordering is correct, and
this means the implementation must be sufficiently accurate in both cases. As we have
covered already, DFT (in the form our GGA) is not reliable for bond breaking processes,
as well as the proper location of the band edges. As such, we recognise that it may be
necessary to employ higher-level theoretical treatments, perhaps even to extend the finite
field approach to a QM/MM setup.
Before even attempting such challenges, there are already problems to solve with the
non-stoichiometric reconstruction discussed at the end of Ch. 3. There, for practical
reasons, our NaCl slabs were simulated as fixed structures and therefore in need of
aqueous reconstruction. This was done in the knowledge that other, non-polar surfaces
(see Fig. 1.2) are of lower energy in vacuo. At this point, however, we are not able
to say whether or not this is the case in solution. For AgI we were able to simulate
a mobile slab, and indeed it did not attempt to reconstruct. However, our simulations
were short, and there is no guarantee that the structure was thermodynamically stable.
What is more, dissolution processes are famously tricky to get right, as we discussed in
Ch. 3. Although for an appropriate chemical potential (concentration) of the electrolyte
Figure 8.1: Sketch of the three considered (frozen) NaCl (111) crystal terminations. Left:
The unreconstructed surface of Ch. 3. Middle: The (2×1) Type-II surface missing every other
surface ion. Right: The (2× 2) ‘octopolar’ Type-II surface of zero net dipole, where 3/4 of
surface ions and 1/4 of sub-surface ions are removed. One could imagine that the ingression of
ions or (polarised) water molecules into the dashed region could complicate our description.
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the NaCl slab could have been allowed to move, we must also appreciate that time
scales required for direct coexistence simulations to become ergodic are long, [1] and
that electronic structure and defect sites are known to play a key role in the kinetics. [2]
Questions of thermodynamic stability remind us of the trials of Ch. 6 and the alchemical
transformation methodology used therein. It seems appealing to employ such integration
techniques to compare the relative stability of (known) surface reconstructions in the
presence of the electrolyte phase. By switching on and off certain ions (Fig. 8.1) we
could map between surface structures. Additional steps would need to be taken in order
to prevent (singular) repulsions from swamping our calculation of the energy gap, but
the process should be feasible.
A question then arises as to the electrostatic boundary conditions for these reconstructed
crystals. A (2×1) arrangement is analogous to a Type-II surface which, as we confirmed
in Sec. 7.3.4 (where the Type-II arrangement was generated via the surface acidity), does
not require polarisation of the electrolyte to be compensated. Moreover, we pointed out
in Sec. 1.2.2, a (2×2) reconstruction generates no net dipole moment at all. Presumable
therefore D ≡ E = 0 is the appropriate boundary condition. On the other hand, the
unreconstructed crystal has some imposed field D(∗)CNC. It follows that we will have to
make the field a λ dependent parameter along the integration path.
What is more, as was mentioned back in Ch. 1, the compensation of the unreconstructed
polar surface can be seen as equivalent to the condensation of the (2×1) surface when
the crystal is immersed in an isoionic electrolyte. Up to the details of the surface
entropy, we may have to be careful about the exact definition of the surface region, and
possibly employ alternative electrolytes. Indeed, if the surfaces are sufficiently close
energetically that electrolyte ions do (even fluxionally) interconvert between structures,
a bulky electrolyte may prove necessary to prevent intercalation. How meaningful this
definition of the endpoints is will have to be established.
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